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EDITORIALS 
by Nityananda das 

There Is Life After GBC 

SOMEONE recently commented to me, "Why bother 
trying to change the GBC? They never will!" Reflecting 

for awhile, I found that I disagreed. Sure, ISKCON will not be 
reformed overnight. It has been over 13 years of confusion and 
bogus propaganda already; it is like trying to reverse the course 
of an oceanliner with an outboard motor. Yet we are definitely 
seeing many positive signs of success. The feedback from the 
prablzus worldwide has encouraged us to continue to chip away 
at the illusions being propagated by the corrupt GBC elite 
gum-club. VVR intends to gently keep up the pressure by 
periodic publication of "the other side of the story," and 
patiently wait for Krishna to unfold His plan. 

VVR, at least for now, is limited to using the printed word 
for promoting discussion, debate and better understanding of 
the problems and possible solutions in ISKCON. In this way, 
many new lines of communication are opening up, and 
devotees are better equipped and informed to deal with the 
important issues facing us today. And what we are seeing, what 
is happening, is that devotees around the planet want to preach, 
do sankiltan, protect cows, worship deities, chant Hare Krish
na, observe festivals, distribute prasadam, etc., but not under 
the jurisdiction of the present GBC. Why? 

The record of GBC mismanagement, intimidation, harass
ment, oppression and deviations is such that thousands of 
devotees have opted for a Krishna conscious life outside the 
official GBC-ISKCON. Once burned, twice shy. They want to 
serve Srila Prabhupada and be Krsna conscious, but not under 
the present GBC. They have no more trust or faith in the GBC, 
and rightly so. Until there is a real honest to goodness house 
cleaning in ISKCON, devotees in general will remain extremely 
skeptical of the prospects of life within official ISKCON. Be
hold the empty temples around the world. Of course, some 
temples are doing OK, but only "grand-disciples" are to be 
found there, since all the Prabhupada disciples have left. Lar
gely, ISKCON has become a society of newcomers, of 
neophytes, who are much easier to dupe by the exploitative new 
gums who would promote themselves to the exclusion of Srila 
Prabhupada's true position and mercy. This is a general pat
tern, with exceptions of course. 

Thus we see the growth of a "Greater ISKCON," where 
increasingly devotees are realizing that there IS life after GBC, 
and they are exploring their Krishna conscious options outside 
official ISKCON. VVR hopes, however, that eventually the 
GBC and ISKCON will be truly reformed and devotees in and 
out will be able to work very closely together again. VVR hopes 
that by putting relentless pressure on the GBC that, at some 
point, this needed reform will be effected by Krishna's plan. 
Meanwhile, even if we cannot remain faithful and loyal to the 
GBC, there is no reason why we cannot remain faithful and 
loyal to Srila Prabhupada and his teachings. Any devotee who 
is following Srila Prabhupada is actually in ISKCON, whether 
the official ISKCON or the Greater ISKCON, it is not so 

important. 
So where have all the devotees gone? Are 95% of Srila 

Prabhupada's disciples and 75% of his so-called grand-dis
ciples blooped? No, most of them may not be as strict in their 
practices as before, but they are still Vaishnavas, living in 
different locales and practicing Krishna consciousness in vary
ing degrees. For example, Dayananda Prabhu, who joi~ed ~ 
the late 60's and was Prabhupada's secretary for some time, IS 

now working at IBM and raising a family in Maryland. His 
family and other devotee families in his area take turns visiti~g 
each other for classes, kinans and feasts. Then there IS 

Dasarath Suta in College Park, Georgia, and Chaitanya 
Saranam in Wheatfield, Indiana, and... the list goes on and on. 
Gradually, the dispersal of devotees from life in the temples to 
life outside the temples increasingly means more and more 
preaching centers and beacons of light in the darkness. 

Brahmananda Prabhu inspired me with some facts about the 
Chaitanya Charitamna. He explained how Lord Chaitanya 
disappeared in 1533, but it was not until 1581, some 47 years 
later, that Krsna das Kaviraj completed his masterpiece on the 
pastimes of the Lord. How this feat was achieved is miraculous, 
considering the distance of time, amongst other factors. So my 
inspiration was: even though things look dark in ISKCON 
thirteen years after Srila Prabhupada's disappearance, the 
situation can be rescued and set straight by the will of Srila 
Prabhupada and Krishna, even in the face of apparently .over
whelming odds. It is with this faith that we at VVR patiently 
continue to push for reform in Srila Prabhupada's own per
sonal institution, namely the International Society for Krishna 
Consciousness. We may have been excommunicated and 
prohibited from using the ISKCON logo under a threat of a 
lawsuit, but we remain loyal to the hope that eventually 
ISKCON will be reformed and we, and hopefully most of the 
devotees now on the "outside," will be able to come back again 
as ISKCON devotees. 

The Ritvik Case After Rupavilasa 
Several devotees recently mentioned they thought VVR's ef

forts to make a case for ritvik-in-absentia intiations was severely 
damaged by the departure and loss of Rupavilasa Prabhu. But 
perhaps we all had a tendency to make bigger-than-life heroes 
out of regular guys, as was done with the "successor acharyas". 
There is no doubt Rupavilasa made a notable contribution, 
with his well-presented arguments and research. However, 
litviks were not invented by Rupavilasa. Books had mentioned 
and centers were opened on the ritvik principle long before 
VVR touched the issue. Rupavilasa's falldown does not affect 
the authenticity of his articles on the ritvik system because, 
simply put, facts are facts, no matter who gathers and organizes 
them into a coherent presentation. Deciphering the evidence 
for the litvik system did not require self-realized consciousness 
or pure devotion. Time and GBC suppression made the ~verall 
picture obscure until, as if by a higher plan, evidence trIckled 
in from various sources. Karnamrita, Rupavilasa, Yasodanan
dana and others sifted out the pieces of the puzzle and came to 
thc rather obvious conclusion that Srila Prabhupada had set up 
a ritvik-after-departure initiation system. Those who would say 
that Rupavilasa has damaged the credibility of the ritvik case: 
they have no case themselves. We should judge the ritvik case 
on its own merits, and cannot discredit it simply because 
Rupavilasa had personal problems. 
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VedicVillage
Review's "Humble"
 
Demands to GBC
 

To summarize the main points made in the VVR to date, 
we will be keeping an ongoing list herein, presented as 

demands made of the GBC. From time to time VVR intends 
to collect signatures for petitions, conduct polls amongst 
devotees and devise various means to bring the feelings of 
devotees in the "Greater ISKCON" to the attention of the 
official ISKCON GBC. VVR believes ISKCON needs a sweep
ing reformation, a new leadership and an end to oppression. 
May these demands serve as a reminder of problems, 
anomalies and solutions for ISKCON's brighter future in the 
twenty-first century and beyond. 

1. VVR "humbly" demands that the GBC set up an inde
pendent brahminical committee, with unrestricted powers of 
investigation and examination of witnesses to investigate what 
system Srila Prabhupada wanted for initiation and the con
tinuation of the sampradaya after his disappearance and also 
to investigate the possible cover-up of Srila Prabhupada's in
structions in this regard. The results of such investigation are 
to be duly considered by the GBC and widely published. 

2. VVR humbly demands that the GBC substantiate the 
present ISKCON gum system (by vote or self-appointment) 
with reference to Srila Prabhupada's teachings, especially in 
regards to the appointment and qualification issues. If the GBC 
is unable to do so conclusively, then VVR demands that the 
GBC abandon this system as unauthorized and institute the 
ritvik acarya system as authorized by Srila Prabhupada in 1977. 

3. VVR humbly demands that the GBC give a good explana
tion of ritvik initiations given by various GBC's since Srila 
Prabhupada's departure in 1977, as documented in the VVR. 

4. VVR humbly demands that the GBC resolve that the 
Srimad Bhagvatam from Tenth Canto Chapter 14 to the end of 
the Twelfth Canto, the segment never completed by Srila Prab
hupada, will be henceforward reprinted only using the purports 
of the previous acaryas and fully incorporating the Canto 10, 11 
and 12 verSe translations and purports Srila Prabhupada al
ready gave us in his Chaitanya Charitamrta, Srimad 
Bhagavatam and elsewhere. 

5. VVR humbly demands that the GBC publicly and philo
sophically denounce the zonal and successor acharya systems, 
as these systems are still in effect in many parts of the world. 

6. VVR humbly demands that the GBC publicly apologize 
and make all possible restitution to all devotees who were 
seriously wronged by GBC intimidation and oppressiveness 
after Srila Prabhupada's departure. The GBC must diligently 
compile and publish the list of such devotees, seeking their 
pardon and blessings. 

7. VVR humbly demands that the GBC require Jayapataka, 
Harikesa, Satsvarupa, Gopala Krishna, Hridayananda and 
Tamala Krishna Maharajas and any remaining GBC members 
from the 1978-1987 era to individually and publicly apologize 
to the general body of devotees, and make adequate restitution, 
including resignation, for their participation, either directly or 

indirectly, in the unauthorized attempt to occupy Srila 
Prabhupada's unrivalled, supreme position as the predominant 
acharya of his movement, as well as the institutionalization of 
the zonal acahrya and appointed diksha-gurn hoax, which clear
ly deviated from Prabhupada's teachings. Part of the restitu
tion would be to confess their wrongs and apologize sincerely 
to each devotee they meet for many years to come. 

8. VVR humbly demands that the GBC obtain immediate, 
unconditional resignation ofthe remaininggurns of the original 
14 and pre-1987 members of the GBC for their participation in 
and the aiding and abetting of the above deviation, and then 
ban them from membership in the GBC for a very long time. 

9. VVR humbly demands the GBC conduct a full investiga
tion into the failure of the GBC to comply with Srila 
Prabhupada's order to notify all the devotees worldwide to 
come to Vrindavan in October 1977 to be with him at the time 
of his glorious departure for Goloka. 

10. VVR humbly demands that the GBC conduct a full, 
impartial investigation into the matter of the "missing tapes", 
those 1977 recordings of Prabhupada that should be there in 
the Archives, but are not, and also, whether or not the so-called 
appointment tapes have been tampered with. 

11. VVR humbly demands that the GBC sponsor continued 
research and debate on the re-initiation and ritvik acarya issues, 
as many devotees feel the issues are not settled satisfactorily, 
and also sponsor a full review of all official GBC position 
papers from 1977 to the present to determine how and where 
the GBC deviated from the teachings of Srila Prabhupada, and 
then also rescinding those bogus resolutions and policies by 
public denunciation of the same. 

12. VVR humbly demands that the GBC give up its policy of 
intimidation and harassment of those devotees who may have 
philosophical variances with the official GBC party line, and 
that the GBC accept New Jaipur, its members and the VVR 
editors as part of ISKCON, and that devotees outside official 
ISKCON be invited to participate in its programs once again. 

13. VVR humbly demands that the GBC require Tamala 
Krishna Maharaja to submit to judicial style questioning 
regarding his role in important events from 1977 to the present. 

14. VVR humbly demands that the GBC set up an inde
pendent brahminical committee to investigate and research the 
propriety and authenticity of Satsvarupa Maharaja's version of 
Srila Prabhupada's biography, Prabhupada Lilamrita, as there 
is much concern that Srila Prabhupada was not justly portrayed 
as a pure devotee but rather as an ordinary, pious man, and 
whether certain of Srila Prabhupada's teachings were mis
represented therein. 

15. VVR humbly demands that the GBC organize and spon
sor open discussions worldwide to debate various views and 
philosophical opinions, as well as permitting review of GBC 
policies and actions, thus making the GBC more accountable 
to the needs, opinions and desires of the devotees. 

16. VVR humbly demands that the GBC obtain Tarnal Krsna 
Maharaj's personal diary, which may contain vital information 
regarding Srila Prabhupada's instructions in 1977, and any 
possible coverup of those instructions. 

17. VVR humbly demands that the GBC make an exhaustive 
compilation and analysis of all of Srila Prabhupada's state
ments about the function, position, authority, duties, etc. of the 
GBC, and publish those findings, and then abide by those 
conclusions. 
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What Shall We 
Do With All 
Those Cows? 
by Kamamrita dasa 

SINCE the passing ofRis Divine Grace Srila Prabhupada 
from our external vision, a number of the projects he 

intended us to implement have been put aside as though they 
were insoluble conundrums or have been deputed to the 
proverbial back burner while we await the inspiration that 
would tell us what he required of us. We need not refer to all 
the matters that have remained pending since his departure, 
the establishment of Vamashra11l being but one, but the matter 
of cows and bulls is one that must be discussed now, before we 
become so discouraged by the practical difficulties of cow 
protection that we give the whole idea up as impossible. 

What is the great difficulty with respect to cows that has so 
troubled us? The difficulty, or so we have supposed, is this, that 
in order to get milk from cows they must regularly be made 
pregnant, pregnancy leads either to the birth of a female calf 
that cannot herself give milk for some time, and who must in 
turn become pregnant in order to do so, or to the birth of a bull 
calf that for all intents and purposes becomes nothing less than 
a burden upon our cow protection program - except in the odd 
case of it being trained to pull fun rides or the like. In short, 
cows multiply like anything and space must be found to accom
modate them. Indeed, a Godbrother once challenged the 
writer, as though the problem were absolutely insoluble, to 
outline some practical plan for maintaining a rapidly expanding 
bovine population that a compassionate non-devotee farmer 
could actually endorse and put into practice were he to decide 
to protect his stock. The Westerner sees an almost insurmount
able obstacle to the accommodation of an ever burgeoning cow 
population: viz. that a vast and continually increasing acreage 
of good pasture is required to sustain it. 

In this short essay on the subject of cow protection and the 
Krishna Consciousness Movement, the writer intends to chal
lenge this misconception and to suggest how the problem of 
caring for large numbers ofcows may best be solved. The writer 
cannot deny the fact that sufficient manpower is needed to care 
for large numbers of cows, bulls, bullocks and calves, nor shall 
he deny the necessity of funds being invested in establishing a 
rational cow protection program. But the question ofpasturage 
is a mistaken one and one that discourages us unnecessarily. 

"As in India" 
A Godbrother once asked a noted Gaudiya Vaishnava how 

ISKCON might best establish Vamashra11l. The Vaishnava, 
being very learned, and hardly ever at a loss for an answer, 
pondered a moment, replied, "As in India!", and fell silent, the 
matter being closed as far as he was concerned. Our questioner 
was somewhat perplexed by this terse answer, and so was the 
writer for a while. But it is a fact that much of the ancient Vedic 
culture persists in India, albeit in rural areas and small towns 
only, and then in a much corrupted form. There is a kind of 
Vamashra11l to be found functioning here and there in India if 

one takes the trouble to look for it. And since the social 
structure of ancient times has not yet come to extinction we 
would do well to ask ourselves whether the rural Indian has any 
knowledge of the practicalities of cow protection that has 
survived from days of yore. Just consider the facts: India has an 
area of around 1,300,000 sqare miles, which is but a third of the 
area of the USA, and a human population in excess of 
800,000,000 at the time of writing. And yet India happily sup
ports more than 250,000,000 cows - at least one fifth of the 
world's bovine population! This is no mean feat, for India is 
notoriously poor and inefficiently governed. India is home to 
more cows and bulls than the USA, despite its human popula
tion being almost treble that of the USA and its land mass little 
more than a third thereof. What is even more astonishing, 
however, is the fact that there is practically no permanent 
pasture in India at all, and most of the year, nothing that an 
American or European farmer would dignify with the names 
'meadow', 'pasture', or what have you! Thus it can be under
stood that there is a method, that does not depend on vast tracts 
of grassland, by which huge numbers of cows may be main
tained and nourished, and that does not result in a country 
overrun by the creatures. And it is to be found in India. 

The Goshalla, the Householder 
There are two principle and interlinked systems by which 

India's cow population is both utilised and, for want of a better 
word, optimized. The most essential is the goshalla, or "Cow 
House", which is best likened to a hostel for cows, and of which 
there are very many throughout the land. They work like this: 
a walled structure is furnished with as many stalls as it can 
accommodate, or places where cows can be tethered - each 
around four-feet by eight-feet in size, and as many mangers or 
troughs, at the head of each animal, from which they may eat, 
as are needed. As far as possible, shelter is provided for all the 
inmates in the form of open sided sheds. At the very least there 
will be shelter during very hot or cold periods. In northerly 
states such sheds might be enclosed or provided with canvas 
awnings that can be let down to keep out the chill. Besides stalls 
and troughs there will be one water trough per seventy-five to 
one-hundred cows kept always filled with clean, sweet water. 

The residents of the goshalia are kept tethered most of the 
day - they sleep in their stalls (cows only doze at night as a 
rule), they are mostly fed there, and only leave their places once 
or twice in the day for exercise. This routine of exercise is, of 
course, essential. As a rule, the inmates of the goshalia are 
herded in the afternoon and are driven, at a leisurely pace, 
foraging as they go, at least a mile to a place where they may 
graze (when greenery is available) or at least lie for a while and 
chew the cud. After remaining in the pasture (which need not 
be especially large and may not even be grassy - sandy areas 
are much frequented) they are again driven, as before, back to 
the goshalia and are tethered at their places. The cows are 
allowed to drink, if they wish, at the time of their going out or 
returning from their excursions. The herding of the cows at the 
time of their exercise is not an especially demanding task and 
is often performed by one or two small boys equipped with 
large, dangerous looking poles. 

The calves are kept tethered away from their mothers for the 
best part of the day. Close to milking time the cows naturally 
become eager for the association of their offspring - a short 
delay in their calves being brought to them encourages them to 
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produce more milk. The calves are untied and led to their 
mothers when the latter are lowing with sufficientgusto and are 
allowed to suckle for a while. When they have taken enough 
milk, they are again tethered, but this time at the mother's head, 
where they may receive her affectionate attention in the form 
of her licking their bodies. Their being tied at their mother's 
head also serves to encourage the mother to freely give her milk 
to the milkman who has stationed himself at her flank with his 
pail by this time. Finally, the calves are returned to their places 
in the goshalia, and the troughs are filled with fodder. This 
fodder generally consists of cut straw, which is often delivered 
on a daily basis to the goshalla by independent farmers, supple
mented by the green tops of various vegetables and suchlike, 
and by small amounts of jaggery (gol/r) at times. 

In between the times of milking and the cows' excursions, 
the cowmen groom and bathe the cows, attend to their medical 
needs, prepare their fodder and so forth. At the time of the 
cows' daily excursions the cowmen that remain behind make 
quick work of cleaning the goshalia, which has generous daily 
deposits of cow dung and urine - both of which can easily be 
utilised in various ways. The cleaning is done with stiff brooms 
and water hoses. It might also be noted that while cows need 
to give birth to a calf annually in order to produce milk, elderly 
cows that are past calving generally live no more than a couple 
of years after they dry up. Thus they are not a burden to us in 
their final years. 

The householders, who constitute the other branch of Indian 
cow protection, have the same kind of arrangement in minia
ture. Any respectable family that has its own dwelling and 
either a small courtyard or some outside space, keeps one or 
two cows, or bullocks for ploughing and suchlike. A simple stall 
is easily erected, the householder can milk his cow as at the 
goshalia, and, if his animal is not a working animal, he will take 
advantage of the kind of cooperative that is part of the 
householder cow protection system. That is to say, the 
householders have their animals collected once or twice a day 
by some cowman or boy who will drive them en masse (at a 
modest fee perhaps) to the kind of pasture or rest area 
described above. 

The householder never need keep an animal he does not 
need or cannot care for, for he can entrust any cow, bull or calf 
to a local goshalla without charge. He also has the option to 
sell his animals to other householders if he wishes, and need 
not fear for their fate as we would, were we to sell our cows and 
bulls to kamlis! Such householders can rely on their neighbours 
to assist them at times when their cows or bulls are sick, or die, 
by lending them cows or bulls. The cooperative spirit of the 
extended family means that no grihastha need ever want for 
milk or for animals to pull his plough, draw his wagon or turn 
his grinding stone. There are, moreover, always animals that 
the local goshalia will sell at a nominal fee or even donate to 
deserving householders. 

A Modest Proposal 
The system of cow protection utilised in India makes as 

much sense for us in the West as it does for the Indians. Its main 
advantage is that far less land is needed for cow protection than 
we have thusfar needlessly feared. If pasture land is available 
aplenty, then all well and good. But one need provide no more 
than a small field with some shade, and if not grass, then soft, 

sandy soil, and some path or highway along which the cows may 
walk to it, to give exercise to a hundred cows. 

The initial need is for some benefactors, or temple 
authorities to construct goshallas as are found in India, and to 
provide suitable men to run them - there is no need to purchase 
great, rolling tracts of expensive meadowland that need to be 
extended every few years at ever increasing cost. Crops may be 
grown for our cows if need be, but it could just as well be 
purchased from others if the need arose. It should also be noted 
in this regard that Indians generally keep their cows and bulls 
fairly lean. 

The idea of the goshalia is so much appreciated in India that 
even the Indian government owns many. The gosha//a is basi
cally a charitable institution, but, on the other hand, if it is well 
managed milk can be produced enough to sell, and vast quan
tities of cow dung are produced that can generate useful 
amounts of methane gas (providing a slurry as the end product 
that is an exceptionally good fertiliser), that can be used for 
construction in hot climates, for cleaning purposes in all parts 
of the worId, and even for heating and cooking (provided it can 
be properly dried first). 

The involvement ofgrihasthas in this scheme makes it all the 
more practical. Besides the fact that the gosha//a can sell 
animals to householders (and need pay nothing when donated 
animals), the householders can provide themselves with milk 
and utilise male animals for ploughing, pulling carts, turning 
grinding stones for milling wheat and corn and suchlike, for 
producing oil (sesame, castor, mustard, etc.), and for other 
tasks such as drawing or pumping water, or even generating 
electricity. 

The writer humbly proposes that ISKCON's leaders, as well 
as intelligent independent devotees everywhere, give some 
serious thought to the idea of the gosha//a. They need not plan 
to buy vast acreages in order to protect cows given the poor 
economy of such a scheme. Rather, they must construct the 
necessary stalls and troughs and surrounding walls of the tradi
tional "Cow House" at some initial outlay (I estimate that a 
carefully plannedgosha//a, just seventy-five feet by seventy-five 
feet, could accommodate a hundred cows, calves and bulls), 
they must provide the gosha//a with six or seven men - one of 
whom must be a good vaisya type, and the others - dedicated 
and hardworking, they must ensure that there is a field of a 
reasonable size about a mile from thegosha//a with good access 
via a cow path (along which the animals could at times forage) 
or a quiet rural highway. They must be prepared to continue to 
fund thegosha//a if it proves impossible to turn a profit by sales 
of milk, etc., with the understanding that cow protection is not 
only beneficial to the cows, and to their individual stock of 
pl/Ilya, but to the entire human species. 

Let our entrepreneurs come forward and build true goshal
las the world over. Let our administrators recognise the need 
for large-scale cow protection and permanently employ suffi
cient men with the inclination to work with cows therein. The 
gosha//a is the means by which thousands, nay, millions of cows 
may be given shelter at the least inconvenience for all con
cerned. 

We cannot have a civilised life without cows, nor they a 
peaceful life without proper provision being made for their 
protection by civilised men. There need be no anxiety but that 
it should be done for the pleasure of Srila Prabhupada and 
Lord Govinda, the transcendental cowherd. 
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Grihasfhas 
and Illicit Sex 
by Karnamnta dasa 

The "Unwritten Understanding" 

THE basic regulative or restrictive principles of sadhana
bhakti are no doubt beyond dispute: one is not permitted 

to eat the flesh of moving living beings, nor their eggs nor any 
of the byproducts thereof; one is not permitted to gamble; one 
is not permitted to take intoxicating substances; and, finally, 
one is not permitted to engage licentiously in sexual activity that 
is not meant for the procreation of children. These are the basic 
laws, and laws that Srila Prabhupada showed no inclination to 
suspend or waive for any reason. Be that as it may, devotees in 
the Krishna Consciousness Movement generally do not trans
gress the first three of these restrictions. There is one area, 
however, where an exception is often made, where a blind eye 
is turned as it were, and that is with respect to a man and his 
wife and his sexual relations with her. There is an unwritten 
understanding that illicit sex between husband and wife is 
permissible, provided, that is, that such sexual misconduct does 
not become common knowledge nor result in too many 
troublesome children 

Illicit Sex Defined 
In order to discuss this matter scientifically, and to deter

mine whether the abovementioned deviation is really worthy of 
such public consideration, we should be certain that we proper
ly understand what constitutes illicit sex. We refer the reader, 
therefore, to the Nectar ofInstmction, where Srila Prabhupada 
has given the following unequivocal definition: "When a man 
is properly mature, he can marry according to the rules and 
regulations of the shastra and use his genitals for begetting nice 
children. That is legal and religious. Otherwise, he may adopt 
artificial means to satisfy the demands of the genitals and he 
may not use any restraint...illicit sex [is] defined by the scrip
tures [as] thinking, planning, talking about or actually having 
sexual intercourse, or satisfying the genitals by artificial 
means..." [purport to Text One] It is clear from this passage 
that if one has sex without the specific intention of procreating 
a child then he is acting irreligiously, at least according to the 
tenets ofGaudiya Vaishnavism and the teachings of Srila Prab
hupada. Sexual intercourse, or any artificial stimulation of the 
genitals, is illegal and immoral if there is any desire to enjoy sex 
pleasure for its own sake, and is deemed obstructive to one's 
spiritual progress. 

Licit Sex for Grihasthas 
Srila Prabhupada did not exactly make a habit of disclosing 

the proper standard of sexual behaviour for glihasthas - he 
was, after all, a sallJlyasi and reluctant to dwell too long on 
matters inappropriate for his ashram. Thus it is that some 

householders, especially newcomers to the movement, may 
never have discovered exactly what Srila Prabhupada expected 
of them. He did spell out the correct Gaudiya Vaishnava 
standard on several occasions, however- on at least one 
recorded occasion to a gathering of devotees, and at least once 
in his books. He asked his married followers to have sex life no 
more than once in a month, and then for the purpose of 
procreation and at a time when the woman was likely, not 
unlikely, to conceive: "...according to the religious injunctions, 
a man is restricted to enjoy sex only once in a month, after the 
menstrual period of the wife, and if the wife is pregnant he is 
not allowed to enjoy sex life at all. This is the law for human 
beings." [Bhag. 4.27.5 purport] 

This is, of course, a rigorous standard, and one very difficult 
for those lacking the necessary determination to strictly follow. 
Yet this standard is necessary for those sincerely seeking eleva
tion to the transcendental plane, for following it diligently 
protects one from becoming accustomed to the so-called 
pleasure of sexual indulgence, and with steadfast practice be
comes easy to follow. 

The Vedic standard of regulated sexual behaviour, as 
gleaned from the Manu Smriti, is worth mentioning, lest those 
who stumble across it interpret it as a liberal substitute for the 
standard laid forth by His Divine Grace: "Let the husband ap
proach his wife in due season [when she is likely to conceive], 
and being always satisfied with her alone, approach her with a 
desire for conjugal enjoyment... Sixteen [contiguous] days [and 
nights] in each month, with the exception of four particular 
days, which are decried by the saintly, are the 'season' of a 
woman. Among these [sixteen days] the first four, the thirteenth 
day and the eleventh day are forbidden. the remaining ten 
nights are recommended...He who avoids intercourse with 
women on the six forbidden nights, and on eight others [as well 
as during the woman's menses], is a brahmachari, no matter 
what ashram he belongs to." [Manu 3.45-47 & 50] 

By way ofexplanation, there is a sixteen day period, just after 
the cessation of the woman's menses, during which she may 
conceive. That is not to say that women are fertile throughout 
such a period, but that women generally are fertile for a day or 
so during such a period, the exact time varying from one woman 
to another, sometimes even falling a day or two outside this 
norm. A husband is forbidden by Manu to approach his wife 
for sexual intercourse at any time other than that sixteen-day 
'season', and six days of the 'season' are also denied him, viz. 
the first four, the thirteenth and the eleventh. Thus there is but 
a twelve-day period in the twenty-eight days or so of a woman's 
fertility cycle during which her husband may approach her for 
sexual intercourse - all other days are forbidden. 

Now it may be surmised, on the strength of the foregoing 
citation, that a man may gratify himself twelve days per month 
and not be implicated in illicit sex life. This interpretation, 
however, is most doubtful, especially for grihastlzas who are 
seriously trying to overcome their anarthas, rise to the platform 
of fixed service to Krishna, and progress ultimately to the 
supreme state of purity and love, prema-bhakti. Indeed, the 
Manu Smliti makes no mention of how many of the sixteen days 
may be taken advantage of and it is presumptuous to assume 
that the one day per month prescribed by Srila Prabhupada is 
unusual. It is obvious, too, that a devotee who is so attracted by 
the sex act that he is unable to restrict himself to one day's 
sexual indulgence a month is neither transcendental to the 
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material modes nor yet able to confine himself to satisfying the 
senses of the Lord. Since Srila Prabhupada expected us to 
come to the platform of unalloyed devotion to the Godhead, 
we clearly must be able to bring our senses under control as a 
prerequisite thereto. 

Prabhupada's Attitude 
Srila Prabhupada has especially emphasised the avoidance 

of illicit sexual activity by householders. By way of illustration, 
we cite the following passage from the Chaitanya-charitamrita. 
What the reader may find surprising is that, rather than specifi
cally condemning meat-eating, which is a truly abominable 
practice, Srila Prabhupada stresses the sinfulness of illicit sex: 
"Instead of living engrossed in material activities, people 
throughout the world should take advantage of this movement 
and chant Hare Krishna maha mantra at home with their 
families. [They] should also refrain from sinful activities - illicit 
sex, meat eating, gambling and intoxication. Of these four 
items, illicit sex is very sinful." [Cc madhya 7.129 purport] 

Srila Prabhupada once asked Yasodanandana and Guruk
ripa Prabhus why he had been so successful. "Because of your 
preaching, Srila Prabhupada", came the reply. "No!", said Sriia 
Prabhupada, "It is because I have told all these boys and girls 
not to have illicit sex. All the bogus swamis andyogis, they have 
not told [their followers] this." He paused a moment and an 
expression of disgust crossed his face. He concluded, saying, 
"But still they are doing it!" 

This exchange surely illustrates the importance of restraint 
in sexual matters; after all, Srila Prabhupada put great store in 
the principle of chastity (which is, by-the-by, commonly, but 
erroneously confused with celibacy). 

The members of the Krishna Consciousness Movement are 
supposed to be intent on attaining the ultimate desideratum
love of God. That goal is almost always attained by the gradual 
process ofsadhana-bhakti. We have heard again and again that 
the greatest snare of illusion is sex life, at least on the gross 
platform. Ifwe cannot restrain ourselves from indulging in this 
most intoxicating of material allurements, how can we possibly 
make progress towards union with Krishna? "lIIicit sex is sex 
that violates the laws given in the scriptures. When one violates 
the laws of the scriptures...he commits sinful activities. One 
who is engaged in sinful activities cannot change his conscious
ness .. Our real function is to change our consciousness 
from...sinful consciousness to Krishna, the supreme pure." 
[Bhag. 4.27.5 purport] 

Prabhupada summarises the purpose of marriage in the 
Krishna Consciousness Movement, and the proper utilisation 
of the organs of reproduction as follows: "The genitals should 
be used to beget a Krishna conscious child, otherwise they 
should not be used. The Krishna consciousness movement 
encourages marriage not for the satisfaction of the genitals but 
for the begetting of Krishna conscious children...and one who 
is capable of bringing forth Krishna conscious offspring is 
allowed to utilise his genitals." [NectarofInstruction 1 purport]. 

There is no doubt that illicit sexual desire is ever ready to 
ensnare married couples who are not vigilant and determined 
in their avoidance thereof. Such weakness is understandable. 
How, then, are they to remain steadfast in their vow of chastity 
if they are taught, implicitly or explicitly, that casual sex with 
their partners is not particularly sinful? 

New Vrindabanites
 
Make Their Case
 

We present the following two articles from New Vrindaban 
defending the changes introduced by Kirtanananda Swami 
not out of support for or endorsement ofthese changes, but in 
hopes of stimulating some solid response from devotees 
anywhere. VVR would like to receive articles which will sound
lychaJlenge the assertions made below. In the search for truth, 
let the debate begin! (Ed., Nityananda dasa) 

Interfaith
 
Preaching
 
by Paramahamsa Krishna Swami 

THANK you for presenting the opportunity in VVR for 
devotees to discuss issues important to the future of the 

Krishna consciousness movement. We feel strongly that inter
faith dialogue is a significant issue for the movement and must 
be analyzed very carefully. 

In Light ofthe Bhagavata, Srila Prabhupada says, "In this age 
ofa godless civilization, the sages ofworld-recognized religious 
sects who believe in God must come out of their secluded 
places and spread the science of God, the Supreme Will, to the 
people in general. Hindus, Muslims, Christians, and the mem
bers of the other sects that have convincing faith in the authority 
ofGod must not sit idly now and silentlywatch the rapid growth 
of a godless civilization. There is the supreme will of God, and 
no nation or society can live in peace and prosperity without 
acceptance of this vital truth. 

"The warning is already there, and responsible leaders of 
religious sects must meet together and form a common plat
form of a league of devotees of the Lord." 

What you so flippantly criticize as a "hodgepodge" is a 
sincere attempt on the part of our community to carry out this 
desire of Srila Prabhupada. You asked, "Who determined that 
inter-faith activities is the way to preach Krishna conscious
ness?" Srila Prabhupada did! Of course, we must understand 
what real "interfaith" means. It doesn't mean mixing 
philosophies or watering down philosophies so everyone feels 
good. It means that people ofstrong faith (or "convincing faith" 
as Prabhupada said) come together to work to spread Krishna 
consciousness in a degraded world. 

You both were very quick to assume that the teachers men
tioned in the invitation to our Interfaith conference were "of
fending mayavadis and impersonalists who should be 
shunned." If you investigate the three traditions mentioned in 
the letter, the Christian, the Sioux Indian and the Cherokee 
Indian, you will find that these are not impersonal philosophies. 
Black Elk, the famous Sioux teacher, described God as follows: 

"We should understand well that all things are the works of 
God, the Great Spirit. We should know that He is within all 
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things and creatures. And even more important, we should 
understand that He is also above all these things and creatures. 
When we do understand all this deeply in our hearts, then we 
will fear, and love, and know the Great Spirit, and then we will 
be and act and live as He intends." 

I have spent many hours discussing philosophy with the 
Cherokee teacher and find their original teachings to be ex
tremely close to our Vaishnava teachings. 

The people we seek to work with in New Vrindaban are 
devotees, not impersonalists. The City of God is a city of 
devotees of the One True God, whom we adore as Sri Krishna. 

You say, "If we cannot make them into Vaishnavas then we 
should shun them." Srila Prabhupada says, "Without under
standing the philosophy of Krishna consciousness, if we try to 
convert Christians into Krishna consciousness, it will be utter 
failure. We do not condemn any religion because the 
Bhagavatam says that that religious process is the best by which 
one can attain love ofGod. So we are teaching love ofGodhead, 
not any particular type of religion. Our Krishna consciousness 
movement is not a religious movement; it is a movement for 
purifying the heart." (Letter to Janardan, 4/13/68). 

Your criticism of the Native American "sweat lodge" 
(known by them as a "purification lodge") indicates a lack of 
knowledge and a smug self-righteousness. The fact is that we 
DO chant Hare Krishna in the lodge (out loud, even!). The 
"sweat lodge" experience is a sacred ceremony to most Native 
American tribes and should be respected. If conducted by a 
qualified teacher, it can be very purifying. 

You should also know that everyone who attends our Inter
faith Conferences comes to three Hare Krishna services a day, 
and chants Hare Krishna along with us, which is a great 
purification for them. Also bc aware that making a "Christian 
a better Christian" and a "Hindu a better Hindu" are Srila 
Prabhupada's words and this is exactly what we are attempting 
to do. 

You may also note that several people who have attended 
our conferences have become initiated devotees of Krishna. 

The world is full of people suffering in ignorance and il
lusion. Lord Caitanya's movement is meant to help them, to 
purify them, to raise them up to love of God. If we continue to 
quarrel among ourselves, what to speak of shunning true 
devotees of other faiths, are we really making the best use of 
our energy to spread Srila Prabhupada's movement? 

When Srila Prabhupada wrote to Mukunda in 1968 asking 
him to arrange a meeting between Prabhupada and the 
Archbishop of Canterbury, he stated, "If the Christian heads 
of the different churches will cooperate with us, we can render 
very valuable service to the whole of human society. 

Please be careful not to judge the preaching activities of 
others without accurate information. Billions of people are 
suffering without Krishna consciousness. We need to en
courage each other, not discourage. Thank you. 

Comment, Karnamrita dasa, Ed: 
You misunderstand us, Maharaja. We could not in the least 

object to any Vaishnava preaching to any member of any 
religious sect, nor to any atheist, skeptic or agnostic. It is not 
preaching that we object to, but rather to adulteration and 
distortion of the Vaishnava siddhanta. As for "interfaith 
dialogue" the term may be useful in as much as those you 

preach to are encouraged by your using such terminology to 
hear about Lord Krishna, the Original Personality of God
head. However, while it is certainly not our business to decry 
the religion of others, when we dispassionately analyze their 
philosophies, we find they are virtually bankrupt. Though we 
may be able to detect some virtue in their doctrines that 
encourages us to think that they are all but devotees, like we 
aspire to be, it is dangerous to overlook the gross, sometimes 
demonic illusion that permeates their scriptures and even 
their best dogma. According to the Bible, for example, The 
Godhead prefers offerings of meat to vegetables: "...it came to 
pass that Cain brought of the fruit of the ground an offering 
[ofvegetables] unto the Lord. And Abel, he also brought ofthe 
[Iambs] of his flock, and of the fat thereof. And the Lord had 
respect unto Abel and his offerings [ofthe flesh oflambs]. But 
unto Cain and unto his offering he had not respect." [Genesis 
4.4-5] 

The Bible also has the Lord prescribe grisly offerings unto 
His sacred altar: "He shall kill [a] bullock before the Lord and 
the priests...bring the blood, and sprinkle the blood round 
about upon the altar...And he shall flay the offering and cut it 
into pieces. And the priests...shalliay the parts, the head, and 
the fat, in order upon the wood that is on the fire that is upon 
the altar. But his innards and the legs the priests shall wash 
in water: and the priests shall burn all upon the altar, an 
ofl'ering of a sweet savour unto the Lord..." [Leviticus 2, 
chapter 1] Do these sound like civilised religious principles? 
Do the followers of this book actually know who they are 
worshipping? Can a scripture that contains such abomina
tions be counted as reliable, let alone revealed? Should we 
exchange ideas with the followers of such corrupt scriptures 
or correct their misconceptions? The latter approach is il
lustrated in the Jaiva Dhanna of Bhaktivinoda Thakura, and 
by Srila Prabhupada in his conversation with Cardinal 
Daneliou. And here is one for the ladies. It was written by Paul 
the Apostle: "Let your women keep silence in the churches: for 
it is not permitted unto them to speak; but they are com
manded to be under obedience...And if they will learn any
thing, let them ask their husbands at home, for it is a shame 
for women to speak in the church." [Corinthians 14]. 

The practitioners of such faiths need to become Vaishnavas 
in order to learn proper human behaviour, for they can hardly 
learn it from their holy books and cannot guess at half of it 
with their limited, conditioned intellects. Let us preach to the 
Christians, the Muslims and the Buddhists by all means. But 
do not paint them as devotees until they actually become such. 
Becoming a better Christian, Moslem or Buddhist ultimately 
means becoming a Vaishnava, for it is Vishnu that is the 
Supreme Being indicated by their scriptures and adored in 
their prayers. 

As for the purifYing power of "sweat lodges", what is the 
origin of this particular dhanna? Real dhanlla must be enun
ciated by God, not manufactured by man. That there are 
similarities between various religions, including those of 
primitive men, should hardly surprise us. After all, the Vedic 
culture was once available to all nations, for at the very least 
Vedic kings periodically sent their soldiers to conquer foreign 
lands and must have imbued the conquered with some sense 
of Vedic culture and philosophy. But any person who cannot 
accept the Supreme Position of Krishna, or thinks His form 
to be imaginary or the product of some refined type of matter, 
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is simply an atheist and his creed atheism. This is the verdict 
of the scriptures and the Vaishnava acharyas. 

You indicate that the New Vrindabanites take part in such 
rituals as sweat lodges; why? Is there something lacking in the 
regular practices of Krishna consciousness? And are crystals, 
Ouija boards, "channeling" and suchlike genuine and neces
sary adjuncts to Krishna consciousness? Ouija boards, for 
example, are meant for communicating with ghosts: obsessive 
and often malevolent beings in the darkness of ignorance. 
Your presentation depicts you as preachers only, and your 
greatest success in making others into Vaishnavas. You do not 
speak of these other things you dabble in. Please be honest. It 
seems you are trying to hide your tendency towards, shall we 
say, eclecticism, behind a gloss of regular preaching. You say 
you do not water anything down; but introducing dubious 
practices, even though such practices are punctuated with 
chanting of Krishna's names, is surely adulteration of a com
plete process that wants for nothing. Chanting can go on in 
ignorance, passion or goodness, as is stated in the Third 
Canto ofSrimad Bhagavatam. Ifwe are not careful to shun all 
possible contaminations, or at least not to carelessly nirt with 
such, and if you commit the offence of equating nonsense 
practices with the chanting of the Holy Name, then you are 
sure to be thwarted in your attempts to come to a platform of 
genuine transcendence. In conclusion, we remain unconvinced 
that the residents ofNewVrindaban are not allowing themsel
ves to be deviated from the regular practices of Gaudiya 
Vaishnavism into some quasi-religious, eclectic bog, and in
vite the readers of Vedic Village Review to comment on the 
foregoing. 

Silent Chanting? 
by Chandramauli Swami 

IWOULD like to respond to Karnamrita's reply to Narasin
g haG uro's letter appearing in VVR 14, particularly with 

regards to chanting japa using aids such as blindfolds and 
earplugs. Without any logical arguments, he dismisses these as 
not in our line of acharyas and being more distracting than 
helpful. 

But I would like to call your attention to Srila Bhaktivinode's 
book Hari Nam Cintamani with reference to the section on 
offenses against the Holy Name, particularly inattentive chant
ing. The text is a dialogue between Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu 
and Srila Haridas Thakur. Haridas Thakur is explaining 
methods for overcoming indifference or lack of attraction for 
the Name advising "to carefully chant in a room by oneselfwith 
the door locked, or concentrate on the Name by covering the 
eyes, ears and nose with a cloth or the like to prevent stimuli 
from the exterior. Carefully chanting in this way, an attraction 
or taste for the Name will develop and indifference will be 
suppressed." 

Of course, if one is spontaneously attracted to the Holy 
Name, then there is no need for such a method. But how many 
of us can honestly say we are on the spontaneous platform of 
chanting, freed from all anarthas and offenses? An intelligent 
person will take aid from wherever he can derive benefit. I 
humbly suggest you experiment and then make conclusions 

rather than outright reject. 
Another point in Karnamrita's response to Narasingha Guru 

is that he mistakenly states that Sanatana Goswami was refer
ring to the Gayatri mantra and other "certain mantras". Here 
is the entire quote from theDeg-darshini bySanatana Goswami: 
"Chantingjapa meoldiously, with high and low sounds, where 
others can hear every sound vibration clearly is called 'svarita' 
It is said that one should chant clearly, but better than chanting 
japa out loud and clearly is to chantjapa so that it can be heard 
only by oneself. This is called 'upansu'. When one, by his 
intelligence, carefully meditates on the Name of the Lord, one 
word after another, systematically, repeating the mantra again 
and again, it is called chanting within the mind. Upansu chant
ing is one hundred times better than svarita chanting, and 
chanting within the mind is one thousand times better than 
svarita chanting. Chanting within the mind is done with the use 
of a particular nerve called susumna, which produces no 
sound. This chanting is equal to meditation and is the best." 

In the Nrsimha Purana it is stated that japa yajna is of three 
types: chanting with a sound vibration, chanting in a murmuring 
way, and chanting within the mind. 

The Hari-bhakti Vi/asa says in reference to this point: "0 
best of the brahmanas, in all conditions and at all times one 
should chant japa in one's mind because such chanting is 
faultless. Therefore, anyone who chantsjapa gets the results of 
performing all kinds of sacrifices. Whatever one's condition 
may be, whether purified or unpurified, whether walking, mo
tionless (standing or sitting) or sleeping, one should take 
complete shelter at the feet ofjapa and practice chanting within 
one's mind." [Hari-bhakti Vi/asa 17.161,162]. And there are 
other quotes that I won't mention, not wanting to take up too 
much of your magazine space. Please consider these points 
before outright condemning certain techniques and under
standings by the previous saints and acharyas. It is most obvious 
that chanting means to focus all our attention on Krishna's Holy 
Name. Whatever it takes to get to that state is perfect. 

Comment, Karnamrita dasa 
The citations you have so kindly given are interesting, 

though, unfortunately, you do not give the original text nor 
chapter and verse. The quotation from Sri Harinama Chin
tamani, the foremost treatise on the Holy Name, is certainly 
impressive, though I have found that the description ofutilis
ing cloth to cover one's head is not in the actual Bengali verses 
ofSrila Bhaktivinoda Thakura, but rather in a footnote there
to. I do not know whether the footnote was written by the 
Thakura himself or by the most recent publisher, Tirtha 
Maharaja of the Chaitanya Matha, and thus reserve judge
ment with regard to its authenticity. At any rate, Haridasa 
Thakura does not mention silent chanting at all. I maintain 
that the statements on silent chanting are with respect to the 
diksha-mamra, or gayatri-mantra, which we acknowledge is 
most efficacious when chanted silently. Generally, when 
"mantra" is referred to in Vaishnava texts, the diksha-mantra 
is meant. None of these quotations mention the maha-mantra, 
which is generally referred to as nama rather than mantra. 
There is a clear technical distinction between the two. 

But even if I am wrong in my understanding ofthis subject, 
the fact cannot be denied that Srila Prabhupada wanted us to 
chant Harinama-japa at least audibly. Let me respectfully 
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remind you of one of the passages cited in my previously 
published comments: "The first regulative principle is that 
one muist chant the Hare Krishna maha-malltra loudly 
enough so that he can hear himself, and one must vow to chant 
a fixed number of rounds." lec Antya 11.24 purport] We feel 
that Srila Prabhupada has sufficiently stressed this point, 
both here and elsewhere, that as obedient students we should 
stick to the principle of chanting audible japa. If previous 
acharyas have indeed stated a preference for silent japa of the 
maha-malltra-and I remain unconvinced that they have
then the fact remains that our acharya, our saviour and 
master, has opined othelWise. I would suggest that to propose 
that the statement of a previous acharya should take 
precedence over that of one's own spritual master, when he is 
a fully self-realised soul, could well constitute jumping-over 
or gUTU-avajlla. 

Book Review 
by Yasodanandana dasa 

Sri Jiva Goswami's
 
TATNA SANDARBHA: AN ESSAY ON TRUTH
 

Translated by Kusakratha dasa, Krishna Institute
 

THIS publication of the Krishna Institute is a rare gem in 
the numerous translations of Vaishnava classics of the 

previous Vaishnava acharyas in the collection of translations of 
Sriman Kusakratha dasa, founder of the Krishna Institute. Sri 
Tattva Salldarbha is originally written by Srila Jiva Goswami. 
This translation by Sriman Kusakratha dasa is unique in its 
format. The translator has followed the standard established 
by His Divine Grace A.c. Bhaktivedenta Swami Prabhupada, 
by presenting the original text in transliteration, the word-for
word translation, and the English translation of each text. 

A glimpse into the life of Srila Jiva Goswami is nicely 
presented on the basis of the purports of Srila Prabhupada in 
his translation ofSri Chaitallya Charitamirta. Srila Prabhupada 
advised some of his senior disciples prior to his departure for 
Goloka, to arrange for the translation ofvarious literatures of 
the previous acharyas, in particular the Sri Tattva Salldarbha of 
Sri Jiva Goswami. The Vaishnava community of the Krishna 
Consciousness movement should heartily welcome the present 
work as it follows the order and desire of Srila Prabhupada. 

Srila Prabhupada writes in the Introduction to his transla
tion of the First Canto of Srimad Bhagavatam, "...They are 
unique in composition and unrivaled in presentation and full 
of transcendental knowledge. Unfortunately the people of this 
world are still ignorant of them, but when these literatures, 
which are mostly in Sanskrit and Bengali, come to light the 
world and when they are presented before thinking people, 
then India's glory and the message of love will overflow this 
morbid world, which is vainly searching after peace and 
prosperity by various illusory methods not approved by the 
acharyas in the chain of disciplic succession...." 

The predominant theme of the Sri Tattva Salldarbha is the 
establishment of the SJimad Bhagavata-Puralla as the most 
authoritative evidence pointing to the Absolute Truth. The 
numerous citations establishing the supreme authoritative 

position of the Srimad Bhagavatam and its unique importance 
as the crown jewel of all sastras are a pure nectarean delight 
for any true Gaudiya Vaishnava. 

In the latter part of the Salldarbha, the introspective Vaish
nava is presented with elaborate analyses and descriptions of 
the differences between the individual jiva and the Supreme 
Lord Krishna; the various false Mayavadi theories are refuted, 
and the supreme position of bhakti is established. 

Thepratipada-artha (word for word) is especially helpful for 
any serious scholar and inquisitive student. The book is a must 
for any true follower of Srila Prabhupada and students of 
Gaudiya Vaishnava philosophy. The translator of the text has 
done tremendous service to the cause ofpreaching the message 
of Lord Caitanya in bringing forth this transcendental gem. 

It is our sincere hope that any future edition would contain 
the commentary of Sri Baladeva Vidyabhusana as it would 
simply add to the transcendental nectar already presented. 

Other texts of the Goswamis and previous acharyas are also 
available in English translation by the Krishna Institute, for 
example, Sri Rupa, Sanatana, and Sri Jiva, Gopala Bhatta, 
Dasa Raghunatha. Krishna Instime, PO Box 281, Culver City, 
CA 90232 has a listing of 108 newly translated Vaishanava 
literatures. Write for catalog. 

Prabhupada
Ashfakam 
by Dasaratha-suta dasa (written 1983) 

1) jaya jaya guru-deva Srila Prabhupada 
parama mohalla-rupa artta-vimocalla 

2) murti-mallta sri-vedallta asubha-Ilasana 
bltakti-gralltha sri-vedallta tava vighoshalla 

3) ISKCON-samaja-deepe sri-siddhallta-jyoti 
arati tomara tahe Iwya Iliravadhi 

4) sri-villoda-dhara-toi/e deepa prapurita 
rupalluga-dhupe dasa-dik amodita 

5) sarva-sastra-sugambhira kaTUlla-komala 
divya-bha-susobhalla vadalla-kamala 

6) svama-kallti villilldita sri-allga-sobhalla 
yati-vasa paridhalle jagat-kalyalla 

7) Ilalla-jati-sajjalla chamara dlwlaya 
gaura-jalla uccha-kallte sumadllllra gaya 

8) sumallgala Ilirajalla kore bhakta-galla 
dura-mati dura hoite dekhe dina-jaila 

1) Jaya jaya Guru-deva! Jaya Srila Prabhupada! All glories 
to you! Your very form is most enchanting, and you liberate U5 

from all kinds of miseries. 
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2) You are the personification of the most auspicious secret 
of the Vedic knowledge; you nullify all inauspicious situations; 
indeed, you are celebrated far and wide for manifesting many 
devotional literatures that expound on the highest absolute 
truths. 

3) You have established the brilliant torchlamp of the 
ISKCON society, which radiates the effulgence of truth (that 
you have repeated from your own spiritual master); therefore, 
we incessantly offer the arati ceremony unto Your Divine 
Grace. 

4) You have filled the ISKCON torchlamp with the oil which 
is the current of devotional service started by Srila Bhak
tivinoda Thakura, and you make the ten directions fragrant 
with the incense of adherance to the path of devotion estab
lished by Srila Rupa Gosvami. 

5) You are most grave, absorbed in the deep knowledge of 
all the scriptures; your merciful compassion is so soft, and your 
lotus face glows with a divinely splendrous aura. 

6) The complexion of your divine form puts to shame the 
luster of pure gold, and you have donned the dress of a wander
ing mendicant just for the benefit of the entire universe. 

7) Saintly persons from many different types of births and 
backgrounds are fanning you with yak-tail whisks, as other 
devotees ofLord Gauranga are singing your glories very sweet
1y in upraised voices. 

8) Thus, all your devotees are engaged in the most auspicious 
worship of Your Divine Grace, but alas! This very lowly servant 
of sinful mind simply watches from afar. 

GBC Makes 
Weird Threats 
A registered letter arrived in New Jaipur dated 10.16.90ad

dressed to Old South Vedic Society, New Jaipur, Vedic 
River, and Vedic Village Review: 

RE: Trademark infringement and related matter 

Dear Nityananda prabhu, 
As you know, you are no longer recognized by the GBC as 

being a part of the International Society for Krishna Con
sciousness. However, it has come to ourattention that you still 
use the marks of ISKCON, including "HARE KRISHNA 
MOVEMENT," "ISKCON," and "INTERNATIONAL 
SOCIElY FOR KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS." 

These marks have long been used to idenliry membership in 
ISKCON and are known world-wide as a representation of 
religious affiliation with ISKCON. When you were disas
sociated from ISKCON, you lost the right to use these marks 
and the right to identify yourself with the whole. As you know, 
ISKCON has used these marks since at least as early as the 
1960's and has developed considerable recognition of these 

marks around the world, and the reputation and good will of 
ISKCON is closely associated with these marks. 

Further, collective membership registrations were obtained 
for these and other marks at the U.S. Patent & Trademark 
Office many years ago. 

A collective membership mark is one which may be used by 
the members of a religious association. As you are no longer 
affiliated with ISKCON, confusion has and will continue to 
result so long as you continue to use these marks. Further, 
your continued use ofthese marks constitute trademark infr
ingement under federal law. 

On behalf of th e GBC and ISKCON of California, Inc., I 
hereby demand that you immediately cease and desist any and 
all further use of the above-referenced marks and all other 
marks owned by ISKCON. Further, I demand thatyou provide 
written confirmation ofyour acquiescence to my request by no 
later than December 18, 1990. IfI do not hear from you by that 
time, I will advise the GBC and ISKCON of California, Inc. to 
institute legal proceedings against you for federal and state 
trademark infringement. I await your response. 

Very truly yours, Sivarama Swami (Chairman, GBC) 

Official Reply from
 
Nityananda dasa, 12-25-90:
 

I have discussed your threat of a lawsuit with a number of 
devotees, all of whom could not see why the GBC should be 

so concerned about us printing the ISKCON logo a few times. 
Although we have made it clear that we have been officially 
excommunicated by the GBC, still you seem to think that there 
is some confusion as to what is going on. Actually, your letter 
above is just making it all clearer than ever - the GBC is only 
interested in harassment and intimidation of those who will not 
follow their official party line. 

Nevertheless, we at New Jaipur have better things to do than 
go to court and argue about logos and trademarks. Although I 
do not really think your letter any more than a cheap bluff, since 
the GBC and Sivarama Swami are in such anxiety about this 
supposed problem, I will see to it that your request is complied 
with in a very limited and technical manner. 

We will not use the ISKCON logo as though it were ours, nor 
without a footnote acknowledging its "owners". However, we 
will use our own photographs of an ISKCON logo cloth banner 
as freely as desired, since there is no restriction in this regard. 
Further, we will continue to make known our belief that the 
present GBC is a corrupt and deviant guru club that needs to 
be removed and replaced with honest devotees dedicated to 
keeping Srila Prabhupada in the center of ISKCON. 

In addition, we will continue to refer to the GREATER 
ISKCON as a more broad-based HARE KRISHNA MOVE
MENT than the GBC is able to intimidate, threaten and con
trol. More and more devotees are getting fed up with these 
ongoing grmda type practices of the GBC and they are deter
mined to continue their Krishna conscious activities outside the 
jurisdiction of the politically motivated and official ISKCON 
GBC false-grim club. 

Sound heavy? Well, that's only because the GBC is so far off 
the mark that to tell it like it is, is a shock. 

Excommunication, trademark infringements, what next? 

J 

I 
I 
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Early Doubts 

T HE following is exe1pted from a letter written to H.H. 
Satsvarupa Maharaja by Pradyumna dosa, on the 7th of 

August, 1978. Pradyumna PrablJu, famous then as SrUa 
Prabhupada's Sanskrit editor, and the devotee deputed by Srila 
Prabhupada to complete the translation of the Srimad 
Bhagavatam, was residing in Vrindavan. Vrindavan is something 
ofan islandoutside offestival times, when newsfrom theforflung 
quarters of the world trickle in, where letters seem to drift slowly 
out to otherparts ofthe world and slowly back again (if they are 
notpurloined by employess ofthe Indian postal service) and the 
idea ofeven attempting to make an international phone call is 
humourous, ifnot inane. This being so, news ofthe alltics ofthe 
newly self-appointed acharyas came gradually, largely as 
rumours, at first doubted and later confinned. Pradyumna and 
friends were disturbed by what they heard. At that time, hardly 
anyone in the moveme1lt kllew for sure what Prabllupada had 
said with respect to initiations afterhis disappearance, and most 
devotees, having unquestioningfaith in the integrity ofthe GBC, 
believed them when they annOimced that Srila Problmpada had 
appointed eleven successors. 17ms it was that Pradyumna, one of 
the most learned among us at the time, put pen to paper- with 
the assumption that Srila Pablmpada had indeedappointedmen 
to act as initiatingspritualmasters - to appeal to the devotee who 
seemed most reasonable and likely to pay heed, to warn against 
the grave danger beingcourted then by unqualified devotees who 
assumed the mantle of self-realised glint without authority or 
sanction from Srila Prabhupada. 

Please accept my most humble obeisances. Maharaja, I am 
writing you this letter with great anxiety in my heart and after 
days and days and long nights of thought and careful considera
tion. 

I have been staying in Vrindaban now for some time and have 
not visited any other center recently except Delhi. Therefore, 
my information I have about what is happening at our other 
centers comes only from devotees visiting here, occasional 
letters, newsletters and our society's magazines and other pub
lications. But what news I hear from these sources is very 
alarming and therefore I am writing you in some anxiety. 

The matter concerns the Godbrothers who were selected by 
Srila Prabhupada to accept disciples. At the time of Srila 
Prabhupada's disappearance, it was most clearly understood 
by all of us present that Srila Prabhupada had made no succes
sor. Everyone admitted that fact and understood it clearly. 
Instead, the GBC was to jointly manage all affairs of ISKCON 
just as had been the case previously. This was the same solution 
as desired by Om Vishnupada Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati 
Thakura, who also had not made any successor, although his 
wishes were not followed. In addition to the GBC management, 
Srila Prabhupada also selected 11 somewhat advanced dis
ciples to grant initiation to newcomers. However it was never 
mentioned at any time by His Divine Grace that these 11 were 
to be known as acharyas...Management would depend on the 
joint GBC and among Godbrothers and sisters all are on the 
same leve~ with the exception of some special regard and 
respect shown to older (senior) disciples by these Godbrothers 

and Godsisters who are junior. 
Now at present, I understand that the 11 gurus are all 1) 

adopting the title of acharya, 2) sitting on high Vyasasanos in 
front of Srila Prabhupada's l1'asasana and their own 
Godbrothers,3) accepting worship and great respect normally 
reserved for guru from the rest of their Godbrothers and 4) that 
the previous GBC zones have all been given my mutual agree
ment or by invitation among the different acharyas. 

First of all, the word acharya may be taken in three senses. 
Etymologically the word means "one who practices" or "one 
who practices what he preaches." This is the general meaning 
and may be used in relation to any pure devotee. Secondly, the 
word means "one who grants initiation to a disciple." ...Thirdly, 
the word acharya indicates "the spirtual head of an institution 
or pitha." This meaning is very specific. It does not mean just 
anyone. It means only one who has been specifically declared 
by the previous acharya to be his successor above all others to 
the seat of the spiritual institution which he heads. He alone, 
among all of his Godbrothers, is given a raised seat and special 
honor. No other Godbrother may receive such respect and he 
is the authority in all spiritual and material matters. This is the 
strict tradition in all of the Gaudiya Sampradayas. Now Srila 
Prabhupada, it is clear, did not appoint any such successor 
because no one of his disciples at present is advanced to the 
level of Krishna consciousness necessary to assume such a 
position. Nor did Srila Prabhupada make 11 such acharyas. 
This was never mentioned by Him. They were only given per
mission to make disciples and the GBC was to jointly manage, 
materially and spiritually. There was never any distinctions 
made by Srila Prabhupada between material management and 
spiritual management. Both are the concern of the GBC. The 
11gltnts may be known as acharyas only in the second sense of 
the word - to their disciples as mantra-giving gurus, not in the 
third sense, as "the" spiritual successors of Srila Prabhupada. 
That was never meant to be by His Divine Grace. 

Secondly, among Godbrothers it is not correct that anyone 
of them sit above the others, especially in the presence of 
Gurudeva. IfGurudeva is not present, sometimes the sannyasi 
Godbrothers may be given an asana, but that a sana does not 
mean a huge gigantic seat. It simply means a square piece of 
cloth or wool not more than liB-inch or l/4-inch thick. This is 
asana. If anyone Godbrother or many Godbrothers sit above 
the others it is not at all proper. 

Sometimes in an assembly there may be a raised platform or 
table on which the sannyasi speakers sit, but all sannyasi 
Godbrothers must be invited to sit in an equal place on the 
speaker's platform. Sometimes grihastha or brohmachari 
Godbrothers may also be invited to sit there if they are deserv
ing by their advancement. If there is an appointed acharya as 
mentioned before (third sense of the word) then he alone may 
sit higher than the other Godbrothers. Indeed in the different 
Gaudiya Mathas, even if one Godbrother is in the position of 
acharya, he usually, out of humility, takes only a thin cloth 
asana, not anything higher. It is the symptom of a Vaishnava to 
be extremely humble. He must always be extremely careful of 
putting himself in a position where he may become conceited. 
A guru may take a higher seat than his disciple - that is 
bonafide. But he cannot illegally take a higher seat than his 
Godbrothers. The relation between the guru and his 
Godbrothers and a guru and his disciples is entirely different. 
He should not sit higher than Godbrothers other than if he is a 
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sannyasi, on a thin cloth as already mentioned if offered by his 
Godbrothers, or accept respect from them without offering 
respect in return. This is the general niti or etiquette. Besides 
this, there are, among Godbrothers, some further rules to be 
observed between those who are senior and those who are 
junior. Seniority is calculated aCcording to the time of receiving 
ftrst (Harinama) initiation or by his ability to perform bhajana 
[devotional practices]. 

If one Godbrother has disciples, the guru-puja~..of that 
Godbrother should be conducted in a separate place or his 
private room - not in front of all his other Godbrothers. In an 
assembly of Vaishnavas, all sit on the same level together, 
Godbrothers along with their sisyas. No one is permitted to 
accept separate respect from disciples in anygathering ofother 
Godbrothers. In Gaudiya Math, the Vyasa-puja of one 
Godbrother who has disciples is usually performed in the 
following manner. The guru takes his raised seat in his private 
place and invites all his Godbrothers to come to the function 
also. If his Godbrothers come to offer him some flowers, that 
Godbrother guru immediately first worships his other 
Godbrothers and offers them garland, chandana, etc., and in 
some cases presents like cloth, umbrella, etc. They honor each 
other and are seated properly, then that guru's disciples may 
come forward and offer their worship. This is the system being 
observed. Incidentally, the words of Om Vishnupada Srila 
Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati Thakura found in the English book 
Sri Chaitanya's Teachings regarding the sitting above everyone 
else [which was cited as a precedent that made the 11 guntS' 
sitting above their Godbrothers permissable] are from a speech 
delivered in response to the offerings of his disciples on the 
occasion of his Vyasa-puja. Those words are in relation to his 
disciples - not to his Godbrothers, of which there weren't any. 
The niti in regard to Godbrothers is completely different from 
that to disciples. 

One who is actually guru may make disciples anywhere he 
ftnds someone who is worthy. The connection betweenguru and 
disciple is arranged by Krishna directly-and it is not subject 
to legislation. All the world-wide temples of ISKCON are 
controlled by the GBC. The temples are managed by them 
jointly and they decide each year which member of the GBC 
will manage in which place. The GBC who is appointed to be 
responsible for a certain zone somewhere on this planet, if a 
guru, will naturally make many disciples in that place - but how 
can he be illicitly restricted from accepting a disciple from 
someplace else. That is material consideration. It has nothing 
to do with transcendental order, by which guru and disicple 
make their meeting. It is not [meant to be] geographical. 

Secondly, no GBC who is guru may make that zone of which 
he is temporarily in charge by appointment of the joint GBC, 
into his own private place. If some other guru visits there and 
some newcomer wishes to accept him as spiritual preceptor, 
how can be be prohibited? Furthermore, all the temples of 
ISKCON are to be run by the GBC. No one GBC who is agunt 
may use the title acharya of such and such a zone. Srila Prab
hupada never appointed oneacllarya ofthe whole ISKCON nor 
did He appoint several acharyas for parts ofISKCON.This will 
only lead to an ultimate division of the one ISKCON into many 
different fragments and destroy our united preaching work. 

If someone sets up his personal seat as acllarya in different 
temples, how can it be removed? Who else can sit in it? Then 
does that temple belong to that guru or does it belong to the 

GBC? That means the power or control is switched from joint 
GBC to the 11 gurus. Srila Prabhupada never intended this 
arrangement. Moreover, in the future, in accordance with HIs 
Divine Grace's instructions, other qualifted Godbrothers may 
also become gurus. Where will they go? In Srila Prabhupada's 
temples no raised seat should be given to any but Srila Prab
hupada - all Godbrothers should sit on the same level. One 
exception may be made in the case of one speaking from the 
sastras like Srimad Bhagavatam, Bhagavad Gita, Sri Chaitanya
charitamil1a, etc. during the class. But that seat is very special. 
It is not for the reader - it is meant for the book. After paying 
obeisances to that seat, he who is to read, may, after taking 
permission from his senior Godbrothers and sannyasis, ascend 
to read from Bhagavatam. After ftnishing, he may again pay his 
obeisances. 

Much of the knowledge written here is not found in sastra, 
but is called sishtachara - that which has been taught by the 
conduct of the pastguru parampara. It has not been speciftcally 
mentioned in any sastra, but still it is accepted as authoritative 
because of being seen to be the conduct of previous acharyas 
and their disciples. 

Maharaja, after very much consideration and consultation 
and also conftrmation by older members of our sampradaya 
[senior Gaudiya matha devotees] I am writing to you to see if 
you can rectify the present situation. Many of us here, older 
Godbrothers, are very concerned in two ways -1) that the 11 
gUntS not having been appointed to the position ofacharya and 
for which they are unqualified both by a) the insufficient 
knowledge ofsastra and b) the incomplete realization ofKrish
na consciousness, are accepting worship on that level- and this 
may lead to anomalies in the society and personally, because of 
lack of complete detachment in atmajnana, to a build up of 
pride and subsequent falldown; and 2) that the united society 
ISKCON, because of illegal division and control by a few 
members instead of the joint GBC will become broken up in 
separate societies and the unified preaching effort very much 
hindered...These are not good signs for our society. Older 
Godbrothers and sannyasis here are very concerned that if the 
present trend is not checked immediately, it will have passed 
beyond that point and ISKCON will be in chaos in the near 
future. I hereby formally request that all these points be imme
diatelybrought to the attention of the GBC so that a very tactful 
solution for all concerned may be decided and amicably imple
mented in our society. Please note that there is nothing per
sonal in this letter. It is some pertinent spiritual knowledge 
meant for the good of all. Ifanyone takes offense, I very humbly 
beg pardon at his feet. 

Comment, Karnamrita das, Ed: 
It is extraordinary, the reader is bound to agree, how 

perceptive Pradyumna was with respect to ISKCON's new 
gUnts. His prophecies have proved all too acurate, and, despite 
Pradyumna not being in possession of all the facts surround· 
ing the conspiritorial nature of the accension of the 11 to the 
post oracharya, his good sense was sufficient to convince him 
that scandalous falldowns and resultant severe damage to 
ISKCON were to follow. 

Regretably, Satsvarupa Maharaja, as a good party man, 
ever loyal to the GBC, was not merely unconvinced by 
Pradyumna's expressions or concern, but was much offended 
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by Pradyumna's assertion that the 11 were insufficiently ad
vanced to act, as they did, in imitation of the most elevated 
Vaishnavas. His written reply to Panditji was peremptory and 
cautionary, and no attempt whatsoever at stemming the 
dangerous tide was made. 

Comment, Nityananda dasa 
Pradyumna and Yasodanandana Prabhus were amongst the 

very first devotees to doubt the path taken by the GBC just 
after Srila Prabhupada's physical departure. Both devotees 
were slandered and repressed by the leaders of the ISKCON 
institution. The GBC, collectively or individually, has never 
made any apology or restitution, pu blicly or privately, to either 
devotee for the wrongs committed against them. Of course, 
this is typical GBC methodolgy: they are always right, and any 
opposition must be squelched by any means. After 1978, these 
two devotees were de facto thrown out of ISKCON for voicing 
their sastrically-backed opinions. In 1990, the VVR editors 
were treated likewise. And in between...who can count how 
many godbrothers and godsisters have been discarded, 
alienated, run ofT and mistreated? These were, and still are, 
ISKCON's dark years. Yet, a growing consensus is appearing, 
outside and in spite of the GBC, of devotees worldwide that 
ISKCON needs a major and final reformation, a house clean
ing, a removal of the old guard and a return to Srila 
Prabhupada's actual arrangements for the future of the Hare 
Krishna Movement. Hare Krishna! 

Anonymous
 
Confessions
 
My dear Prabhus, please accept my worthless obeisances 

at your feet. May the ocean of mercy found at the lotus 
feet of our Beloved Gurudeva Srila Prabhupada be our hearts' 
desire birth after birth. 

My dear Godbrothers at VVR, I cannot say how moved I 
was to read your Review; my hairs almost stood on end.Tears 
came when I read the appeal to all honest devotees. I feel as 
though a great burden in my heart can be lifted by my writing 
this letter and pouring my heart out to you. I strongly believe 
that this purging will only enhance my spiritual growth. 

I have always been an insignificant dog for my Gurudeva, 
Srila Prabhupada. I joined the movement fifteen years ago in 
Oregon. I had just lived through a near fatal car accident. 
About two weeks prior I had met some bhaktas and was 
given - not my first - a BTG; this time I read it. Also, I was 
given an opportunity by these bhaktas to read Krishna book. So 
when I had the car accident I found myself in the chapel of the 
hospital grasping my BTG magazine and chanting the Maha 
Mantra. Thank you, Srila Prabhupada, I know now Lord 
Caitanya had plans for me. From there I went to the temple in 
Portland and with the guidance of Dinabandhu dasa, Mahi 
Bharta dasa and visiting Visnujana Swami, I dove into the 
ocean of bhakti yoga. Due to my own impurities and restless 
mind and lust, I left the temple and traveled to other temples. 
I received the mercy of being in L.A. for 11 days when His 

Divine Grace was there. And I ended up in Hawaii only to go 
to Seattle and join one of the all-time famous women's sankirtan 
parties, headed under Rocana dasa and Padayavali dasi. It was 
there in March of 1977 that I received initiation into the Holy 
Name. I had been distributing Prabhupada's books everywhere 
and had truly found my sanatana dhanna; this was my only joy, 
book distribution. I wanted so desperately to write to Srila 
Prabhupada and was told I could not; like a fool, I listened. I 
think Srila Prabhupada did not give me my name, but whoever 
the GBC was in L.A. at the time did and chanted on my beads, 
but I still got the mercy and took it to heart. 

I found I was having difficulty with my sadhana and following 
the four regulative principles. Srila Prabhupada as we all know 
was on the verge of leaving his physical body all year. But my 
sentiment for Him kept me distributing books. When He did 
leave, well, we all felt such separation. I was back in Portland 
by this time and was told that Hansadutta was to be the guru 
for that zone. When he came he wanted to initiate anyone who 
wanted. I really didn't deserve or want second initiation, espe
cially from him. I tried to go along with the game at first so that 
I could please Prabhupada by cooperating, so I was told, but in 
my heart I knew Hansadutta was no acharya, not even close. So 
I was intimidated into taking Gayatri from him, but in my heart 
only on behalfofSrila Prabhupada. And he sensed this, I know. 
From there I took off to Canada and well, to be honest, my 
travels are not all clear to me now, except I do know Gopal 
Krishna threw me out ofCanada, his zone, because by this time 
I wanted nothing to do with my new so-called guru. I had to 
leave my beloved Madana-Mohana in Vancouver and even
tually ended up in Salt Lake City with Ananga Manjari and five 
bhaktins because Hansadutta had traded me to Ramesvara for 
an old sannyasa friend in L.A. Now we are merchandise? Like 
baseball players? This did wonders for my consciousness. I left 
there only to get thrown on Jiva's ex-party, the white widows, 
and of course, Hansadutta told me to wear white also. I was 22 
and never married. So after many months on the road collect
ing' no books, no classes, hating everywhere we went, we were 
chased and tormented by our Godbrothers in cities all over the 
country. I finally left and went to take shelter once again in 
Portland, Oregon. By this time, though, Hansadutta had taken 
over the temple and there was no shelter. I had no shelter 
anywhere. Wherever I went he haunted me and I was not 
wanted because I refused to believe he was my new guru. Well, 
needless to say, I fell down and I even married a kanni man. It 
didn't last a long time but I did have my son and stayed in 
Hawaii and started to get back on track and get the association 
of the devotees. I was on the wagon with Jadurani dasi and all 
the devotees who were not afraid at that time to speak up about 
their doubts, but I was fearful of Vaishnava aparadha and 
killing my devotional creeper altogether. So I guess I chose 
maya instead. All I know is that I was lost, a true neophyte. In 
1983 I visited Vrindavan with my son and got back on track with 
what I should be doing thanks only to the causeless mercy of 
Srila Prabhupada. I have had other tests since then and have 
failed drastically and again by the mercy of Srila Prabhupada 
this toddler in spiritual life is once again struggling to walk. 

Please forgive me for going on with my insignificant details, 
but as I said it has truly helped to unload this burden to those 
who will listen with true compassion. I feel great hope for 
ISKCON now that there are devotees willing to speak the truth. 
I feel the mercy of Srila Prabhupada is still with us all and our 
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awareness ofHis mercy isgrowing with the honesty ofour souls. 
As 1 said, 1 am nobody, but 1 live for the mercy of Srila 

Prabhupada. Due to lack of intelligence 1 have gotten myself 
into an ocean of responsibility. 1 have four children now. 
Meanwhile 1 am praying so very much to Lord Nityananda to 
help my family to get into a situation more conducive to Krishna 
consciousness. 1have to admit after reading VVR I think how 
nice it is to see other devotees reveal their hearts in the same 
way I have longed to for 13 years now. I don't know what 
situations are available for someone like myself, one of the 
unwanted single mothers of ISKCON. I'm not even sure I could 
surrender to a move as far away as Mississippi, but I have a 
sincere longing in my heart to live in a community such as yours. 
To rear my children in this atmosphere, send them toguruku/a, 
and live a blissful life serving our beloved Srila Prabhupada. 

My true desire is to develop this community here on the Big 
Island and I believe that with strong desire this can happen. I 
would honestly appreciate any feedback on this. We need to 
have communities like this all over the planet for devotees to 
take shelter. I don't want to move to make this happen, I want 
to make it happen here. 

I can't thank you enough. I know my writing leaves a lot to 
be desired, but it comes from the heart. I am not so intelligent 
or philosophically inclined, but I do know that Srila Prab
hupada is ISKCON and ISKCON needs help. Please go on with 
this mission. We want so much for ISKCON to be whole again, 
and to grow, and grow. All unlimited glories to this service. 

Please find my subscription enclosed. Thank you. 

Let's Try To Be 
Disciples First
Gurus Later 
by Kapindra dasa 

HOW clear must it be? Srila Prabhupada went to 
Vrndavana to leave his body in May of 1977. Srila Prab

hupada said in Vrndavana: "So I have come here to leave my 
body, but you should not lament, I have given you everything in 
my books. Ifyou simply read my books and cooperate with your 
godbrothers, everything will go on nicely." 

On July 8, 1977, Srila Prabhupada appointed 11 officiating 
acaryas to initiate on his behalf. They would give approval for 
initiation, give the name, chant on the beads, have the fire 
ceremony performed by the temple president - all to be done 
without the personal consent of Srila Prabhupada, yet they 
would remain Srila Prabhupada's disciples! He made that clear 
when he approved of a letter (July 9, 1977), sent by TKG to all 
temple presidents where TKG wrote: " ...Temple presidents 
may henceforward send recommendations for first and second 
initiations to which ever one of the eleven representatives 
nearest the temple." 

This was approved by Srila Prabhupada. Also in a letter to 
Kirtananda Swami, July 11, 1977, TKG wrote: " ...A letter has 
been sent to all the temple presidents and GBC which you 
should be receiving soon describing the process for initiation 

to be followed in the future. Sri/a Prabhupada has appointed 
thus far eleven representatives who will initiate new disciples 
on his behalf..." 

Isn't it clear that His Divine Grace intended to remain the 
initiating guru after his physical departure? Sriia Prabhupada 
was not able at that time to travel and instruct his new disciples, 
nor were they able to come easily to him for instructions, nor 
would they be able to receive any instructions from him in a 
physical form in a few months (by November, 19'n). So why did 
Srila Prabhupada take on new disciples just at the point of his 
departure? Because he expected them to receive his instruc
tions from his books, tapes, from his elder disciple repre
sentatives, and receive his guidance from within. " ...1 shall 
remain your personal guide whether 1am physica.lly present or 
not just as 1 am getting guidance from my Guru Maharaja." 
(SPL.1-77) 

As far as receiving relevent instructions and physical as
sociation was concerned, the new devotees were to obtain that 
by the temple presidents, sannyasis and the elder godbrothers. 
It is clear that Srila Prabhupada was not an ordinary guru to 
take on disciples up to the point of his departure. He must be 
supremely powerful to continue guiding them and protecting 
them, even though not physically present, being empowered by 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Krsna. 

Why did Srila Prabhupada take on disciples at the time of 
his departure and for the future? Because he is very kind and 
merciful, wanting to deliver all his disciples from repeated 
births and deaths, taking them to the shelter of the lotus feet of 
Lord Krsna in Goloka Vrndavana. Because he is the most 
confidential servant of the Lord and wanting to protect all of 
his disciples old and new from not very advanced devotees in 
the science of loving Krsna. 

Without knowing the actual position and potency of such a 
pure devotee as Srila Prabhupada, one may foolishly conclude 
his taking on disciples before parting was a selfish act, being 
unable to give them proper instruction due to his weak physical 
condition. It doesn't make sense to take on disciples ifyou can't 
instruct them or deliver them by not having the physical 
strength or not being physically present.But Srila Prabhupada 
declared many times, I am in my books, I am in my books, 1am 
in my books !!! 

"I will always be with you through my books and my orders." 
(BTG Vol 13 pp.1-2) 

" ...Srila Prabhupada said in Montreal in August of 1968 we 
should associate by the vibration and not the physical presence. 
That is real association...Therefore, we give more stress on the 
sound vibration, either ofKrishna or the spiritUal master. Then 
we'll feel happy and no separation... Never think that 1 am 
absent from you. Physical presence is not essential. Presence 
by message is the real touch." 

If it is as clear to you as it is to me, then let us old and new 
disciples of Srila Prabhupada push on his mission and glorify 
him, the hero of the Ka/i yuga and the official spiritual master 
of the Hare Krsna movement. Let us first try to act as disciples 
of Srila Prabhupada and always allow him to remain seated on 
the vyasasalla. 
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Message of His 
Divine Grace 
translated by His Divine Grace A. C. Bhaktivedanta 
Swami Prabhupada (published in BTG 1944) 

HIS Divine Grace Sree Sreemad Bhakti Siddhanta Saras
wati Goswami Moharaj the celebrated Acharya (Spiritual 

Head) of the Gaudiya Vaisnavas spoke the following few lines 
as His Message just a few days (23rd December, 1936) before 
His passing away from this mortal world. 

"I have most probably given many people troubles in the 
mind. Some of them might have thought about me that I am 
their enemy because I was obliged to speak the plain truth for 
service and devotion towards the Absolute Godhead. I have 
given them all those troubles only for the reason that they may 
turn their face towards the Personality ofGodhead without any 
desire for gain and with unalloyed devotion. I hope some day 
or other they may understand me rightly. 

"I advise all to preach the teachings of Rupa-Raghunath 
(disciples of Lord Chaitanya) with all energy and resources. 
Our ultimate goal shall be to become the dust of the lotus feet 
ofSree Sree Rupa and Raghunath Goswamins. You should all 
work conjointly under the guidance of your spiritual master 
with a view to serve the Absolute Knowledge, the Personality 
of Godhead. You should live some how or other without any 
quarrel in this mortal world only for the service of Godhead. 
Do not please give up the service of Godhead inspite of all 
dangers, all criticisms and all discomforts. Do not be disap
pointed for most people in the world do not serve the Per
sonality of Godhead; do not give up your own service which 
your everything and all, neither reject the process of chanting 
and hearing of the transcendental Holy Name of Godhead. 
You should always chant the transcendental Name of Godhead 
with patience and forbearance like a tree and humbleness like 
a straw. 

"We wish that this mass of our body of flesh and blood may 
be sacrificed at the altar of preaching the Samkirtan Movement 
(congregational chanting of the Holy Name of Godhead) 
propagated by Lord Chaitanya. We are not desirous of becom
ing a hero ofwork or a reformer of religion, but our reality may 
be identified with the dust of the Lotus Feet of Sree Rupa and 
Raghunath for that is our everything. The flow of the transcen
dental tide of the attraction of devotion will never be blocked, 
and you with your all energy shall devote yourself for fulfilling 
the desire of Sreela Bhakti Vinode Thakur. There are many 
amongst you who are well qualified and able workers. We have 
no other desire whatever. 

"There are certainly many difficulties while we are in this 
mortal world but it is not our business simply to be over
whelmed with those difficulties or to try to overcome them only. 
We must know even during the duration of our present life, as 
to what we shall gain after overcoming all those difficulties of 
life and what shall be the mode of our permanent existence. We 
must make an adjustment of all things that evoke our love and 
hatred and for those that we want and do not want. Attachment 

and detachment of this mortal world will engage us more and 
more as we become farther and farthest from the Lotus Feet 
of Sree Krishna. When we are able to transcend the position of 
attachments and detachments of this mortal world and be 
attracted with the Holy Name of Godhead, it is then only we 
can understand the import ofthe transcendental service ofSree 
Krishna the Personality of Godhead. At the first instance the 
subject Krishna is startling and perplexing to us. Every one who 
is called by the name "man" is more or less struggling knowingly 
or unknowingly to eliminate those invading elements what are 
baffling our conception of eternal need. It is our duty only to 
enter into the kingdom of eternal need. 

"We have no love or hatred for anyone in this world. All 
arrangements made in this world are but temporary. There is, 
therefore, unavoidable necessity for that ultimate need for 
everyone in this world. You should attain the transcendental 
loving service of the objective, being situated in concerted 
action for that one aim. Let there be a constant flow of the ideas 
and thoughts as conceived by Rupa Goswami and His fol
lowers. We shall not at any time show our slightest dejection 
for the seven tongued "Samkirtan" movement. If we have un
daunted faith in it we shall then only achieve all perfections. 
You should all therefore preach with fearlessness and with 
utmost energy the message of Rupa and Raghunath under the 
guidance of the followers ofSree Rupa." 

(Translated from Bengali by the Editor) 

Short Notes 
by Nityananda das 

Why did the GBC claim an immediate need for new pure 
devotee gurus just after Srila Prabhupada's physical 

departure? Wasn't that the mistake made in the Gaudiya Math 
in 1936? 

And then the new gurus actually started to believe that they 
fitted the descriptions of the uttama adhikari in the sastras. 
Thus deluded, how can those who still remain as gums from the 
original eleven possibly be qualified as a gum even today? 

On November 15 through 18, 1977, the GBC in Vrndaban, 
just days after Srila Prabhupada's departure, were conducting 
closed-door mock debates. The subject? How to present them
selves as the successor acharyas and as pure devotees? How do 
they fit the descriptions in the Samsara prayers? How do they 
convince everyone that now no one comes to the Father (Srila 
Prabhupada, that is) but through me? How do they get their 
godbrothers to worship them also, and so on. VVR has the 
tapes, on which, at one point, Tarnal Krsna Maharaj asks, "The 
tapes! What are we taping this for?" 

VVR is compiling evidential facts as to exactly how the whole 
gllm hoax was developed and perpetrated from 1977 and on. 
Why won't the GBC allow an investigation into GURUGATE, 
ISKCON's biggest scandal? Because too many gurus are still 
attached to their false positions, that's all. What we have in 
ISKCON now is a gUnt caste system, a gum club which ex
clusively perpetuates its own line. 
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Suppose VVR took a poll of all initiated devotees, both in 
and out of the temples. Do you trust the GBC? Do you feel 
comfortable recommending prospective initiates to the new 
gums? Do you think ISKCON is in need of serious reforms? Do 
you think the GBC is adequately defending Srila Prabhupada's 
position as the pre-eminent gum for ISKCON? The results 
would be very interesting. 

Suppose VVR held a referendum of all devotees to deter
mine whether the GBC actually has the support of those it 
serves and represents. Maybe we could hold a confidence vote, 
or a no confidence vote, as the case may be. 

Pradyumna Prabhu, Srila Prabhupada's longtime Sanskrit 
editor and travelling servant, was asked by Prabhupada to 
continue the translation work on the Srimad Blragwatam. He 
progressed slowly. Then Pradyumna began to question the 
actions and policies of the successor gums, referring to sastra 
and logic. In this issue of VVR we have reprinted elsewhere 
Pradyumna's letter to Safsvarupa Maharaj in August 1978, 
expressing his doubts. Yasodanandana was also raising ques
tions and asking for explanations. The GBC came down heavy 
on both ofthem and by 1979 they had been IiteralIy chased away 
from ISKCON. Their protests and inquiries were labelIed as 
envy and blasphemy. Thereafter, Hrdayananda Maharaj took 
over the Bhagwatant translation work. 

Dasarath Suta Prabhu has made a Krsna conscious 
philosophical rap tape for Gunagrahi Swami's programs with 
the younger generation. I heard a little, and I couldn't stop 
laughing. Have you seen the Razor's Edge, a "Krsna conscious" 
punk magazine from Canada? These are certainly novel means 
to bring Krsna to the people. But at least the rap tape and punk 
"zine" do not portrayPrabhupada as a lotus positioned bud
dha-type with a crown (as the 40 foot murti in New Vrndaban 
does), or change Prabhupada's teachings. Kundali Prabhu 
used to work for years on the BTG staff. Recently he confirmed 
that he had seen a long letter from Gauridas Pandit to 
Satsvarupa Maharaj, received at the BTG offices shortly after 
Srila Prabhupada's departure. Gauridas Pandit had claimed 
that his memoirs relating to unrecorded talks and statements 
given by Srila Prabhupada in 1977 were detailed in a 22 page 
letter to Satsvarupa Maharaj in 1978. The letter cannot be 
found, but at least Kundali's remembrance of it confirms 
Gauridas Pandit's story. The issue is whether or not Gauridas 
made up his memoirs about Prabhupada's ritvik talks recently, 
or whether they are truthful accounts. 

Hansadutta Prabhu no longer is operating as a gum. How
ever, some of his former disciples are still worshipping him in 
Malaysia. They insist that despite all that has happened, they 
still have faith in their "gum". Perhaps Hansadutta should 
explain the situation to them so they can make adjustments and 
worship Srila Prabhupada. 

I would humbly request all those devotees who receive VVR, 
and think it a worthy effort, to please subscribe. Your subscrip
tion realIy encourages us and is a great help in producing the 
magazine. VVR is not profitable, so please send a few dolIars 
for a sub. Sure, you might get to read a friend's copy or we may 
send you another free issue, but if you read it, SUPPORT IT. 
We need your support. Thank you very much. 

We got word that someone took about a dozen VVR #14, 
each individualIy addressed, and trashed them at the Carl 
Street San Francisco temple. I mean, let the individuals, some 
of them paid subscribers or personal acquaintances of mine, 

decide for themselves what they would do with their own mail. 
As a result, VVR has taken to a detailed procedure ofdistribut
ing copies in ones, twos and threes to addresses of neutral or 
sympathetic parties who live outside the temples where VVR 
censorship is a problem. Then they are passed out among 
friends and infiltrated into every nook and corner of ISKCON. 
The GBC ban on VVR actualIy increased our readership 
dramaticalIy, which was surely not their intention! 

I am surprised how often I hear or read devotees saying how 
VVR has stated that no other gums except Sma Prabhupada 
are or wilI be acceptablegums. This shows how poorly they have 
studied our arguments. We do not say this. Rather, we say that 
ISKCON's present gums cannot be accepted as bonafide gums 
simply because of a GBC rubber stamp process or because of 
a so-called appointment that never was. Agum must be judged 
by his qualifications, something the GBC or ISKCON has never 
addressed by the test of the sastric verdict: a bonafidegum must 
have attained a certain level of spiritual advancement or he 
cannot save his disciples. Furthermore, VVR claims, with much 
evidence in support, that Srila Prabhupada himselfmade a very 
simple and clear arrangement to accept disciples himself, thru 
ritvik gums, even after his physical departure. Anyone inter
ested in this evidence may receive a free Living Still in Sound 
(400 + pg book) with any order they place with the Vedic River 
(listing nearby in this issue). 

A few weeks ago New Jaipur made it into the National 
Enquirer. Actually, the story was over two years old, had a nice 
picture of the Gloucester Vedic Cultural Museum, and men
tioned how Delta Burke and Gerald McRaney of Hollywood 
had been outbid by the Hare Krishnas for an antebellum 
mansion in Mississippi. New Jaipur is a Prabhupada Center, 
where Srila Prabhupada is in the center! This theme wilI save 
ISKCON: put Prabhupada back in the center. His Divine 
Grace's position has been directly and indirectly, subtly and 
grossly minimized since his physical departure in 1977. We can 
never preach too much about the absolute need to give due 
emphasis to the Founder-Acharya of ISKCON, the Jagat-guru 
for 10,000 years to come! 

Saddam Hussein was born in Iraq on April 23, 1937. His Sun 
is in Aries with Moon, Rahu and Mars in Scorpio. His astrologi
cal chart shows an intelligent but ruthless man, one who does 
not retreat and who wilI take down as many others with him as 
he can. Saturn and Rahu are conjunct on January 21, 1990; this 
wilI be a dangerous passage for world peace. War may break 
out near this time. Niscinta Prabhu explained the word origin 
for "Assyria", the ancient region in and around Iraq: it comes 
from "asura". Hussein's chart is one of a great demon. 

What's the new catchy phrase in the news these days? 
Answer: "A NEW WORLD ORDER". It keeps popping up. 
Are the Trilateralists pushing their latest scheme for a one 
world government? These are the demons who have promoted 
the forty year East-West Cold War and the prodigious 
manufacture and sale of armaments all over the world. Now we 
appear to have World War Three in the making, demons vs 
demons. After this war, preaching should be very good. 

Shyamasundara Prabhu, DalIas astrologer, cast ISKCON's 
chart based on the birth of ISKCON as Srila Prabhupada's 
arrival in Boston harbor, 5:30 AM Sept 17, 1965. The chart is 
very auspicious, except for the Moon with Rahu in the tenth 
house. Until 1970, ISKCON was in its major Moon period, and, 
reflccting Rahu's influence, Srila Prabhupada preached to the 
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derelicts, insane and rejected members of society.We know the 
general caliber of Prabhupada's recruits in those early days (of 
course, by His mercy they were purified!). Then ISKCON 
prospered fantastically during its strong Mars period 1970 to 
1977. July 9, 1977 marked the beginning of ISKCON's 18 year 
inauspicious major Rahu period, a dark time of great loss and 
confusion. Rahu will give way to a series of many decades of 
favorable periods from July 1995 and on, which will see the 
resurrection and success of the worldwide Krishna conscious
ness movement. Now that's something to look forward to, after 
what we've been through! The Jupiter period for ISKCON 
starts in four and a half years, about as much time as we need 
to clean up ISKCON of its corruption and anomalies. 

VVR wants to serve as a networking tool for the devotees in 
the Greater ISKCON. Write in your Prabhupada memoirs, 
your philosophical articles, your letters to the editor, your 
whatever. Shake off that apathy: we invite your participation. 
And please subscribe too. 

Anyone going to India? Vedic River needs merchandise 
brought back from Vrndaban. If you would like to earn some
thing to help with your travel expenses, please call us to see 
how. Toll free 1 800 553 8298. 

That's all for now. Hare Krishna. 

On Chanting 
From the Happening Album Address by His Divine 
Grace A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada 

As explained on the cover of the record album, this 
transcendental vibration, by chanting of Hare Krsna, Hare 

Krsna, Krslla Krsna, Hare Hare/Hare Ramo, Hare Ramo, Ramo 
Ramo, Hare Hare is the sublime method for reviving our Krish
na consciousness. As living spiritual souls we are all originally 
Krsna conscious entities but due to our association with matter 
from time immemorial our consciousness is now polluted by 
material atmosphere. In this polluted concept oflife, we are all 
trying to exploit the resources of material nature, but actually 
we are becoming more and more entangled in her complexities. 
This illusion called maya or hard struggle for existence for 
winning over the stringent laws of material nature can at once 
be stopped by revival of our Krsna consciousness. 

Krishna consciousness is not an artificial imposition on the 
mind. This consciousness is the original energy of the living 
entity. When we hear the transcendental vibration, this con
sciousness is revived and the process is recommended by 
authorities for this age. By practical experience also we can 
perceive that by chanting this moho mantra or the Great Chant
ing for Deliverance one can at once feel transcendental ecstasy 
from the spiritual stratum. When one is actually on the plane 
ofspiritual understanding, surpassing the stages ofsense, mind, 
and intelligence, one is situated on the transcendental plane. 
This chanting of Hare Krslla, Hare Krsna, Krsna Krsna, Hare 
Hare/Hare Ramo, Hare Ramo, Ramo Ramo, Hare Hare is 
directly enacted from the spiritual platform surpassing all 
lower status of consciousness - namely sensual, mental, and 
intellectual. There is no need of understanding the language of 
the mantra, nor is there any need of mental speculation nor any 

intellectual adjustment for chanting this moho mantra. It 
springs automatically from the spiritual platform, and as such, 
anyone can take part in this transcendental sound vibration, 
without any previous qualification, and dance in ecstacy! 

We have seen it practically. Even a child can take part in the 
chanting, or even a dog can take part in it. The chanting should 
be heard however, from the lips of a pure devotee of the Lord 
so that immediate effect can be achieved. As far as possible, 
chanting from the lips of a nondevotee should be avoided as 
much as milk touched by the lips of a serpent causes poisonous 
effect. 

The word Hara is a form of addressing the energy of the 
Lord. Both Krsna and Ramo are forms of addressing directly 
the Lord, and they mean the "highest pleasure eternal". Hora 
is the Supreme Pleasure potency of the Lord. This potency, 
when addressed as Hare, helps us in reaching the Supreme 
Lord. 

The material energy, called as maya is also one of the 
multipotencies of the Lord, as much as we are also marginal 
potency of the Lord. The living entities are described as supe
rior energy than matter. When the superior energy is in contact 
with inferior energy, it becomes an incompatible situation. But 
when the supreme marginal potency is in contact with the 
spiritual potency, Hora, it becomes the happy normal condition 
of the living entity. 

The three words, namely Hara, Krsna and Ramo are 
transcendental seeds of the moho mantra and the chanting is a 
spiritual call for the Lord and His internal Energy, Hora, for 
giving protection to the conditioned soul. The chanting is 
exactly like genuine crying by the child for mother. Mother 
Hara helps in achieving the grace of the Supreme Father, Hari, 
or Krsna, and the Lord reveals Himself to such a sincere 
devotee. 

No other means, therefore, of spiritual realization is as 
effective in this age as chanting the moho mantra, Hare Krsna, 
Hare Krsna, Krsna Krsna, Hare Hare/Hare Ramo, Hare Rama, 
Ramo Ramo, Hare Hare. 

Comments by Jahnava dasi: 
In VVR 11, Lance Presley, from Arizona, requested a 

written transcript ofSrila Prabhupada's address from the Hap
pening Album, and expressed, "I want to study word for word 
that whole purport, so I can explain the importance of this 
Great mantra here [in the Federal Institution]." 

Several years ago, I transcribed this address directly from 
the tape because I also wanted to study it word for word. I 
placed in boldface those words Srila Prabhupada emphasized 
most, to the best of my ability. 

In 1967, I was living on Orcas Island, off the Washington 
State coastline, when someone loaned me a pamphlet with 
many articles in it about the numerous swamis and yoga systems 
current in the U.S. Only one article interested me-a reprint 
of the edited version of Srila Prabhupada's "On Chanting". 
Although I had already heard of the Hare Krishna Mantra from 
a yoga group, Srila Prabhupada's unique and perfect glorifica
tion of the Maha Mantra immediately inspired me to want to 
hear more from him. Since there was no information given how 
to contact him nor any mention of his movement, I had to 
content myself with copying "On Chanting". 

This copy I had with me when I first met the devotees in 
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Seattle, 1968. At that time the onlybooks the devotees had were 
the unedited three volumes of Srimad Bhagavatam, which in 
truth contain truth on the first page of the Introduction given 
by His Divine Grace. We also had the HappeningAlbum which 
was played continuously, to our full satisfaction. In those days 
we were all so dependent upon the mercy of Srila Prabhupada 
that we could never hear enough of Srila Prabhupada's lila, as 
told by those who had had his association. We never tired of 
hearing any news of his activities; and his letters were eagerly 
shared again and again. The time for milk prasadam, before 
taking rest, meant just such an opportunity for Srila Prab- . 
hupada Katha. 

However, for those who lament that they never saw His 
Divine Grace, I wish to share a few comments. There is no harm 
in such lamentation that is an impetus to associate with His 
Divine Grace through his books and instructions. We will 
definitely associate with him in the future! And since Srila 
Prabhupada can never be separated from Srila Bhaktisiddhan
ta Sarasvati Thakhur, we will be fortunate to have the eternal 
association of them both. I am convinced that the mercy Srila 
Prabhupada extended to us in those early days is the mercy that 
is available to all who dwell in Bharata Varsha today. For all of 
us who are still inmates of the material world, this Happening 
Album address is the timeless call of Sri Jagat Guru, and he is 
patiently awaiting our response. In this age of quarrel and 
confusion, there is no other way to end our ignorance of our 
Lord Sri Krishna - our only cause for suffering - than by ac
cepting the matchless gift of His Divine Grace, and becoming 
pure servants of Sri Maha Mantra. 

Conveyance of
Life Lease 

For and in consideration of Ten dollars ($10.00), cash in 
hand paid, and other good and valuable consideration, Old 

South Society for Vedic Life, Inc., does hereby convey unto 

a LIFE Lease in the following 
described real property: 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY (See Appen
dixA) 

As a part of the other good and valuable consideration 
herein above mentioned, Grantee accepts the following 
covenants on the above described LIFE LEASE: 

1. He, his family and guests must abide by these four regula
tive principles: 

a. No taking of intoxicants. 
b. No sex outside of marriage. 
c. No eating of meat, fish, eggs. 
d. No gambling. 
2. He must regularly chant daily 16 rounds of japa. 
3. He and his family must regularly attend morning devotion

al programs at the community temple. 
4. He must pay to the treasury of the Old South Society for 

Vedic Life some tithe, produce or work in an amount as may 
be mutually agreed upon from year to year, not to exceed 25 % 

of income, production or worktime, brahmanas excepted. 
5. Part of the "village tax" above described will be that each 

resident adult is required to contribute at least three hours of 
community service per week for New Jaipur, such service to be 
approved by the administration of Old South Society for Vedic 
Life. 

6. No slaughter, raising or selling for slaughter of any 
animals. 

Serious and major infractions of the above six covenants will 
undergo judicial review by the Brahminical Council and Board 
of Trustees of the Old South Society for Vedic Life Inc 
(OSSFVL), and three notices to the grantee, at least two 
months apart, must be issued in person and in writing to 
demand correction of the infractions in question. If grossly 
inadequate rectification follows the demanded corrections, the 
OSSFVL board may vote to revoke this LIFE LEASE, and 
such decision must be validated by a three fifths vote of all male 
resident members of New Jaipur. Great care will be taken to 
give the Grantee all benefit of doubt and to tolerate significant 
infractions without revocation of this Life Lease. Only in the 
most dire and blatant circumstances whereby the above 
covenants are violated over at least a six month period, will the 
council and board consider Life Lease revocation. 

The Life Lease Grantee is also expected to: 
1. Cooperate with the New J aipur administration's 

guidelines regardingbuilding codes and property appearances. 
2. Preserve the property's scenic setting. 
3. Observe soil conservation practices. 
4. Maintain the property and all improvements thereon. 
5. Sincerely attempt to maintain peaceful coexistence with 

the members and administration of OSSFVL. 

No provisions are made herein to enforce these five items. 

Application for transmission of this Life Lease to grantee's 
children can be submitted to the OSSFVL Board of Trustees 
after the child becomes an adult. Denial of such applications 
must be most reasonably justified by public explanation; con
tinuation of this life lease from generation to generation is 
greatly encouraged. 

This life lease cannot be mortgaged at all and it cannot be 
sold or subletted without the approval of the Board of Trustees 
of the OSSFVL. Grantee's sale of this life lease to a OSSFVL 
Board-approved buyer will constitute full compensation for the 
grantee's interest in the life lease and improvements. If the life 
lease is revoked, the grantee has one year from the date of 
revocation to vacate the property and in which to fmd a 
OSSFVL Board-approved buyer, after which time the life lease 
becomes null. In the event that the Grantee, spouse and 
children vacate the Life Lease for one year, the Board may 
revoke the Life Lease by simple decree, allowing the grantee 
no further time to sell the life lease to a Board-approved buyer. 
The grantee will be entitled to no further compensation for this 
life lease beyond what is above described and the grantee is 
prohibited herewith from removing or damaging any per
manent improvements or fixtures on the life lease including but 
not limited to fixed housing, fences, orchards and water sys
tems. 

Old South Society for Vedic Life, Inc. may grant life leases 
to chosen qualified devotees, and is administered by a Board 

..
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of Trustees who is advised by a Council of Brahmanas, or 
priests. The administration collects tithes to develop the com
munity properties, protect the citizens, maintain the com
munity temple and preach Krishna consciousness. The 
OSSFVL collections and expenditures must be presented as 
public record upon demand by any member. 

OM~~$.rJ~ \!ock ~
 
S~ed by G,.n,o, 1r ~~~ 

Signed by Grantee 
7< ¥:. '><C. ~ 

Witnessed by C' [ Ii ~ 
___::::i~M~)\~Nwa~ 

/ 

New Jaipur Life
 
Lease Program
 
by Nityananda das 

WE have adopted the Vedic life lease system in New 
Jaipur as described in Kautiliya-artha-sastra by 

Chanakya Pandit. An integral part of the real Vedic varnash
rama system, it is not a new concoction, but the Aryan civiliza
tion method for land distribution, settlement and development. 
A "life lease" is a form of land transfer which was very com
monly used in the USA until the early twentieth century. A life 
lease conveys the same rights as regular real estate warranty 
deed except for limitation to lifespan. New Jaipur has crafted 
a version to include some basic and appropriate covenants. 
Some advantages of life leases are: 

1. The land is owned by the Deities! non-profit organization, 
remains tax exempt, but in effect belongs to the recipient for 
life, and may also be inherited by his children. 

2. The lease is granted free to the devotees. It may otherwise 
be impossible or very time consuming to save sufficient funds 
to buy land, whereas a life lease allows the recipient a running 
start on the development of a homestead. 

3. Mutually satisfactory tax rates, individually and peri
odically negotiated, enable the community administration to 
protect the village, develop facilities, maintain a temple, build 
roads, ponds and granaries, and to preach Krishna conscious
ness by printing and selling Vaisnava literature, distributing 
prasadam and operating a Vedic Cultural Museum. 

4. Tax receipts and expenditures are open to community 
review and suggestions are solicited for future expenditures. 
There will be no waste or favoritism; the community will benefit 
from the taxes collected. 

5. Devotees serving in the role of brahmallas are given tax 
exempt life leases. This allows those rare devotees thus 
qualified to spend more time serving the spiritual, educational 
and medical needs of the community. 

6. Community members receiving life leases gain devotee 
association, country living, access to gumkula, a simple and 
peaceful life and all the benefits of a Vedic village, including 
complete protection from the demoniac society. 

7. The village government administration will provide 
regular assistance to those deVeloping life leases, on a discre
tionary choice and need basis. Maintenance of emergency 
food supplies, coordination of community activities, stocking 
of a practical knowledge library, assistance to devotee busi
nesses, maintenance of community spiritual standards and 
much more are the responsibilities of the administration. 

8. Participants are pioneering the re-establishment of the 
Vedic varnashrama system for the upliftment of the human 
society and preaching Vedic culture by living in a "Vedic 
village". 

Life leases granted on land with no precedent liens are as 
insulated, if not more so, from future litigation, bankruptcies 
and temple dissolutions as private ownership. Regardless of 
who "owns" the land in the future, whether temple, kann; or 
government, nothing can revoke the life lease except as 
provided in the life lease itself. New Jaipur's life lease 
covenants are similar to land covenants in common use, such 
as no commercial use, no mobile homes, no subdividing, etc. 
Our covenants, however, are meant to protect the community 
and uphold religious principles. A life lease provides all the 
rights of ownership for life. 

We want to re-establish Vedic culture, namely Vaishnava 
communities governed by qualified ksatriyas who receive coun
cil from qualified brahmallas. Vedic civilization was based on 
varnashrama, and the governmental system was monarchy, not 
an anarchy of capitalists or do-your-own-thing, individualistic 
vaisyas. Brahmalla, ksatriya, vaisya, sudra: this is Krsna's arran
gement for social order. It is unwise to avoid the ksatriya 
principle; democracy will fail just as communism has failed. 
Democracy, namely the will of the people, leads to degrada
tion, as everyone follows their senses. Leadership must be 
provided by a God conscious, trained, principled, ksatriya-na
tured leader. This social order will lead to success in estab
lishing vamashrama dhanna; modern concoctive adjustments, 
such as a "Vedic democracy", are risky, imperfect, speculative 
and doomed to failure. 

Taxation must be a principle of our Vedic villages, as it is an 
age old necessity in society, but taxation must be fair. To cope 
with the skepticism of the times, our life lease taxation system 
is one of mutual agreement between member and administra
tion, based on cooperation and love and trust. For the foresee
able future, our devotional villages and eventually "kingdoms" 
must still pay homage to the kann; government, paying 
whatever taxes are due them. Our Vedic village tax is com
parable to a municipal tax, while state and federal taxes must 
be paid as well. To establish Vedic villages, we must minimize 
our participation in kaml; society as much as possible, using 
gum/atlas not public schools, receiving devotional training not 
higher mundane education, and engaging in local barter not in 
the paper asset economy. By largely dropping out of the 
modern society. we can operate and participate in our own 
communities with greater freedom. Someday, after the demise 
of demoniac society, we will be free to exclusively support a 
righteous and saintly government. 
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Karmi taxes should not prevent someone from generously 
supporting spiritual projects, what to speak of the Vaishnava 
community of which they are a member. Taxpaying kanllis 
donate to their churches, commonly giving 10% of their gross 
income, and they are materialists! The community administra
tion however, is duty bound to adjust, waive, make remission 
of and otherwise make fair the taxes upon its citizens, ON AN 
INDIVIDUAL BASIS. Kalltiliya-arlha-sastra specifically 
describes leniency by tax remission during the first years of 
establishing land grants, during drought or famine. The ad
ministration should favor citizens with cows, grains and other 
help which may be repaid later. Vedic taxes ranged from 
one-twelfth to a maximum of one-fourth, paid in produce or 
money. 

Vamashrama implementation has been the topic of great 
speculation in ISKCON for years. The challenge is to imple
ment these things by cooperation of mature and intelligent 
devotees. There has been so much mismanagement and waste 
in ISKCON that naturally we are reluctant to invest any more 
ofour lives, hopes and money in any temple projects. Qualified 
and competent leaders will inspire devotees to once again 
become involved in cooperative preaching efforts. Unfor
tunately, there is a great shortage of real leaders in 
Prabhupada's movement. We do not need more kayasthas, or 
clerks on the temple dole. Where are those inspired leaders 
who will generate lakshmi to establish a community of 
devotees? We should search our ranks for potential leaders, 
train them and support them in leading this Krsna conscious
ness movement. Let us find honest and sincere leaders who will 
not exploit their followers as has happened too much in the last 
15 years. 

In conclusion, I believe the life lease program in Vedic 
villages is how Srila Prabhupada intended to establish the 
second phase of his mission. By the time you read this, our first 
set of life leases will have been filed in the county courthouse. 
We are determined to pioneer vamashrama in New Jaipur, and 
we pray for the blessings and assistance of our godbrothers and 
godsisters worldwide. 

Setting Up a
 
Varnashram
 
Community
 
by Kamamrita dasa 

YOU may call the Vedas Hindu, but Hindu is a foreign 
name. We are not Hindus. Our real identification is Var

nashram. Vamashram denotes the followers of the Vedas, 
those who accept the human society in eight divisions of varna 
and ashram. It is stated in the Bhagavad-Gita: "These divisions 
are everywhere, because they are created by God." The 
divisions of society are brahmalla, ksllatriya, vaisya, slldra. 
Brallmalla refers to the very intelligent class of men, those who 
know what is brahmall. Similarly, the kshatriyas the ad

ministrator group, are the next most intelligent class of men. 
Then [there are] the vaisyas, the mercantile group. These 
natural classifications are found everywhere. This is the Vedic 
principle, and we accept it. [Srila Prabhupada, lecture, Lon
don, 1969] 

Land - the First Essential 
There can be no Vamashram community unless there is a 

kingdom in which it can flourish. Naturally, at this time, we can 
hardly expect to be more than the possessors of some small 
portion of one of the world's established nations. But having 
acquired such a tract of land, we may live there peacefully 
according to the established principles ofVamashram Dharma, 
provided: 1. we are not subjected to Government interference, 
or the unwelcome attentions of hostile neighbors; 2. the land 
acquired is physically suited to our purposes. 

The suitability of the land is dependent on two main require
ments: i. that it be arable; ii. that it be situated at a latitude that 
permits a reasonable growing season. 

The most essential function of a Vamashram village is the 
production of food - it is not the only function, but an indispen
sable one nevertheless. With respect to food, we may be able 
to live by the labour of the non-devotees at the present time but 
cannot hope to do so for ever. For that reason, and because 
producing food is recommended service for those of the sudra 
and vaisya temperament, agricultural production should begin 
as soon as possible in the fledgling Vamashram community. 
Arability is thus essential to its proper functioning. If land is 
purchased for our Vedic village anywhere that is desert-like, or 
is marshy or rocky, or at such a northerly latitude that the 
growing season is too short, and the production offood imprac
tical, then that essential need will not be met and our com
munity will flounder. 

Other considerations in choosing a site for the Vamashram 
village are: 1. the proximity of urban areas where book distribu
tion may be conducted or where there may be association with 
a city temple or preaching centre; 2. legal restrictions on its use 
that might hamper its development; 3 its accessibility for 
prospective members and inquisitive visitors; 4. the availability 
of water, wood and so forth; 5. its physical contours; 6. its 
susceptibility to earthquakes, volcanic eruption, landslides, 
flooding and the gamut of avoidable natural disasters; 7. pos
sible future developments close by the land that might disrupt 
its intended purity. 

Funds 
No society, be it in microcosm or macrocosm, can function 

without the wherewithal to purchase those essential items that 
it cannot provide for itself. At the outset, at least, our fledgling 
Vamashram community must have ample funds available to: 

1. acquire construction materials, foodstuffs, additional 
land, and animals that the community cannot produce itself; 2. 
maintain those members of the community that cannot main
tain themselves, viz. brallmallas in particular, but also widows, 
the elderly, the infirm etc.; 3. provide against any emergency 
where assistance, materials, healthcare or whatever must be 
bought outside the community. 

Ideally the mercantile class of devotee provides the state 
with produce and funds, the funds being distributed as wages 
and charity and collected by the administration as taxes and 

• 
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redistributed. As a matter ofnecessity, though, we may find that 
those of the kshatriya tendency will generate funds, at least 
initially. Srila Prabhupada has explained that any landowner, 
even if he be a vaisya by natural inclination, is to be regarded 
as a king - he cited the example of Nanda Maharaja in that 
regard. In times past kings usually acquired wealth, if not by 
taxation, then by force of arms. The latter option is not open to 
us at present. Thus it may be that the executive head of the 
Varnashram community, or his lieutenants will put their energy 
into raising funds - not, perhaps, by the expedient of begging 
donations, which is an unsure method that is both difficult to 
sustain and requires the dissipation of much physical and 
nervous energy in order to raise sufficient funds, but rather by 
the establishment of some sustainable business. Some venture, 
perhaps, that could be taken up by the community's vaisyas in 
the future, assuming the king is not, in fact, a vaisya, or even 
abandoned when it has lost it usefulness. 

At any rate, the vaisyas should eventually be the main source 
of the community's income, with the possibility of some of the 
community's funds being raised, for simple preaching purposes 
at least, by a party of travelling brahmachmis. 

Men 
The community has its members as its most indispensable 

element - what use, after all, is unpopulated land and hoarded 
wealth? Vanzashra17l is particularly meant for non-liberated 
Vaishnavas, though even non-devotees benefit from the social 
stability and naturalness such a system affords: 

sadhalla-kale ye paryallta, hridaye kama ache
 
ye pOfyallta vanzashramadi dhanllera apeksha thake
 

"At the time of performingsadhalla-bhakti, so long as there 
is material desire within the heart [of the sadhaka] he should 
remain within the confines of the Va17lashra17l system" [Sri 
C1zaitallya-sikslza17lrita] 

A community can be established by a small number of 
devotees to begin with. Generally speaking, it is best to begin 
with a group of householder families - at least one brah17lalla 
family where the head of the household is of the intellectual 
type rather than apllja-brahmana, who can give guidance to the 
executive head of the community, and at least one family of the 
kshatriya type. Kshatriyas are the natural governors of any 
society and are the most likely to be able to appreciate the 
advice given by brah17lallas, being themselves intellectually 
inclined and relatively free from the deluding power of the 
mode of ignorance. The kshatriya of our fledgling community 
is well placed by nature to take charge of the physical expansion 
of the community by procuring land and materials for construc
tion, and eventually cows and implements needed for farming, 
husbandry, the practicing of practical crafts and so forth. All 
the members of the Vanzashra17l body could be invited to join 
such a community, on the strict understanding that their aims 
and opinions must be consonant with those of the founders of 
the community. 

If the Vanzashra17l community consists at the outset of one 
or two brah17lallas and at least one enterprising kshatriya, then 
it is safe for them to invite suitable slldras and vaisyas to 
participate. 

Philosophical Consensus 
Even the most well-meaning devotees cannot function in a 

Vanzashra17l community if they are at variance with one another 

philosophically. There are always likely to be disagreements 
over the minutiae of the Vaishnava siddhanta and its practical 
application, but in the instance of a Vamashram community 
there must at least be consensus with respect to the essentials 
of the implementation of the principles governing Varnashram. 
Those essentials may be summarised as follows: 

1. Vamashram is a more or less material arrangement that 
facilitates the service to Krishna of those who have not entirely 
transcended the material modes of nature. Varnashram be
comes daivi-vamashram, or spiritual Varnashram, when it is 
practiced by devotees for the pleasure of Lord Hari. 2. There 
is no spiritual stigma attached to the designation of a devotee 
as slldra, vaisya or kshatriya for the purpose of properly engag
ing him in work done for the pleasure of Lord Hari. When such 
stigma is attached by the members of the Varnashram com
munity to such a designation then they have fallen into casteism. 
It is also a kind of casteism to resist being seen as anything but 
a transcendental Vaishnava when one has not actually attained 
to that platform. The jiva is always transcendental to the realm 
of matter, of course, but the effects and outward manifestation 
of his material conditioning, regrettably, are not. 3. The mem
bers of the Vanzashra17l community should adhere faithfully to 
the principles of the system in order to preserve the peaceful 
functioning of such, even though the principle that devotees 
should be judged primarily on the basis of their spiritual advan
cement is of paramount importance. The example ofbehaviour 
within the confines ofthe Vanzashra17l system is given especially 
by Lord Krishna Himself. The mere fact that He behaved so 
scrupulously in that regard is proof that Vanzashram is indis
pensable to human society, even when devotion to Krishna is 
practiced. 

Other Considerations 
It is important to have a plan for the future development of 

the Val7lashra17l village. The leaders of the village must be sure 
to procure enough land for the use of farmers that might join 
the community. There must be adequate temporary accom
modation for families that join the community until such time 
as they can construct their own dwellings, and there must be 
accommodation and board for visitors to the village. All new
comers must be thoroughly examined before they are allowed 
to live within the confines of the village. It is essential that all 
new members understand the purpose of the Varnashram vil
lage, that they are fully in agreement with the philosophy of its 
leaders, and that they are capable of following the spiritual 
standards laid down by Srila Prabhupada and implemented by 
the village's leadership. 

Thought must be given to the training of the village's 
children and to the assignment of its adolescents to tasks 
appropriate to their vanza. For this purpose Srila Bhaktivinoda 
Thakura has recommended the maintenance of a Vamashram 
committee to decide their futures. 

It is also essential that proper consideration is given to the 
materialgzl1las of all the village's adults (including the women
folk): assuming, of course, that they have not come to the 
transcendental platform. A proper, regulated standard of 
Deity worship, and of formal classes in the scriptures, must be 
instituted as soon as possible so that all activities may be 
centered around the Lord of the village. All possible energy 
must be put into establishing a cow protection program, the 
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benefits of which are practically incalculable. 
Last, but by no means least, the Vamashram village must 

always be regarded by its inhabitants as a living, working 
preaching project. We talk so much about the Vamashram 
system; we cite it as an example of the scientific principles 
governing Vedic culture. Thus vamashram-dhanna must be 
prosecuted in a way that brings our claims to life and shows the 
world how humankind may advance happily towards the ul
timate goal of life. 

The Vamashram project may be regarded by some as little 
more than a convenient way of managing devotee resources, 
but we must not be blind to the influence of the material modes 
upon us while we are yet conditioned. It is a fact that one may 
participate in the daivi-vamashram project in any capacity - as 
sudra, vaisya, kshatriya or brahmalla, and be a de facto brah
malla by dint of teaching the world, by practical example, how 
to perform work for the pleasure of Lord Hari. But it is folly 
for the misra-bhakta to deny his conditioning and to artificially 
act as a transcendental Vaishnava. Thakura Bhaktivinoda has 
said: "If one does not maintain and nourish the healthy condi
tion of the body, mind, society, and the pursuit of self realisa
tion, how will it be possible to cultivate the higher endeavour, 
devotional service? If, abandoning the Varnashram institution, 
one acts independently, then the demands of the body and the 
mind will cause one to become intoxicated with material desire 
and no sign of devotion will manifest itself." [Sri Chaitallya-sik
shamrita 1.6] 

In conclusion, we have simply touched, very imperfectly, 
upon the major practical considerations with respect to setting 
up a Vamashram community. The interested reader is invited 
to comment upon this introduction to the subject and to pose 
relevant questions so we may deliberate upon the finer details 
thereof. Srila Prabhupada was extremely eager during the last 
year of his manifest presence in this world to institute Vamash
ram, both for the betterment of his neophyte disciples and of 
suffering mankind in general. NewJaipur's Vamashram experi
ment should not stand in isolation; similar projects should be 
instituted around the world. Ifwe choose to deny ourselves the 
shelter of Vamashram, then, as predicted by Thakura Bhak
tivinoda, we are unlikely to attain to pure devotional service in 
our present life. 

Srila Prabhupada 
On Gurukula 
and Varnasrama 
College 
THE following statements are excerpts from morning walk 

conversations which took place in Vrndavana in 1974. Srila 
Prabhupada is speaking on val7lasrama college: 

"The vamasrama college has to be established immediately. 
Wherever we have got our centers, a val7lasrama college should 
be established to train four divisions: brahmalla, ksatriya, 

vaisya, sudra. 
"For the management of affairs we are required to divide 

because there are different classes of brains. So those who have 
very intelligent brains, they should become brahmanas. Those 
who are fit for management and protection should be trained 
as ksatriyas. Those who are fit for producing food and taking 
care of the cows should be trained as vaisyas. And the balance 
are all sudras. 

"In our society these divisions should be there. The most 
intelligent class of men should be engaged in preaching, read
ing books, instructing, and taking care of Deity worship in the 
temple. Another class will be strong managers to see that 
everything is going nicely and everyone is engaged. 

"Devotees are devotees. Actually devotees are above brah
malia, ksatriya, vaisya and sudra. But for management of 
material things we have to divide. Just as in the body there are 
divisions. 

"Ksatriyas should be taught that he is manager. He must see 
that everyone is engaged, and if there is any fight, he must come 
forward to fight. This is ksalriya business. 

"Vaisnava is transcendental, but for proper management in 
the material world, one should be acting like brahmana, one 
should be acting like ksatriya. 

Question: "The children in the society will go to gurukula, 
and from there it wi11 be decided what their work will be? 

Answer: "Yes." 
"They are Vaisnava, but because you have to live in the 

material world there must be division of work. If everyone 
wants to be the brain, then who will act as legs? The brain is 
needed; the hand is needed; the belly is needed; the leg is 
needed. That you will have to divide. For management, this 
brain, hand, belly, leg, must be divided. 

"If one can sell books nicely, why should he be engaged in 
temple worship? He can do better work in that way. But there 
is no difference between selling books and temple worship or 
washing the dish. There is no difference because it is al1 
transcendental...In our society every work is transcendental, 
for preaching. 

"We are getting so many sannyasis. They should teach. The 
teaching should be done by the sallnyasis. Just like in mission
ary school the fathers are teachers. 

"GUn/kula is only for the smal1er children. Preliminary, 
primary. And when the children are grown up, they should be 
sent to the val7lasrama school or col1ege for further develop
ment. 

"Vyasadeva described in Bhagavad-gita what are the 
symptoms ofbrahmalla, what are the symptoms ofksatriya. The 
ksatJiya should be taught how to fight. There wil1 be military 
training. There wil1 be training on how to kill. And vaisyas wil1 
be trained on how to give protection to the cows, how to till the 
field and grow food. Practical. 

"They must work hard. In any capacity-work as a teacher, 
work as a ksatriya, work as a plowman, work as a general 
assistant. He must work. Everyone should be employed and his 
employment will be provided from any of these groups accord
ing Lo his capacity: either as a brahmalla, a ksatriya, a vaisya or 
a sudra. 

"You become trained up and revise the whole religion ofthe 
Western civilization, especially in America. Then a new chap
ter will come in. This is the program. Therefore vamasrama 
school is required." 

•
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Question: "In the vomosr011l0-dlto171l0 college, is it true that 
there will be no need for teaching for example, material history 
and mathematics and so on." 

Answer: "No, there is no need. For history, you simply read 
Maltabharata, the history of the great men." 

Question: "Could you explain about the training of a brah
mana?" 

Answer: "He must be truthful. He must have control of the 
senses and of the mind. He must be tolerant and not be agitated 
in trifle matters. He must always be clean. He must take bath 
at least three times a day. All the clothing, everything is clean. 
This is brahminical training. And then he must know what is 
what, what is knowledge and practical application. And he 
must have firm faith in Krsna. This is broIt11lono...They will all 
be teachers...The general teacher class will be the broll/Ilonos. 
It does not matter what he is teaching, but that what he is 
teaching he is perfectly teaching...Brall/llona means intelligent 
brain. Through an intelligent brain one can learn anything and 
teach anything." 

Question: "Our children at gl.l1llkllla, when they grow up, 
should they go to vamasrama college?" 

Answer: "Yes, they should go. Va17lasra11la college is for 
grown up students...At ten to twelve years. From five to ten 
years - gl.l1llkllla. After ten years they should go to vamasra11la 
college." 

The following statements are excerpts from a conversation 
which took place in Vrndavana in November, 1976. Srila Prab
hupada was discussing the glll1lkllla with some of the teachers. 

"You cannot expect that everyone is a braltmana. He has 
got sudra mentality, so let him till the ground for Krsna. He's 
fit for tilling, so let him till and produce grain for Krsna...This 
gllmkula is for high class, brolt11lanas and ksatriyas, not for the 
vaisyas and sudras. Everyone is equal for Krsna's service." 

Handa Kisora's
 
Sad Misfortune
 
W ITH VVR taking an aggressively critical stance on the 

present GBC and ISKCON's current state of affairs, it 
is to be expected that VVR and its editors, as well as New Jaipur 
itself, will be criticized by some in return. Some of this may be 
warranted, but much of it is not. One clarification is made 
herewith in regards to false propaganda made by one of New 
Jaipur's former residents, Nanda Kisora dasa. 

Nanda Kisora is a nice devotee who joined in the 1960's in 
New York and has spent much time with transcendentaltheater 
and drama. His work with the Ramayalla, in which he played 
Lakshmana, is very noteworthy. Nanda Kisore is well known to 
many as a very talented devotee who had great love for Srila 
Prabhupada. 

Alas, in 1980 Nanda Kisora was brutally assaulted in Central 
Park with an iron pipe, leaving metal and a hole in his skull. 
Narrowly missing death, his recovery was slow and painful. He 
remained on powerful prescribed drugs for a long time. Upon 
quitting them, however, he was subject to regular and violent 
fits of uncontrollable rage. Doors, windows and walls were 
smashed and he would disappear into the New York streets for 
weeks to wander in a nether WQrld of extreme paranoia and 
confusion. Returning to his wife or the temple, he would seem 

somewhat normal until the next outbreak of anger. He applied 
for SSI (government support) and was diagnosed as a paranoid 
schizophrenic. 

Nanda Kisora came to New Jaipur in 1989 with his wife 
Jahnava and two daughters. He would often beat her, becoming 
increasingly reclusive and a night owl. He was unable to follow 
the temple program or to daily chant his rounds as such would 
result in subsequent, demonic turns for the worse. Nanda 
Kisora would inform devotees that he was being pursued by the 
FBI, CIA and various GBC agents. Finally his wife moved out 
of their home due to fear of his violent fits and loud use of 
obscene language. He began to blame Nityananda dasa for the 
breakUp of his marriage and the loss of his children. Several 
times he ran about outside, after midnight, screaming threats 
to kill Nityananda for imagined crimes against him and 
humanity. Nityananda politely requested his departure, to 
which he agreed. Nanda Kisora continued to show up in New 
Jaipur at random, beating his wife, threatening devotees, 
screaming obscenities and threats of bloody violence. 

One night it was necessary to apprehend him physically and 
turn him over to the local sheriff. He had hit one devotee, who 
required seven stitches on the head. Assault charges were 
pressed against him with the sole intention of getting him into 
a psychiatric hospital for serious help with his insanity. 

Nanda Kisora filed counter charges and painted a nasty 
picture of New Jaipur before a grand jury, feeding their 
prejudices against our Hare Krishna community. The court 
order to send Nanda Kisora to a hospital was mysteriously 
nullified by his new "friends" in the sheriffs department, and 
he was released from jail. Nanda Kisore moved to New 
Talavan, where he has been given shelter and employment, 
even though the New Talavan directors were informed of the 
above series of events. 

Recently Nanda Kisora has circulated letters around the 
movement which are exhibitions of his enmity toward 
Nityananda dasa and New Jaipur, and constitute nothing more 
than his personal hallucinations. He has confided that his 
defamations are simply a tactic, an attempt tp pressurize New 
Jaipur into expelling his wife and children. 

Jahnava dasi has completed her divorce and has resolved to 
stay in New Jaipur, serving as an assistant teacher in the 
gurukula. She and all the residents remember Nanda Kisore 
fondly, as he was in his better moments. We pray that he will 
eventually recover from his illness, but meanwhile, we thought 
it necessary to inform devotees of his unstable and psychotic 
condition, should he appear in your vicinity. 
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Greater ISKeON 
Bulletin Board 
Compiled by Nityananda das 

REPORT FROM NIGERIA 
Africa has become a very self sufficient zone, by the grace 

of Lord Krsna. Here now we produce almost all of the items 
that temples would normally have to import from India: japa 
beads, drums, karatalas, dieties, etc. For several years, his 
Holiness Bhakti Tirtha Swami has been pushing us to come to 
a platform where everything that we need, we manufacture, and 
whatever we eat, we grow. Soon we shall not only be able to 
feed the devotees from the produce of our farms, but we shall 
be able to go commercial as well,just as we are already export
ing some of our manufactured goods to commercial markets in 
the United Kingdom. 

Most devotees around the world have heard about our 
cottage industries and other preaching activities. Recently, 
there was an interesting development with one of our fac
tories-the ceramic factory. The Federal Government here 
had initiated a certain program known as the Better Life 
Programme to encourage women in industry. Mother 
Lalitadevi, one of the disciples of Srila Bhakti Tirtha Swami, 
has been conducting industrial research on ceramic glazing 
using local raw materials. A college lecturer and well-known 
geologist, Mother Lalita easily allracted the attention of the 
government. So when the state chairman of the Belter Life 
program, Mrs. Oresanya, started her tour of industries, she was 
scheduled to visit our ceramic factory also. The Chairlady, who 
is also the wife of the State Governor, was very impressed with 
the devotees' work. Thus she rated our factory as first in the 
state. 

Seeing the report of Mrs. Oresanya, the Federal Govern
ment was attracted to our factory, and last month a delegation 
from the Federal Military Government arrived at our place to 
tour the ceramic factory. The delegation was led by the First 
Lady of the nation, Mrs. Mariam Babagida, who was accom
panied by the wife of the Vice President, the wife of the Chief 
of Staff of the armed forces, and several other women leaders 
in the country. 

They examined the varieties ofceramic wares produced, and 
they enjoyed watching the devotees demonstrate the process 
of ceramic manufacture, etc. 

Gita Govinda Prabhu had manufactured all the machines 
used in our factory. This was a great wonder to the ladies 
because in all other factories that they visited, they saw that the 
machines were imported. The ladies were also very impressed 
with our training program. Our factory has been running free 
training for students from the National Directorate for 
Employment. 

Of course, the delegation only saw a few samples of some of 
the things that we produce. Elsewhere \ve produce inccnse, 
candles, oils, furniture, soap, drums, karatalas, ctc. Still they 
were very appreciative, so we takc it that this is the blessings of 
Guru and Krsna. Dcvotees who work in thc manufacturing 
aspects at different temples somctimcs fccl somcwhat left out 

because of their not being able to participate directly in book 
distribution, but on these occasions when Lord Krsna blesses 
us with some success, everyone rejoices. Both the manufactur
ing devotees and the sankirtalla devotees have a chance to share 
in the ecstasy of preaching. When the First Lady visited, she 
and all members ofher entourage went home with large parcels 
ofSrila Prabhupada's books for themselves and their husbands. 

Transcendcntalliteratures are very much appreciated here 
both by devotees and by the kannis. Unfortunately, however, 
there is very short supply of books due to high printing costs. 
And whenever we have books, it creates a great explosion. 
Devotees who have come here from the west are surprised to 
notice that here it is rather the kannis who approach the 
devotees on sankiJtalla. 

Perhaps there are some devotees out there who would like 
to join the preaching here. There are many interesting engage
ments in agricultural development, manufacturing or pioneer
ing book distribution. Interested devotees can write directly to 
His Holiness Bhakti Tirtha Swami. It will help ifyou can bring 
books also. 

P.S. We invite any devotees who have a strong attachment 
for massive food distribution to come and serve in the ecstasy 
of distributingprasadam to thousands of refugees. 

"LOOK THROUGH IT" By The "IRISH TEN" 
Rathgorragh, Kiltegan, Co. Wicklow, Ireland 

We thought we would send you a copy of our little leaflet 
called Look Through It as we saw your request in VVR 13 for 
thoughts, realizations, sastric compilations and letters, etc. 
Also please find enclosed the petition duly signed by ten 
initiated devotees asking the GBC to create an independent 
brahminical committee with unrestricted powers of investiga
tion and examination of witnesses to investigate what system 
Sri!a Prabhupada wanted for initiation after his disappearance 
and the possible coverup of Prabhupada's instructions in this 
regard, and to also kindly substantiate the present ISKCON 
gum system with reference to Srila Prabhupada's teachings, 
especially in regards to the appointment and qualification 
issues. We feel that if there is no coverup then no reasonable, 
honest and moral person or body would refuse the above 
request; on the contrary, they would positively seek such an 
enquiry. Secondly, if ten signatories of initiated devotees is 
sufficient to authorize a person to become agllm in the eyes of 
the GBC, then surely it is sufficient to authorize this enquiry? 
Hare Krsna, 

Signed: Uddhava dasa and Hare Krsna dasi, Daruka das and 
Caranaravinda dasi, Patri dasa and Dinadayadra dasi, Anirud
dha dasa and Himavati dasi, Pragosha dasa and Goloka dasi. 

Editorial Policy of Look Through It: 
Our intention with regards to Look Through It is to try to 

level the playing field. We feel very strongly that in our move
ment ISKCON, there are many mistakes, some grave-very, 
very grave, some a little less so. We also understand that ~aking 

mistakes is one of the mal principles of the human belllg, yet 
we are convinced that the only way to learn from these mistakes 
(and surely the goal is to learn), is to address them. Secondly, 
we should make the necessary changes to avoid as far as 
possible the reoccurance of these errors. Finally, we should 
stop once and for all what seems to be the present policy of 
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sweeping them under the carpet.We have chosen to do this in 
a somewhat lighthearted and sa~irical manner and to deper
sonalize it as much as possible, in order to avoid acute embar
rassment for anyone. However, we feel that in order for 
devotees to take proper notice, we have to be somewhat 
pointed. Only when there is free speech, freedom ofexpression 
and freedom from intimidation (mental or physical), can there 
be a true balance in our Society based on genuine love and trust. 

Samples from Look 17I1"Ough It: 
Interview with H.H. S.S. Swami 
This interview took place in the recently refurbished 

quarters of RR S.S. Swami in the new Laulyam temple. Six 
months ago this temple was on the brink of repossession and 
in a very dilapadated condition. Now it is really thriving. R R 
S.S. Swami spared some of his valuable time to shed some light 
on this remarkable upturn of fortune. 

Look 17lrough It (LTI): Well to start, perhaps you could tell 
us, Maharaja, why you feel things have gone so well in the last 
six months? 

RH. S.S. Swami (SSS): I moved in. 
LTI: Was there instant harmony between yourself and the 

resident devotees on your arrival? 
SSS: Of course not. 
LTI: What did you do? 
SSS: I got rid of all the mental cases. 
LTI: And the rest? 
SSS: They're doing very nicely, just look at my opulent 

preaching quarters. 
LTI: Are the congregation receptive? 
SSS: Yes, the ones who do as they're told. 
LTI: And the others? 
SSS: Waste of time, (laughs) they think you can practice 

Krsna consciousness at home. 
LTI: Do you have big Sunday Feasts? 
SSS: Oh yes I get through at least three plates. 
LTI: You are famed as a staunch book distributor ... 
SSS: Yes, this is so. 
LTI: How many books are you getting out these days? 
SSS: Bhakta Joe, John, Mark, how many? (pause), Ah! 

forget it, you can ask them yourself later. 
LTI: Thank you for your valuable time, it's been very en

livening hearing you, Maharaja. 
SSS: Yes, I think it should inspire your readers to increase 

their preaching. Hare Krsna. 

Newsbriefs from Look 17I1"Ough It: 
Gum Tattva: Ahankara Maharaja has just reported that he 

has managed to coerce the required number of ten sig
natories, to rubber stamp his guruship. He has also em
phasized that reinitiation will be his specialty. 

Controlling the masses (with Halfi Mata?): It has been 
rumored that the GBC have commissioned six devotees to look 
for all possible material from Srila Prabhupada's books, in 
relation to Vaisnava aparadha, the intention being that they can 
then misconstrue this information to subdue all relevant en
quiries into their authority and bonalidity. Again it has been 
rumored that the GBC have eoneluded that the whole detailed 
philosophy ofaparadha can be best served by giving water-tight 
protection to their sacred positions. 

KRISHNA YOGA FOUNDATION: 
Association of Aspiring Devotees
 

Lockbox 608156, Chicago, IL 60660
 
Former residents of the Chicago ISKCON temple at 1716 

W. Lunt Street, devotees Vaishnava das, Janardan das and 
others have formed this organization for the continued 
propagation of Krsna consciousness in the greater Chica~o 
area. Vaishnava Prabhu is interested in making contact With 
devotees in Illinois, Wisconsin and Indiana for circulating a 
regular local newsletter and coordinating various devotional 
events. Vaishnava Prabhu formerly was editor of The Vedic 
Advocate and also wrote a book in 1985 called 17le Science of 
Acceptillg A Spiritual Master, which propounded the ritvik 
achGl)'a system six years ago. Anyone in this area interested in 
Krsna consciousness and devotee association, may contact the 
Krsna Yoga Foundation or the ISKCON center (addresses 
above). 

KRISHNA'S AFRICAN SOLDIERS 
PO Box 22368, Beachwood, OH 44122 

2162336581, 7519879 
Contact Krsnanandini, Parvati, Kunti Prabhus. They wrote 

to VVR: 
We have been holding weekly bhakti-yoga classes and 

recently started going on Hari/lOl1! Sallkirtan. We are interest~d 
in making contact with devotees In the Cleveland/ North OhIO 
region who might be interested in our activities of classes, 
sallki/tall, conferences. Please make this announcement: 

CALLING ALL DEVOTEES OF AFRICAN DESCENT 
WHO LOVE SRILA PRABHUPADA-to a planning session, 
Saturday July 27,1991- for a WEEKEND CONFERENCE in 
1992 - to establish an agenda to develop strategies for increas
ing Krsna consciousness in the African communities. 

Note: no restriction as to race, color, etc. All welcome! 

SRI CHAITANYA SARASWAT MATH 
330 NE 130th St, Miami FL 33161 

This small center in Miami mixes the instructions of Srila 
Prabhupada and Sridhara Maharaj, and from time to time have 
large quantitie.s of Tulasi leaves and malljaris exJ;ra. For some 
nominal postage charges, other devotees ~orldWId~ may co?
tact these devotees if in need of Tulasl for theIr worshIp 
programs. VVR recently received enough Tulasi ~eeds .from 
Vrajavala dasi to put some with every order ofdevotIOnal Items 
from Vcdic River for years. Thank you! 

SURVIVOR SUPPORT GROUP: 

VAISHNAVA PERSONALS 
POBox 401763, Brooklyn NY 11240 (1 800433 1234) 

This bulletin board is free, and ads costs $1 per 10 words per 
year, plus $] per response. A lot of the "personals" are rather 
far-alit and look a little like a dating service or a degraded 
version of the Hindu magazine "want to meet" ads. However, 
there is potcntial here for helping the far-flung devotee.s keep 
in tOllch with each other and hopefully work together 10 new 
and increasing ways to develop and spread Krsna conscious
ness in the northeast USA area. 
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NEW JAIPUR NEWS 
For the second year, devotees went out on door to door 

harinal1l on Halloween evening. The children were gaily 
dressed up in colorful costumes as gopis, gopas, Krsna and 
demons. Trick or treating was accepting gifts from the kal7llis, 
most ofwhich was unofferable, and distributing simply wonder
fuls and Reservoir of Pleasure booklets by Srila Prabhupada. 
The devotees went thru the weIJ-to-do historic district, and 
were well received. At one door, the elderly lady called inside 
to her husband as the ki,tall was in session, "Oh, look dear, 
they're dressed up like the Hare Krishnas!" The next day we 
were informed by many ofour health food store customers that 
Alan Raine, DJ for WQNZ Radio, the top station in town, had 
recorded the kirtall at his door the night before and played it 
on the air. Alan was elated and commented to his listeners, 
"This was my best Halloween ever!". The Sankirtan party 
visited several prominent townsfolks' homes, including the 
mayor's. 

The devotces went out on Thanksgiving on Harinam Sankir
tan in the poor, black section of Natchez. Chanting and dis
tributing prasadam, we were wcll appreciated. On Christmas 
Day, however, we went to an upper-middle class suburban area 
and soon ran into problems. Sevcral complaints were called in 
and the police came twice before informing us to leave or be 
arrested. Nevertheless, a number of books were distributed. 
Lesson: poor folk many times are more receptive to Lord 
Chaitanya's mercy. 

Govardhan Prabhu's life estate was survcyed at four acres, 
Pundarik Prabhu's at over three acres and Mukunda Prabhu's 
at almost three acres. Ganesh and Subhalaxmi Prabhus are 
buying 37 acres next to Govardhan's land in January. Mother 
Sharon with her two children moved to New Jaipur in Novem
ber, Ratnabahu Prabhu came from Hawaii to work on desktop 
publishing in December, and Chaitanya Priya Prabhujoined us 
from the Prabhupada Sankirtan Center in Manhattan. In 
March, Jagannath Swami Prabhu from the east coast is moving 
here with his family to ship Vedic River orders. 

The most important arrival in New Jaipur, however, is Lord 
Nrsimhadeva. Sitting in a Dctroit ISKCON garage for years, 
this six foot tall scated I7llllti with aged bronze patina now 
graces the Cedars tcmple hallway and is an inspiration espe
cially to the Gurukula children on their breaks. The eight foot 
tall pair of 17l1/ltis, Sita and Rama, arc having a gazebo built for 
them on the grounds at Gloucester. 

From Bhakta dasa, Bangkok, Thailand, 11.15.90: 
Please find my check in the amount of $25 for one year's 

subscription by Foreign Air Mail. I heartily commend your 
dedicated efforts in furthering Srila Prabhupada's preaching 
efforts. Your courage to speak the truth as you have realized it 
is heartwarming to thousands of Srila Prabhupada's disciples 
as wcll as other aspiring students of Vaishnavism. In my heart 
I find that there is no question that the GBC Appointed Gurus 
have wreaked havoc upon Srila Prabhupada's organization and 
they have directly contradicted everything that Srila Prab
hupada taught regarding who is GURU and what is His actual 
position. 

In my association with His Divine Grace and in reading His 
books, listening to His talks, and reading thousands of His 
lettcrs He reiterated TIME AFTER TIME, AGAIN and 
AGAIN that there is never anytime when a bona fide spiritual 
mastcr is elected by any committee! To think that at the end of 
His sojourn he would contradict everything He taught is ab
surd. Those who would have us believe that indeed Srila Prab
hupada did change the very essence of all he had taught and 
livcd by at the end of His appearance are simply RASCALS. 
Keep up your line efforts always. 

From Lalita Madhava devi dasi, Florida, 11.20.90: 
Enclosed please find a copy of a letter I have recently sent 

to Ravindra Svarupa Prabhu. As stated therein, I disagree with 
the ritvik principle, but I want to say that I still very much 
appreciatc VVR as a forum for devotees and respect your 
efforts to end the cheating and politicking within ISKCON. 
Regarding the whole VVR vs. ISKCON Joun/al controversy, I 
would like to say the following: 

I do not accept the concept ofritvik, as I believe the disciplic 
succession, by definition, must be ongoing with the appearance 
(or perhaps latent manifestation) of a self-effulgent acharya. 
But, after 11 years of being abused, squelched, coerced and 
misled by the elitist, fascist regime* of *** Maharaja (after 
naively surrendering my life to him as his diksha disciple), 
neither am I very favorably disposed toward an ISKCON GBC 
that bans books, excommunicates people for holding opinions 
that don't conform to the ever-changing party line, and con
tinucs to invest power and authority in such a man as *.. 
Maharaja who so flagrantly misused his managerial privileges 
in the past - and who, utterly unrepentant to this day, would 
probably do so again if given the opportunity. 

So I am sitting by on the sidelines watching the fray, a 
mcmbcr of the silent majority of like-minded "new-guru" dis
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ciples, earnestly praying to Srila Prabhupada and Krishna to 
reveal the truth and purify this movement of its present con
taminations so that we can proudly preach and distribute books 
without being embarrassed by an institution fraught with cor
ruption and dirty politics. 

*Webster's definition of "fascist": A political philosophy, 
movement or regime that stands for a centralized autocratic 
government headed by a dictatorial leader, severe economic 
and social regimentation, and forcible suppression of opposi
tion. 

From Gopala dasa, Penn Valley, CA, 11.5.90: 
Thank you for sending these nice lives of Gaura-kisora dasa 

Babaji and Jagannatha dasa Babaji. I hope I can imbibe some 
of this mercy into my kripana existence. Enclosed is my copy of 
Madurya Kadambini by Visvanatha Chakravarti Thakura. The 
VVR 13 article entitled "The Stages of Devotional Service" is 
almost word for word copied from the Chakravarti's paper 
(excluding the introduction). From I. Bhajana-kriya on p. 48 in 
VVR it completely corresponds to p. 7 ofMadurya Kadambini 
through the conclusion. Plagiarism? The introduction calls this 
"an extension ...". I see it as a reprint. But it was still nice to 
read again and we appreciate the chart at the end of the article. 

Reply, Nityananda dasa, Ed: 
Yes, it was our error to not properly note credits to excerpts 

from the Thakura's work. Thank you. 

From Mahasringa dasa, Adelaide, Australia, 11.10.90: 
I was originally intending to write to my friend, Rupa Vilasa, 

but have since read that he ran into difficulties with the material 
energy. If you have his address, please send it to me as he 
probably needs some encouraging words at this time. I've 
recently taken over as the temple president here in a suburb of 
Adelaide down under. I was asked by the GBC ofAustralia and 
devotees of this zone to render some assistance, so I complied 
and by the mercy of Radha-Syamasundara things are going on 
nicely. We are continuing to follow the program set up by Srila 
Prabhupada in regards to sadhana, kirtan, chanting sixteen 
rounds, Deityworship, book/prasada distribution and cultivat
ing people. Everything is proceeding nicely in this small forgot
ten place of the world. 

When I was in Mayapura last year, I observed the reap
pearance of the old mood of self-assurance prevalent the 
decade following Srila Prabhupada's disappearance. I must 
admit that I ensued [?] and even endorsed the "pure eleven", 
the zonal gum, and canvassed disciples in South IndialPhilip
pines for the "devas". That was due to immaturity and being 
mesmerized by powerful personalities. Now, after observing 
mistakes, corrections and more mistakes, it would be difficult, 
if not moronic, to continue blindly following the "gang" be
cause of their initials. The power play is finished, now let's get 
into some Vaishnava Krishna Consciousness. 

The VVR view, or idea, of Ritvik is very interesting. Your 
editors have presented a variety of shastric points to raise 
eyebrows over the world, what to speak of handcuffs from the 
GBC. Your Vaishnava etiquette has, however, left something 
to be desired. There seemed to be a certain amount of heavi
ness, or abruptness, left over from the days when Nityananda 
Prabhu ruled New Talavan with an iron hand. Anyway we all 
learn from our past mistakes, and I've observed that VVR No. 

13 has approached the disputation with a much more humble 
stratagem. This is a healthy sign which I fully endorse. I'm still 
not entirely convinced about the "absolute truth" of the Ritvik 
hypothesis, but the eleven zonal acharyas blew up in a few faces, 
so it's worth continuing discussion. 

You are probably having heterogeneous thoughts about the 
GBe mandate, now passed I guess, regarding giving up your 
Ritvik idea. I, personally, didn't like the way they backed you 
into a corner coercing you to eat humble pie. We both know 
the motivating character behind the temperament of such a 
decision, but somehow Lord Krishna has given you an interest
ing test. Please keep me informed on how you deal with it 
because ISKCON's future may depend on it. 

I'm not a subscriber to the VVR but am always interested in 
what you have to say. Your ideas are thought provoking and 
stimulate the consciousness to search for the true direction in 
which Srila Prabhupada wanted ISKCON to lead. You can put 
me on your mailing list. 

From Anonymous, LA, CA, 11.7.90: 
I am writing this letter out of concern for the Los Angeles 

Temple. It has become a mockery of Prabhupada's Head
quarters. Just recently cable television was installed in the main 
grihastha buildings. The workers were here for three days with 
their truck next to the brahmachari ashram. This was 
authorized by the temple leaders... If anyone can help, please 
do. 

Comment. Karnamrita dasa, Ed: 
Srila Prabhupada didn't mention television in his books to 

my knowledge, but he did mention cinema and I believe the two 
media are the same in essence. In the Nectar ofInslrnction, he 
characterizes going to the cinema as an anartha and the indis
criminate watching of1Vmust logically be an anartha also. It 
is a shame that temple authorities encourage devotees in the 
cultivation of their anarthas rather than their destruction. 
This tendency often stems from the misapprehension that one 
may commit sins with impunity as long as he is obedient to the 
GBC. 

From Antonio Velasquez, Caracas, Venezuela, 11.7.90: 
I read VVR 12 & 13 and it's great, wonderful, terrific! Thank 

. you very much for sending them. I would like to receive it 
forever. In reality it is fantastic! I agree with your views on 
ritvik-gum. I knew the devotees six years ago and I'm not in 
agreement with the present system ofgums at the Society. Here 
in Venezuela all the new bhaktas at ISKCON don't know what 
happened with the movement in the past 13 years (the history 
of so-called gums, Kirtanananda, etc.). They are in some way 
cheated. At the ISKCON temple they have a little altar near 
Prabhupada's Murti with the photos of three "gums". Your 
magazine is really helping me to understand Srila 
Prabhupada's desire, and I appreciate it very much. I'm with 
you! May Srila Prabhupada bless you for your good work. Go 
on! 

From Bhaktin Linda, Italy: 
We have a small centre here. My husband, Tridandi dasa, 

who is a Prabhupada disciple has opened up a radio station 
here also for the preaching of Krishna consciousness. We are 
also living outside of the temple but have a small preaching 
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program with a few regular friends of Krishna. Also in our area 
there are two other devotees, but only we have the facility for 
a small centre. So with Krishna's mercy and the help of Srila 
Prabhupada we are still able to do a lot of service for His Divine 
Grace. 

From Larry and Betsy Barteski, 6.18.90: 
My husband and I really like your magazine, especially since 

we're out in the country in P.R. and hearing what's happening 
in the movement is enlivening to us. I would like to ask you
because at this point I don't know who else to ask - if ISKCON 
World Review is still in business? Another question I have is, 
what do you think the reaction will be to some nursery seed 
companies who are selling tulasi seeds under the name of Holy 
Basil ofIndia? I guess I know the reaction for them won't be 
good. I kind of would like to write them and tell them they 
shouldn't sell tulasi seeds to the public because people will be 
making offense to TUlasi, but I think they will just think I am a 
nut. Anyway,1 would like your opinion. One last thing. I read 
that you were trying to grow papayas at your farms. We are 
starting a fruit farm here with mainly papayas. We have 75 
planted already and we have 17 acres here to work. They are 
the big kind of papayas, not Hawaiian, so if you wanted seeds 
we would send you some. Also, we have passion fruit seeds, if 
you would like some. 

We really like the books you've printed (especially the 
biographies), and hope that your efforts of spreading Krishna 
consciousness go well. 

Reply, Karnamrita dasa, Ed: 
ISKCON World Review is still in business, but its editorial 

policy seems to be set by a tiny, dictatorial group of devotees 
styled the GBC Executive Committee; that is to say, it is more 
ofan organ of political propaganda than it ought to be. Selling 
Tulasi seeds without proper regard for the spiritual position 
ofTulasi Devi is no doubt dangerous and is certain to lead to 
offence, as you say. On the other hand, if some non-devotee 
grows a Tulasi plant with care and attention he may, unwit
tingly, derive some benefit therefrom. 

From Mahanidhi Swami, Vrindavan, 6.25.90: 
By the mercy of Srila Prabhupada and Lord Sri Krishna, we 

have published a new book entitled Prabhupada at Radha 
Damodara, which is presented in two parts.The beginning 
three chapters tell the history of the Radha Damodara temple 
and the teachings and activities of Srila Rupa and Srila Jiva 
Goswarnis. The last nine chapters retell the life, teachings and 
transcendental pastimes of Srila Prabhupada that he per
formed at his "eternal residence", his rooms at the Radha 
Damodara temple. Prabhupada at Radha Damodara is filled 
with many new pastimes derived from recent interview with 
Srila Prabhupada's Godbrothers, Brijbasi friends, and his dis
ciples. Many Godbrothers say the book is pure nectar. It is a 
softbound book similar in quality to my previous book, Seeing 
Lord Chaitanya in Jagannatha Puri. But this book is much 
longer with 120 pages of large readable print, sixteen black and 
white photographs, laminated cover with full size photos of 
Prabhupada front and back and special appendices. The text 
is laser typeset and offset printing from Delhi. 

Comment, Editors: 

This delectable volume has arrived from India and is now 
in stock at Vedic River. Check our listing elsewhere in this 
issue, or call 1 800 553 8298 (601 445 2222 outside USA) to 
order. 

From Yamuna Priya devi dasi, Ohio: 
I know that the GBC has banned VVR. I do NOT agree with 

your "Ritvik" position and I do not have the "luxury" of calling 
my spiritual master, Satsvarupa dasa Goswami, nor His Holi
ness Narayana Maharaja, a liar. I've also read and reread the 
arguments, plus Prabhupada's writings. I have not read all the 
volumes, yet I can't recall how many times His Divine Grace 
had stated the importance of approaching a spiritual master, 
rendering service to him, and INQUIRING from him. Of 
course we all can take instructions from Srila Prabhupada. But 
I feel that those in your camp are attributing a lot to neophytes. 
We are supposed to read these books and understand every
thing and apply everything - yes, the instructions are there. But 
sadly I've seen Prabhupada's disciples who have been in the 
movement for 20 + years and have had the privilege of ex
periencing His physical presence still not apply the instruc
tions. Are we to ask senior devotees... those who after so many 
years have not advanced enough to take students? I prefer to 
believe that Prabhupada did not waste His time, that there are 
disciples advanced enough to teach us. It is so easy to blame 
the GBC for all of our ills. But we, as devotees, must be sincere 
enough to benefit from the pure devotee, always placing Srila 
Prabhupada at the center ofISKCON. 

Please include more articles that promote our being better 
examples to represent His Divine Grace's Movement. Living 
in an area with few ISKCON devotees, I would hate to cut 
myself off from other devotees who also do not live in the 
temple. This is a much needed service. I hope it can continue 
without the offensive politics... my, I get enough of that out 
here. 

I would like articles on how Vaishnavas should behave, 
amongst themselves and others. We have to learn how hurtful 
words are and develop some sort of tact. We need to know how 
to better ourselves, not knock each other down and want to see 
people grovel. Again, there's enough of that stuff out here. One 
would hope that senior devotees can discuss disagreements 
without being offensive. Is it totally impossible? We cannot 
demand perfection from others until we obtain it in ourselves. 
Enclosed is $10 to continue my subscription. 

Reply, Karnamrita dasa, Ed: 
I cannot accept your assertion that we have called 

Satsvarupa and Narayana Maharajas liars. Particularly with 
respect to Narayana Maharaja, we have, I believe, stayed 
perfectly within the bounds ofVaishnava etiquette and have 
done no more than point out that he has promulgated a 
philosophy with respect to acharyas that Srila Prabhupada 
repudiated repeatedly. Narayana Maharaja proposed that 
certain of Srila Prabhupada's Godbrothers, whom Srila Prab
hupada denounced as dangerous and envious, and certainly 
lacking in the necessary qualifications to be acharyas, were 
actually bona fide acharyas and that we should follow their 
example. I cannot see how politely pointing out a grave fault 
in a devotee's philosophy constitutes calling him a liar. 
Narayana Maharaja, who conveyed very different conclusions 
on the guru issue to me personally, was expressing an opinion 
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to the ISKCON Journal (if the reported words were actually 
his) and was entitled to do so. That opinion, however, is 
contrary to Srila Prabhupada's teachings and if accepted 
poses a threat to the bona fides of our disciplic succession. 

As for Satsvarupa Maharaja, our contention is with his 
interpretation of the so-called appointments that took place 
in Vrindavan in May of 1977 and the leading role he took in 
establishing the apasiddhantic doctrine of Zonal Acharya-ism 
and other false doctrines. We have never called him a liar nor 
meant to imply that he was such. Please be assured that we 
harbour no personal animosity against either of these Vaish
navas. It is impossible, however, to deal with the subject of the 
guru and ISKCON without referring directly to individuals 
who have playeda part in shaping present ISKCON policyand 
attitudes in that regard. Excuse the form but, pray, be mindful 
of the content. 

The idea that there must be any number of uttama-adhikaris 
in ISKCON because otherwise Srila Prabhupada wasted his 
time, or was even incompetent, is utterly fallacious, illogical 
nonsense. Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati Thakura declared that 
he would consider himself successful if he made just one pure 
devotee. Before his passing he declared that his disciples were 
mostly kanishtha-adhikaris and even with the passing of three 
decades, Srila Prabhupada was able to describe very few ofhis 
Godbrothers as pure Vaishnavas. There have been many 
periods in the history of our Gaudiya Vaishnava Sampradaya 
when there were very few pure souls present on this planet; 
does that in any way diminish the greatness of those acharyas 
that were? Devotion to Krishna is very rarely obtained, in
deed, Krishna has said so Himself in the Bhagavad-Gita 
(manushyananam sahasreshu kaschit yatali siddhaye...). The 
individual souls are free to take to devotion or not, according 
to their desire. While it is certainlya mark ofa devotee's purity 
and greatness that he converts many souls to Vaishnavism, it 
does not follow that he is a failure or has wasted his time if few 
souls choose to follow his teachings. How many souls strictly 
followed the teachings of Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati 
Thakura, who so much desired to propagate the teachings of 
Sriman Mahaprabhu internationally? How many years 
passed before his best disciple came to prominence? About 
thirty, I believe! Only thirteen years have passed since the 
ascension of Srila Prabhupada, and most of those years were 
spent in the darkness of institutionalised self-delusion. It is 
typical ofourWestern psyche that we expect immediate results 
in all we do, and, in our passionate desire to bring about the 
desired result, rush in where angels fear to tread. The odd idea 
expressed at the beginning of this paragraph is a symptom of 
the mode of passion and is not conceived with due regard to 
history (aitihya-pramana). 

As for the Living-Guru doctrine, Srila Prabhupada has 
never insisted that one must become the cent-per-cent sur
rendered servant ofanother embodied soul no matter what his 
spiritual standing. It is obvious that there must be some 
criteria for decidingwho is a fit person in whom to repose one's 
faith. Srila Prabhupada has often said that one who is not 
liberated cannot liberate another conditioned soul. I have 
been unable to find a single statement in shastra where an 
aspiring disciple is advised to take shelter of anything less 
than a liberated soul. For the sake ofgetting ourselves "living
gurus" (as though there is such a thing as a "dead-guru") are 
we prepared to accept any substitute for the real thing? Are 

we also to see a neophyte devotee as a pure devotee simply on 
the basis of his having the designation guru rather than the 
fitness or adhikara to be guru? 

Initially, one must make a thorough examination of the 
prospective guru. In the case of Srila Prabhupada that was an 
easy task-only an ass could fail to perceive his full-blown 
spirituality. In the case of other, less advanced entities, it may 
not be so easy to come to a proper evaluation of their actual 
position. Thus there are statements in scripture to the effect 
that one may seek shelter of a more advanced devotee if one 
finds his guru to be lacking in spiritual knowledge. That is to 
say, as one advances in spiritual understanding he may detect 
that the person he has taken shelter of is not especially 
qualified. He may then take humble leave of him and find a 
master who is actually advanced in transcendental realisa
tion. It is no offence to do so, and to suggest otherwise is to 
foster an imperfect understanding of the guru-disciple 
relationship. 

Finally, if I understand you correctly, you seem to think it 
impossible for new devotees to have a proper understanding 
of Srila Prabhupada's books. It is impossible, of course, to 
comprehend the full scope of His Divine Grace's teachings in 
a short space of time, if it is possible at all. But newcomers 
have no monopoly in misunderstanding, nor do more prac
ticed devotees have a monopoly in understanding either. We 
fully accept the principle that newcomers require assistance 
in quickly assimilating the message of Godhead. The problem 
in finding a fit person to assist one comes when one makes all 
manner ofassumptions about who is advanced and who is not. 
It is very easy for neophytes to commit errors ofjudgment, be 
they devotees of a few months or of decades even. We should 
avoid the blunder of assessing a devotee's spiritual standing 
on the basis of his varna, ashram, or other such designations. 
Acquiring sound knowledge has become fraught with difficulty 
as oflate, as various camps expound their various interpreta
tions and realisations. The key to success rests largely on the 
principle of avoiding making assumptions about other 
devotees. Any new devotee who is cautious, on the one hand, 
and has enough courage to avoid thought that is merely 
stereotypical, on the other, stands a good chance of imbibing 
Srila Prabhupada's teachings without misunderstanding. 

From Yadunandana dasa, Temple President, Barcelona, 
10.27.90: 

We have been receiving your magazine for sometime now. 
Because we are not interested in the topics contained therein, 
we request that you please don't send it anymore. 

Comment, Nityananda dasa, Ed: 
Why are so many devotees worldwide so interested in VVR 

and the issues discussed therein, and you are not? Thinkabout 
it. 

From Dharmatma dasa, Georgia, 9.27.90: 
After experiencing first-hand for many years the abuses 

committed by a fallen spiritual leader, and now experiencing 
as a result of my following him, a three-year sentence in federal 
prison, I can only thank you for having the courage and deter
mination to speak up against such unqualified gurus, GBC's, 
temple presidents, and others in positions of power. 

If only more of us could have joined forces years ago and 
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challenged their nonsense, so many unfortunate situations 
could have been prevented. So many good and innocent 
devotees were exploited, abused, fried and turned away from 
Srila Prabhupada's movement out of frustration and fear by 
these power-hungry leaders and their cronies. I know, because 
under the guidance of one so-called "pure devotee", I also 
neglected devotees under my care and treated them harshly. 
Unfortunately, the big-devotee disease is still lurking out there. 
Hopefully, by your example, those so diseased can be either 
cured or exposed and rooted out. Keep up the good work. VVR 
is truly enlivening. 

By the way, I am being inundated with books and pamphlets 
from the Christians, Moonies, and others. Devotees, where are 
you? Any nectar would greatly be appreciated. Send to: Dennis 
Gorrick, 2650 Highway 301 South, Jesup, Georgia 31545. 

From Hotra dasa, Vienna, Austria, 9.27.90: 
It is a pity that Rupavilasa dasa had to leave New Jaipur 

because of some material problems. I can assure you, my high 
esteem for him remains unchanged. You have to take up 
positions as investigators, fault-finders, detectives. This is vital 
for Srila Prabhupada's ISKCON. Somebody has to dig up the 
mess and bring all the dirty things out into the open. I have 
experienced this for myself, it is a precarious service. You 
expose yourself to all kinds of curses, ill-wishes, wrath, insults 
and defamation, etc. from the other party. To fall down thereby 
(temporarily, of course) is all too easy. The ISKCON Journal 
seems to be the latest immature, devious and highly offensive 
brainchild of the GBe. 

Let us hope that this is a sign of desperation. It looks like all 
the prominent devotees who had a neutral (at least) attitude 
towards VVR were forced into tirades of condemnations. 
Suhotra Swami's derailment does not surprise me at all. In that 
context, the article from Yasomatinandana dasa (VVR #13) is 
a real light-buoy in the official ISKCON darkness. Having spent 
some time in Gujarat I had the pleasure of coming to know 
Yasomatinandana Prabhu. Even though he defends TKG and 
the GBC for whatever reasons he might have, he still deserves 
our praise for his exemplary outspokenness and for his refusal 
to blindly accept dictated (concocted) philosophy. 

I am gladly taking advantage ofyour prolonged deadline and 
enclose the original Petition undersigned. 

From Matthew Coty, San Francisco, 10.6.90: 
Sorry for the delay in returning the ritvik debate tapes

everyone here found the debates most insightful and enlighten
ing. More open attitudes will help heal the pain of separation 
from Srila Prabhupada. Looking forward to your next issue! 

Comment, Nityananda dasa Ed: 
Anyone interested in "renting" the Ritvik Debate videos can 

do so from Vedic River, free upon request. Call now 1800 553 
8298 and see this historic ISKCON turning point. 

From Golokananda, Florence, Italy, 10.10.90: 
I have received your VVR #13just now, because here in Italy 

we get things slowly. I have been very enthused by reading all 
the articles, which I found delicious. I am one of those who have 
supported vigorously the ritvik-in-absentia here in Italy, but 
after Mayapura and having read the ISKCON JOURNAL, I 
was very discouraged and disappointed. Now this new issue has 

given me new strength and has cleared up all my doubts in this 
delicate matter. Things are very clear, especially after that 
Yasodanandanda has delivered his diary and now that Kar
namrita has replied so nicely to all the charges. Thanks. Jaya 
Srila Prabhupada! 

From Bill Wulfhoop, Lorain, Ohio, 11.15.90: 
P.S. Babaji Maharaja is the best book I've read yet from a 

Prabhupada disciple. 

From Sasikala devi dasi, Arcata, CA, 10.12.90: 
Prabhu, your magazine is most interesting, erudite, instruc

tive, and pleasing. Thank you for the sample copy. Prabhu, the 
New Jaipur Constitution was particularly thought provoking. If 
memory serves me right, vama is the work position and asrama 
is the sociallspiritual? I was curious if single females, especially 
those of middle age are forced into marriage or relegated to 
traditional female activities, i.e., childrearing, sewing, cooking, 
cleaning, etc. Would a capable tradeswoman be allowed to 
build, or wire, pour concrete, shoe horses, repair equipment, 
or work as a blacksmith? My inquiries concern myself, in case 
I applied for admittance to your center. I've been a merchant 
seawoman and smithy at different times, and I have no interest 
in men, or babies, sewing, and other "female pursuits". In the 
temples I was relegated to the position of an outcast for unwill
ingness to accept male domination. I am curious to know if 
anything has changed. 

Reply, Karnamrita dasa, Ed: 
To a certain degree, the Varnashram institution will ines

capably inhibit the behaviour of womankind. The Vedic 
woman is expected to remain under the protection ofa caring 
father, husband or grown son throughout her life. She is 
expected to behave decorously in public, and to take a less 
prominent role than her male counterpart in public affairs. 
The Vedic woman is generaHy thought ofmore as a force in the 
home than in society. And from her position in the home, 
where father and daughter, husband and wife, son and mother 
have due regard for each other as Vaishnavas, she can in
fluence the world beyond the confines thereof. Seeing the 
manner in which women are trained in the West, however, 
Srila Prabhupada made a number of concessions to facilitate 
a female mentality that is somewhat removed from the norm 
in India. We have found that our women are not much inclined 
to accept as subservient a role as theVedic standard demands, 
and that our men are rather inclined to be tyrannical with their 
womenfolk. Indeed, the relationship between the sexes, at least 
in the householder ashram, has so much suffered from the 
onslaught of our conditioned prejudices and our 
misunderstanding of the Vedic culture that we have a divorce 
rate that must be nigh on 90%. This inability of the sexes to 
peacefully inhabit the same space has naturally surfaced in 
the case of unmarried ladies coming under the shelter of 
neophyte managers, who have often seen them as some 
dangerous sort of contaminant. Thus single ladies have often 
experienced great hardship at the behest of the men who 
should act as the kindly father-protector. 

It is essential that some acceptable compromise between our 
conditioning and the requirement of Vedic civilisation be 
reached whereby both men and women can function at the 
lowest possible level of tension and mistrust possible in the 
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Krishna consciousness society. To that end, though we ideally 
would wish our community to function as close to the Vedic 
norm as possible, such that women come under the control of 
their menfolk rather than management, and are deemed to 
have the same vama as their father or husband, we recognise 
that the ideal win not often be attained by the present genera
tion. Thus, the varna ofour ladies may be assessed as different 
to their husbands, if need be. Thus, we may make special 
exceptions in the case of independent, capable ladies, and let 
them take responsibility for their actions as we would let a 
man. Each case will be judged individually: strictly, but we 
hope not rigidly. 

From Rupachandra Stevens, Idaho, 10.20.90: 
Enclosed is the Petition, signed. It took going on a year 

to decide. It seems to me, as a saktyavesa-avatara, Srila Prab
hupada (say, in the same instance as Jesus), by His causeless 
mercy, has agreed to save the world, or at least the Hare 
Krishna's of the world. Also, enclosed is $10 for a renewed 
SUbscription. 

From Anonymous, Australia, 10.25.90: 
Sorry to hear that Rupa Vilasa dasa has departed from New 

Jaipur. I really enjoyed reading his articles in the VVR and 
reading his books in the Vaishnava Acharya series. It is a great 
loss for your community. I hope that when he writes any more 
books you will publish them? You said in your farewell that you 
hoped that your readers would forgive him. There is an old 
saying, "To err is human, but to forgive is divine." I hope that 
all the devotees at your community have forgiven him? There 
will be a lot of cynical people out there who will be pleased to 
see your community slowly disintegrating. With all the con
troversy over the Ritvlk debate, they will be smugly sitting back 
thinking to themselves that they have at last started to defeat 
your view about reform within ISKCON. 

I also hope that when he has spent some time in the privacy 
of some bhajana-kutira by absorbing himself in the van; of His 
Divine Grace A.c. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada (your 
words), that he will be allowed to return to New Jaipur, ifhe so 
requests? Please keep up the good work that your community 
and the VVR does for the good of all mankind. 

Reply, Nityananda dasa, Ed: 
No one knows the plan of the Lord. Sometimes He uses one 

of His devotees to accomplish His purpose, then another, and 
another, and so unfolds the Lord's will. Rupa Vilasa dasa 
made a valuable contribution to the cause of reforming the 
false guru system in ISKCON. At least for now, his part has 
been played out. Now, knowing the difference between shoot
ing stars like ourselves and a moon like Srila Prabhupada, we 
must push on together to clean up ISKCON and establish 
once and for all that gurus are not made by votes or self-ap
pointments. Keep Srila Prabhupada in the center, and success 
wiU be there. 

From Manjari dasi, Garden Grove, CA, 11.1.90: 
Almost everyone I know is greatly appreciating the work 

that you and your Godbrothers and Godsisters who assist you 
are doing, and the example this provides for many of us. 

From Khalid Abdullah Rashid, Brooklyn, NY, 10.30.90: 

Thank you, for undertaking and continuing your very impor
tant work. You have given voice to the thoughts, feelings, and 
conclusions of many. Your publishing work is certainly very 
dear to Srila Prabhupada. I would like also to contribute some
thing pertinent to the "Editor's Note" on page 21 ofVVR #13, 
"No Physical Contact Necessary". Please refer to Srimad 
Bhagavatam 1.15.31, Purport. 

I cannot adequately describe the glories of this purport by 
His Divine Grace, Srila Prabhupada. When we come to this 
verse in the knowledge that Lord Sri Krishna is the friend and 
spiritual master, specifically, of Arjuna, just as Srila Prab
hupada is our friend and spiritual master, the parallels between 
Arjuna's "problem" of realization and our own are strikingly 
inescapable. Prabhupada starts by exposing the illusory con
templations of conditioned souls, leaving ample room accord
ing to the present state of affairs in ISKCON for "my disciples" 
to be added to the list of illusions. Next, by Arjuna's example, 
Prabhupada tells us to realize that our spiritual master is still 
before us, (which in the case of Arjuna was Lord Krishna 
Himself) by taking up the instructions of Bhagavad Gita in 
order to eradicate the material conception we have of the 
spiritual master. 

As Prabhupada has called Arjuna the "lead man of our 
sampradaya" and advised us to "follow in his footsteps" (tape 
1 Introduction to Bhagavad Gita).!t is self-evident, from this 
verse, that ifwe follow the same approach to understanding our 
friend and spiritual master, Srila Prabhupada, as Arjuna did in 
understanding the relationship with his friend and spiritual 
master, Lord Sri krishna, then all this talk of the "necessity" of 
physical contact with the bona fide spiritual master will be left 
behind like darkness at sunrise. All glories to Srila Prab
hupada! 

Comment, Nityananda dasa, Ed: 
Again, two points regarding the new-''gurus'' concocted 

philosophizing that one needs a "living" guru, that Srila Prab
hupada can really only be approached thru them: 

1. Ifthat were true, then aU of Srila Prabhupada's disciples 
would need reinitiation as well. 

2. The ritvikguru IS a living guru, and satisfies that so called 
requirement anyway. 

Come on, boys, stop the game and come on down to reality, 
come on down to RlTVIK 

Comment, Karnamrita dasa, Ed: 
Contact with some living example ofan honest Vaishnava is 

indispensable. But that Vaishnava need only be one's guru in 
the general sense of the word. One's actual guru, the Shri Guru 
of Srila Bhaktisiddhanta's writings, need not be present 
before us in the conventional sense, for he is beyond the 
confines of matter at aU times and can manifest himself in 
numberless ways, "in many forms and figures" as our Parama 
Guru put it. ISKCON is presently plagued by the insidious 
vapuvada or advocacy of the ascendancy of the touch of the 
body of the guru over his teachings. This philosophy is a grave 
deviation from the teachings of Srila Prabhupada, and all of 
his followers should be careful that they can defeat it by 
thoroughly mastering the subject as set forth by His Divine 
Grace. 
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From Andrew Rawlinson, 10.2.90:
 
Dept. Religious Studies, Lancaster University, UK:
 

Dear Yasodanandana dasa, 
I am doing some research into Western spiritual teachers 

and naturally ISKCON figures prominently in it. Is it compli
cated! Over the last four years I have spoken to, corresponded 
with or studied the writings/tapes of all the following; 

"Official" GBC representatives (such as Harikesa 
Maharaja; and Satsvarupa Goswami in his Guru Refonn 
Notebook); Subhananda dasa/Steven Gelberg (editor of Hare 
Krishna, Hare Krishna); Kirtanananda Swami/Bhak
tipada; Bhakti Sudhir Goswami of the Guardian of Devotion 
centre in San Jose, Chris But-
ler/Jagat Guru Siddhas
warupananda. 

I have followed the 
development of ISKCON 
since Prabhupada's death as 
best I can. I have read the 
whole of his six-volume biog
raphy; I have seen quite a few 
ofthe 'guru debate' documents 
(going back to the GBC's 1978 
paper, "The Process for Car
rying Out Srila Prabhupada's 
Desires for Future Initia
tions"); I am aware of the fall
downs of J ayatirtha, 
Bhagavan, Bhavananda, Han
sadutta and Ramesvara; I have 
read Monkey on a Stick. 

I was therefore both inter
ested and slightly stunned to 
discover that there is yet 
another ISKCON group, 
namely, New Jaipur, which 
needs to be put into the equa
tion. Actually, I first heard 
about you from ISKCON 
World Review, which referred to the debate between Vedic 
Village Review and ISKCONJournal; and as it turned out, I read 
ISKCON Journal before I read VVR (and I've only seen #13 
so far; so the chronology is a bit out of synch). 

So what I would like to do is catch up on some of your back 
issues and also read Living Still in Sound. So I'm enclosing $25: 
$12 for issues 6 through 12; $5.95 for Living Still in Sound; and 
the rest for postage. Meanwhile, can I ask you two things: 

1. What is the background to New Jaipur? (I'm not even sure 
that you are in ISKCON). 

2. Could you give me a brief summary of what you under
stand to be the five unauthorized gum-tattva theories (as you 
list them in your article, "Measures for the Rectification of the 
GBC," VVR 13, p.58); 

a. the successor acharya theory (which I thought had been 
abandoned by everyone except Bhaktipada); 

b. the appointed diksha-gum theory (not sure what you mean 
here - is this the opposite of the gum-is-never-appointed 
theory?); 

c. zonal acharya theory (hasn't this been superceded by the 
rubber-stamp approval system?) 

d. the current rubber-stamp approval system (which I think 

I understand: anyone can be gum as long as he fulfills certain
 
minimal criteria);
 

e. the still unproven re-initiation theory (which I've just read
 
about in Questions and Answers on Guru Asraya: A Supple

ment; a Paper to Offer Guidance from the GBC, March 2,1990;
 
what's your response to this document, by the way?)
 

Of course, if there's anything in the publications I've asked
 
for (and there must be something) which covers these points,
 
please tell me and I will read it.
 

My aim in all this is to understand the disagreements that
 
devotees have about the gum issue. No doubt, you concentrate
 
on your differences with the GBC but I would also welcome
 

your views on Bhaktipada, 
Bhakti Sudhir Goswami and 
Siddhasvarupananda (as gums \ 

\ 
rather than as personalities, 
though the two usually over
lap). Again, I ask only so that I 
can hold the different posi
tions in my mind all at one 
time. This isn't easy, I can tell 
you; the intricacy of the argu
ments can hardly have been 
equalled since the medieval 
scholastics. 

I like VVR's 'Greater 
ISKCON Bulletin Board' 
very interesting information 
and much needed. Presumably 
you do not include Bhak
tipada, Bhakti Sudhir and Sid
dhasvarupananda because 
they are outside ISKCON al
together. Looking forward to 
hearing from you. 

Reply, Karnamrita dasa: 
The two, simple questions 

underlying all the seeming 
complexity of this issue are: 1) What exactly did SrUa Prab
hupada say with respect to the continuation of our branchof 
the Brahma-Madhva-Gaudiya-sampradaya in 1977; 

2) What is the minimum qualification for one to be diksha
gum? 

There is much evidence to suggest that we have not had the 
factual history of Srila Prabhupada's directions on the dis
ciplic succession. There are, for example, significant, unex
plained gaps in our tape archives for the year of 1977 (when 
we have been led to believe that everything Srila Prabhupada 
uttered was recorded, especially at such a significant time), 
there is evidence to suggest that crucial recordings have been 
deliberately tampered with, there are contradictory tes
timonies with respect to what he said and did not say, etc. Even 
B.R. Sridhara Maharaja, who has at times been depicted as a 
villain in this affair asked one of our sannyasis: "What did 
Swami Maharaja actually say [about gums that would suc
ceed him]?" One other significant factor with respect to SrUa 
Prabhupada's final instructions regarding gum that causes 
suspicion is that he made absolutely no mention of successors 
or of any institutional system for appointing gums. He men
tioned only ritviks and ritvik initiation; nothing else. 
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With respect to the qualification issue, whatever Srila Prab
hupada intended, he clearly wanted qualified disciples to be 
guru to others in due course. The current GBC doctrine is that 
attaining to a minimal standard of spiritual acumen, that is, 
being able to follow the most basic principles ofsadhana-bhak
ti for five or ten years, is sufficient to enable one to be guru. If, 
as we believe, there is a little more to being a guru than 
acquiring the minimum qualification for being a disciple, then 
the question of qualification is in dire need of resolution. If it 
is determined that there is no obviouslyselfrealised candidate 
for spiritual master, if that is what he must be, then the 
question naturally begs itself: ''What should we do about 
initiation in the interim between the physical departure of 
Srila Prabhupada and the finding of some soul qualified to be 
actually guru?" We hold that presiding priests, empowered 
directly or indirectly by Srila Prabhupada, that is to say 
ritvik-acharyas, can select candidates and perform the 
ceremonials of initiation on his behalf. Srila Prabhupada, we 
contend, is a living, conscious being, presently in the eternal 
realm of Lord Krishna, but capable of expanding himself 
unlimitedly anywhere (i.e. being simultaneously present in 
many disparate locations and capable of thinking and acting 
differently in each location), and thus perfectly capable of 
reciprocating with any sincere follower if he so wills. 

From Riktaharshan dasa (uninitiated), formerly "Vrin
davana Chandra Swami", OR, 9.6.90: 

Having heard about your recent excommunication from the 
corporate ISKCON, I wanted to congratulate you for having 
the brahminical integrity to stand behind your convictions. The 
real brahmana is only the servant of truth. Truth being the 
words of the Supreme Absolute Truth and Protector of the 
brahmanas , Lord Sri Krishna. It is not the business of a true 
brahmana to become a dog at the feet ofsome whimsical person 
or institution. The real business of anyyogi and real devotee is 
to become expert or fIXed in distinguishing truth from illusion 
(veyham vastavam atra vastu sivadam). Not that he becomes 
expert at blocking out or forgetting any inconsistency he begins 
to find. Ifan institution trains it's "brahmanas" to block out the 
institution'S inconsistencies, it is really training them to ignore 
truth. If there is some contention between honorable brah
manas it is settled according to fair debate based on sastra. In 
your case here, however, one is reminded of the story of the 
emperor's new clothes. When brahmanas such as yourselves 
stand up to say something is wrong, they are threatened with 
punishment. Punishment or danda is for dogs or sudras but not 
for brahmanas. A brahmana is not to be punished in real Vedic 
society. It is clear what standard of behavior is actually being 
established by the leaders of this particular institution. Is this 
yoga or Vedic culture, much less Krishna consciousness? 

You have honestly put forth the contention that, besides 
Srila Prabhupada, none of the gurus approved by the current 
ISKCON are actually qualified to deliver their disciples from 
birth and death. The qualification of the bona fide guru is that 
he is fixed in the absolute truth (brahma-nishtam). Because he 
has control over the six pushings of his senses he can accept 
disciples all over the world. He has achieved ftrm faith (prauda 
sraddha, nishtha) and cannot be deviated by the nonsense 
arguments of anyone. According to Srimad Bhagavatam 
Eleventh Canto, at that time he comes to the madhyama-ad
hikari platform. He has also achieved the higher taste of the 

brahma-bhuta stage due to his never falling to the level of 
unwanted or nondevotional activities (anartha). He may not 
necessarily be on the highest level oflove of Krishna due to still 
being plagued by all the nonsense of the rascal mind. However, 
because he is the master of his senses (swami) he never allows 
himself to act on the basis of those nonsense thoughts. There
fore, although he is not yet an uttama-adhikari he still does not 
act on the basis of his imperfect senses or commit mistakes. 
Neither does he cheat or fall into illusion. Because he is fac
tually liberated or brahma-bhuta he can liberate others. A 
kanishtha-adhikari may accept disciples, but because he is not 
brahma-bhuta he cannot take them out of the cycle of birth and 
death. Such a guru is therefore, for all practical purposes, no 
guru. Although a madhyama-adhikari is insignificant in com
parison with a nitya-siddha Vaishnava such as Srila Prab
hupada, this level is still very rarely attained. Even according 
to many of their own admissions, none of the "gurus" approved 
by ISKCON since Srila Prabhupada's departure has attained 
such a level. 

Among other things, an actual madhyama-adhikari guru has 
no need to be recognized by an institution. He is already 
internally linked or recognized by his guru and Krishna. The 
verse in Nectar ofInstruction says, "all over the world," not just 
where or when designated by an institution. Such a person will 
never prop up an ecclesiastical hierarchy that changes from 
year to year it's resolutions regarding the position ofguru. Srila 
Jiva Goswami also enjoins that one should never accept guru 
on the basis of hereditary or ecclesiastical considerations. 
Based on this we can again eliminate any "guru" who has 
appeared during the various acts of the GBC quick-change 
show of the last 12 years. Anyone who has loyally followed such 
an institution through all of it's face changes must have only 
qualified himself to block out or ignore the truth of what has 
happened. This was discussed earlier. Such institutional post
holders cannot have the real internal link to Krishna that the 
realized madhyama-adhikari has. It is impossible to get the 
juice or nectar of real Krishna consciousness from such dry 
canals of institutionalizedguru-dumb. 

I am impressed at the courage your publication has shown 
by raising these raw-nerve type of issues. What I don't under
stand is why you have adopted such a side door type of ap
proach to confront the GBC hierarchy. Why prop up the false 
prestige of all of us people who think we may have become 
initiated by these questionable persons? Why not go in the front 
door and flatly state that according to sastra, none of these 
"disciples" are actually initiated. That way you also become 
the real well-wisher of all orus misled people. If just one 
uninitiated person is inspired by this realization enough to get 
up the level of sincerity necessary to attract a genuine mJJd
hyama adhikari, everyone will benefit. Srila Prabhupada 
guarantees that a sincere seeker of God will get such a guru. 
All the disciples of Srila Prabhupada could then also get the 
realized guidance of such a person. 

Reply, Nityananda dasa, Ed: 
In clarification, it is not the position of VVR that then 

absolutely is not or cannot be any bonafide guru other diu 
Srila Prabhupada. Although, looking around, we doabt 
seriously ifat this time there are many, ifany, devotees proprF
Iy qualified to accept diksha disciples and deliver them Bad 
to Godhead. Our main point, however, is that Srila Prab
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hupada is continuing to make himself available to all sincere 
Vaishnavas for the foreseeable future, by granting initiation 
through the ritvik gum system that he set up in 1973, used until 
1977 and authorized in 1977 to be the method in the future. 

Regarding the question whether initiations by newgurus are 
real or not, the conclusion is that the new gums should have 
been acting as ritviks FORSrila Prabhupada. Can all 80- called 
grand disciples be considered actually as initiated by Srila 
Prabhupada? 

Comment, Karnamrita das, Ed: 
I have my doubts about everyone being actually 

Prabhupada's disciple and I think itwould be hard to substan
tiate it. I would venture that ifone nurtured the sentiment that 
Srila Prabhupada is his actual guru, then the matter of the 
initiation ceremonials and who performs them is irrelevant. I 
do not think we can say that anybody initiated by an ersatz 
gum is automatically the disciple of the bona fide guru of the 
pretender, even if he gave him authority to act as his deputee. 
The current situation is a bit like the analogy of giving the 
spiritual master milk instead of the water he requested, only 
here the disciple drinks the milk himself! The basic principle 
with respect to taking a guru is the acceptance in the heart; 
official initiation is by-the-by. I would say that if someone 
accepts Srila Prabhupada as hisgurn within his heart, with all 
his heart, then he is his disciple. What these self appointed 
fellows do has little bearing on it. 

SrHa Prabhupada did not make a habit of publicly chastis
ing his deviant Godbrothers, though he did speak strongly 
against them on the occasion of his observing Vyasa-puja in 
Radha Damodara Mandira in 1961, and in a satirical article 
submitted to B.P. Kesava Maharaja for publication in his 
journal. Indeed, he tried very hard to both fulfill the instruc
tion given him by Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati and to satisfy 
his various Godbrothers. He could have used Back to Godhead 
as a vehicle for airing grievance against them, but chose not 
to. He could have denounced them at every possible oppor
tunity, but he waited a quarter of a century before he publicly 
exposed their nonsense tendencies. Even then, he was some
what restrained in his language and the extent to which he 
exposed them. In fact, he put more stress on calling them 
together to preach than to denounce them as deviators and so 
forth. Yet, who among them had a genuine mandate to be 
acharya? Srila Prabhupada once warned one of his disciples: 
"Don't try to be a better moralist than your spiritual master." 
I agree with much you have said, but with the greatest of 
respect, you might try to express your opinion of your 
Godbrothers with a little more circumspection. That seems to 
be the stance taken by our Spiritual Master. Notwithstanding 
the fact that our senior Godbrothers have tended to commit 
more heinous blunders than Bhaktisiddhanta's disciples, ifwe 
are dishonest or pusillanimous brahmanas for not making an 
outright, no-holds-barred public denunciation of everything 
our brethren has ever done wrong, then how would you char
acterise Srila Prabhupada's behaviour in similar circumstan
ces? 

@BODY BOLD = I also feel that you have not clearly 
expressed the matter of madhyama-adhikara. As far as I have 
been able to determine, the brahma-nishtha, or brahma-bhuta 
stage is equivalent to the nishtha-bhakti stage, which is the 
middlemost stage of madhyama-adhikara. Srila Prabhupada 

states in the Nectar ofInstrnction that the madhyama-adhikara 
begins at the time of spiritual initiation. After one has 
prosecuted bhajana-kriya for some time, bhajana-kriya begin
ning somewhat before initiation of course, then the sadhaka 
begins to wrestle with his anarthas - the anartha-nivritti stage. 
Since one can be both at the madhyama platform yet still have 
unwanted material contamination to deal with, it cannot be that 
all madhyama adhikaris are transcendentally situated, rather, 
they attain to preliminary liberation at the nishtha stage. 

From an Anonymous ISKCON Guru, to "My Beloved 
Disciples," uncovered from the past, June 25, 1983: 

Please accept ·my blessings. At the present time we are 
experiencing the disintegration of our ISKCON movement as 
we know it. This disintegration will go on until everything comes 
back to a realistic and practical standard of Krishna conscious
ness, based on book distribution, kirtana, andprasadam. These 
three things: books, kirtana, and prasadam are our only busi
ness. Everything which has been produced by artificial means, 
including buildings, men, and organizations will be destroyed, 
as everything material has a beginning and an end. However, 
this should not be discouraging for us. Disintegration gives way 
for more integration, just as in order to have a spring and 
summer season there must be fall, and there must be winter. 
Winter gives way to spring, where new life can take place. So 
similarly in our movement we are in a very awkward and chaotic 
time, and without our spiritual life and association we shall 
freeze to death and die. We must keep closely packed up in our 
association by printing and distributing books, kirtana, and 
takingprasadam. 

Now, in order to continue spreading the movement for 
Krishna consciousness, I am printing some books. All of 
Prabhupada's books we have already printed, and they are 
being distributed. Now I want my books printed and distributed 
all over the world. And those of you who are my sincere 
disciples and followers must make this your only business. Just 
as we did for Prabhupada, now you must do for your spiritual 
master. 

So many devotees say they want to do business. I also asked 
Prabhupada once about doing business, and he said, "Books 
are our only business." Why not do book business? Books are 
our only business. No one has ever made any money in this 
movement by doing business. 

Now I am Marx and you are Lenin. I am writing the script, 
and you are dancing on the stage. You have to execute practi
cally the instructions of the spiritual master. Everything I want 
to be based on this book distribution. And your love for me will 
show in how much you learn to love, cooperate, and work with 
each other. 

I can no longer and never again will be able to serve you in 
the same way in which J used to. I can no longer take every 
devotee by the hand and instruct them practically. Now I have 
created some leaders. Everyone must learn to follow, love and 
trust them as they would myself. And that will allow me to serve 
you in a much greater capacity. All of you must learn to 
communicate with and trust one another. 

And the basis of that communication will be this book 
distribution. Everything else is superfluous and artificial and 
will eventually be crushed by time. 

Comment, Nityananda dasa, Ed: 
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Wow! Just see the ego and vanity ofthis one. 1983: the height 
of the new acharya era. 1991: the new gurus have learned how 
to hide their motives better and cut cleaner profiles. We have 
the same problem today, namely the dreaded acharya disease, 
except now it is more practiced, sophisticated and difficult to 
recognize. Nevertheless, we, for one, are not fooled. Srila 
Prabhupada is for sure, the pure devotee, the real acharya. 

Comment, Karnamrita dasa: 
The maxim that absolute power corrupts absolutely is not 

to be gainsayed. When one falls prey to the final snare ofmaya, 
and desires to become either God 
orguru (and theguru is said to be 
as good as God), and if one is so 
unfortunate as to be regarded as 
such by naive followers, then the 
madness that ensues, as the 
foregoing simulacrum of self 
realisation attests, knows no 
bounds. 

From Kirtanananda Swami
 
Bhaktipada, New Vrindaban,
 

10.31.90: 
On November 14, 1977, our 

beloved eternal spiritual master, 
His Divine Grace Srila Prab
hupada, left this mortal world. At 
this time of the year it is our 
privilege to especially remember 
his life, teachings and glorious 
departure; and, we cannot forget 
his words: "you will show your 
love for me by how you cooperate 
together." All of us have, obvious
ly, fallen short of that, for today 
many of our friends and well
wishers around the world are 
pained and bewildered that the children of Srila Prabhupada 
are not cooperating together to carry on his mission. 

There are deftnitely differences in preaching strategy and 
style-for instance, between ISKCON and New Vrindaban. 
Still, the substance and essence of our lives and teachings are 
the same: the cause of all problems is a lack of Krishna con
sciousness, and the solution is daily surrender to the will of 
Krishna. And that surrender is achieved most perfectly and 
powerfully through the constant chanting of Lord Krishna's 
holy name. Whether in L.A., Mayapura, Rome, or New Vrin
daban, the devotees of Srila Prabhupada agree and diligently 
practice the constant chanting of the maha mantra. Srila Prab
hupada told us that this is the real spiritual bond: "You are 
chanting Hare Krishna, I am chanting Hare Krishna, where is 
the separation?" 

We count ourselves in the house of Srila Prabhupada. In
deed his vision was to build a house big enough for the whole 
world to live in, for "a house divided against itself cannot 
stand." Is it not time that we begin to have the love and respect 
for each other that will honor our Father? Is it not time that we 
begin to support the various preaching missions of each other 
again? Is it not time that we focus our attention on the ghastly 
degradation that demons are afflicting on this planet and begin 

to encourage each other in their efforts to spread the benedic
tion rays of Lord Chaitanya's sankirtan movement? 

In this mood, I would like to invite all ofyou to come together 
with us in New Vrindaban for a celebration on November 14 to 
glorify Srila Prabhupada. Let us exchange realizations on how 
to spread Krishna consciousness.! don't think any of us desire 
to rehash arguments, or quarrel over mistakes, offenses or 
"deviations." But we can certainly share information about 
diverse preaching activities and attempt to clear up any 
misunderstandings. 

Speciftcally, we would like to: 
1) inform you concerning the 

"changes" in style and detail 
which we have found useful; 

2) update you on current legal 
matters; 

3) share with you our current 
plans for development in New 
Vrindaban; 

4) explain our involvement in 
the "interfaith movement" and 
why we believe it is in line with 
Srila Prabhupada's mission; 

5) exchange realizations on 
preaching; 

6) seek your blessings on our 
effort to spread the mercy of 
Srila Prabhupada. 

We will also be very honored 
to have you here for the dedica
tion of our recently completed 
4O-foot tall murti of Srila Prab
hupada, which sits facing 
Prabhupada's Palace from the 
rear. And on this same day we 
will present to Srila Prabhupada 
a newly published book written 
by Hayagriva Swami about 

Prabhupada and the devotees in India called Vrindaban Days. 
Please join us on November 14 for the dedication of the new 

Prabhupada murti and for a blissful day of chanting, feasting 
and devotee association. 

Reply, Nityananda dasa, Ed: 
Krishna consciousness is like a razor's edge; it must be 

carefully applied otherwise there can easily be disaster. Prab
hupada strongly warned us of concoctions and our disease of 
wanting to always change things. The radical and un
authorized changes in the philosophy and practice of Krishna 
consciousness in New Vrindaban are deviations, they are sad 
testimony to the "I know better" mentality of Kirtanananda 
Swami, and they should be shunned by serious adherents of 
Srila Prabhupada's teachings. After all, who do we trust? 
Kirtanananda or Prabhupada? I for one will follow Srila 
Prabhupada without tinkering with His Divine Grace's per
fect purports. Kirtanananda will only fool those who are young 
in devotional life, not those who are attached to the mercy of 
Srila Prabhupada. I find it most distasteful that K. Swami is 
trying to use Srila Prabhupada's name and disappearance 
date to promote his own adulterated version of spiritual life, 
which changes from week to week, and is nothing more than 
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subtle wordjugglery. Mayavadis also chant Hare Krishna, by 
the way, so what does that prove? The real question is: Who 
will be loyal to Srila Prabhupada, follow his teachings without 
changing them? Srila Prabhupada was perfect, his instruc
tions were perfect. It is a very great wrong to tamper with Srila 
Prabhupada's gift to humanity. 

Comment, Karnamrita dasa: 
Aside from one reference from the Light of the Bhagavata, 

that conld be construed as an exhortation to "inter-faith 
dialogue", Srila Prabhupada displayed little interest in such 
indirect preaching. When he spoke to members of other 
religious persuasions he 
generally utilised their ter
minology only so far as it 
enabled him to introduce them 
to the higher religion, the sak
shat bhagavat-praneetam 
religion of Sri Chaitanya 
Mahaprabhu. I believe the 
New Vrindabanites would do 
well to thoroughly research 
the manner in which Srila 
Prabhupada dealt with mem
bers of lesser faiths. It is all 
very well, of course, to praise 
those things that are good and 
true in their beliefs, but there 
are many points of disagree
ment between the Vaishnava 
and the Christian, Moslem, 
Hindu (whatever that is) and 
Buddhist, and they foster 
many a grave and dangerous 
misconceptions with respect 
to the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead and His worship. Do 
the New Vrindabanites mean 
to tell us that these other, 
elementary faiths are in any 
way equal to Gaudiya Vaish
navism, the entirely transcendental cult ofSri Chaitanya, that 
has the conjugal rasa as its mainstay? 0 brothers! It is one 
thing to indulge in the talk you do as a preaching stratagem, 
it is quite another to take it seriously oneselfl 

From Anonymous BBT Representative,
 
West Africa, 5.11.90:
 

The VVR is a dynamic journal. It is our chance to really 
express ourselves openly between godbrother and sister. Many 
devotees have been thinking a lot recently and have something 
they want to say. VVR is our chance, don't let us down. Some 
devotees here like to read your books, e.g., The Seventh Gos
wami, Katha & Kena Upanishads, The Six Goswamis of Vrin
davan, and Living Still in Sound. If you can help by sending a 
copy of each, then I can take the responsibility to photocopy 
them and distribute them to those devotees who have been 
desiring to read them. Also, we are looking forward to your next 
issue. I am confident that Krishna will continue to help you 
print and distribute your publication. It appears to me that your 

. intent is really to help this movement and the devotees, so Srila 

Prabhupada and Krishna will continue to help, until the time
 
when the truth prevails.
 

From Marcus McClary, VT, 11.25.90: 
Hare Krishna! Thank you for sending a copy of the VVR. I
 

have been a friend of the Krishna Consciousness movement
 
since 1974 and am always interested in current events. Could
 
you tell me whether H.H. Bhagavan dasa Goswami (England)
 
is still with the movement? Are there any gums who acknow

ledge the ritvik system? How would you suggest a person
 
approach a spiritual master at this time in the movement?
 

Reply, Nityananda dasa, Ed: 
The general feeling is that 

Bhagavan fell from Krishna 
consciousness (he is now com
pletely antagonistic to 
devotees) due to his great of
fenses against Srila Prab
hupada and the devotees. 
Many other false gums have 
also fallen by the weight of 
their own offenses. We are 
awaiting Krishna's decision 
regarding those "new"-gums 
that remain. Meanwhile, our 
advice is that you take Srila 
Prabhupada as your gum, as
sociating with him thru' his 
books, tapes, videos etc. We 
believe that in the next few 
years, more and more serious 
followers ofSrila Prabhupada 
will step down (or step up, as 
the case may be) to give initia
tions on behalf of Srila Prab
hupada as ritvik-gums. 

From Anonymous, Guyana, 
10.15.90: 

Although I heard of your 
progressive project some time 

ago, for the first time this month a friend of mine from the U.S. 
posted an old copy (#9) of VVR. I found it to be like an oasis 
in the desert in terms of explaining different controversial 
ISKCON matters. Here in SouthAmerica we are isolated more 
or less from the world of ISKCON, with little or no feedback 
on important issues. I see our yatra, once a booming, enthusias
tic entity, over the last year disintegrating gradually, and for the 
first time I am finding answers from your VVR to many deep
rooted queries. I like its openness, frankness, and especially the 
editors' concern for the future ofSrila Prabhupada's ISKCON. 

Reply, Nityananda dasa, Ed: 
An objective onlooker would probably be much less comfort

able with the possible motives of new-gums who defend their 
own positions, prestige, power and income by supporting the 
gum-by-vote or self-appointment system, than he might be 
with the possible motives of the VVR editors who want to put 
Srila Prabhupada back where he belongs, in the center, and 
who have been excommunicated, derided and intimidated as 
a result. 

..~ ., 
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The Song of God
 
An English Versification ofSrila Prabhupada's 
Bhagavad-Gita As It Is by Kamamrita dasa 

Chapterl 

Dhritarastra said:
 
At Kurukshetra, on the sacred field,
 
Assembling there, desirous of war,
 
My sons and Pandu's sons as well 

What did they do, 0 Sanjaya? (1)
 

Sanjaya said:
 
Looking o'er the Pandavas troops
 
Arrayed, then did King Duryodhana
 
Come together with his teacher,
 
And speak the following words to him: (2)
 

"Acharya, please see Pandu's sons'
 
Gigantic army, if you will,
 
Arranged by King Drupada's son,
 
By your accomplished pupil, sir. (3)
 

"There are mighty archer heroes
 
Equal to Bheema and Arjuna in battle;
 
There's Yuydhana, Virata too,
 
And Drupada, a great car-warrior. (4)
 

"Dhrishtaketu, Chekitana,
 
And heroic Kashiraja;
 
Purujit and Kuntibhoja,
 
Also Saibya - a bull among men. (5)
 

"There's mighty Yudhamanyu here,
 
There, heroic Uttamauja,
 
The Draupadas and Saubhadra 
All of them are great car-warriors. (6)
 

"Please take note, 0 best of brahmins,
 
Of our most distinguished soldiers.
 
I'll mention for your information,
 
The captains of my military force. (7)
 

"There's you and Bheeshma, Kama too,
 
And Kripa - all invincible 

Aswattama and Vikarna,
 
Furthermore, there's Saumadatti. (8)
 

"There are many other heroes
 
Prepared to give their lives for me,
 
Well equipped with various weapons,
 
And expert in the arts of war. (9)
 

"Our army is immeasurable,
 
And Bheeshma guards it expertly;
 
Their martial strenght is limited,
 
Though Bheema guards it expertly. (10)
 

"In all the entrances strategic
 

To the phalanx of our army,
 
Stand ye as they've been apportioned,
 
Giving Bheeshma full protection!" (11)
 

Then the grandsire of the Kurus,
 
Increasing Duryodhana's joy,
 
A great note like a lion's roar
 
Looudly blew uupon his conchshell. (12)
 

Then were conches, bherya-drums,
 
Panava- and kettle-drums,
 
All at once together sounded,
 
Filling the heavens with their tumult. (13)
 

Seated on a mighty chariot,
 
That was yoked with four white horses,
 
Krishna and the son of Pandu
 
Sounded transcendental conchshells. (14)
 

Krishna blew His Panchajanya,
 
Arjuna, his Devadatta,
 
And upon the great conch Paundra
 
Herculean Bheema blasted. (15)
 

Kunti's son, King Yudhishtheera,
 
Sounded his Anantavijay;
 
Nakula blew on Sughosha,
 
Sahadev, his Manipushpa; (16)
 

And the mighty bowman, Kashi,
 
Shikandee, the great car-warrior,
 
Dhrishtadyumna and Virata,
 
Satyaki, the ne'er-been-conquered; (17)
 

Drupada, the Draupadeyas
 
And all the rulers of the earth-

Such as Saubhadra the strong-armed

Each and everyone blew conchshells. (18)
 

In the heavens and on the earth
 
A dreadful uproar thus resounded,
 
And the hearts of Dhritarashtra's
 
Sons were shattered by that tumult. (19)
 

Thereafter, seeing your sons arrayed,
 
Arjuna, whose flag sports Hanuman,
 
Prepared to let his arrows fly
 
And took his bow and raised it up,
 
And then to Hrishikesa spoke
 
The following words, 0 emperor: (20)
 

"Please draw my chariot, Achyuta,
 
Between these two contending hosts,
 
That I might have a sight of those
 
Assembled here intent on war
 
And whom I'll shortly have to fight
 
In this great martial enterprise. (21-22)
 

"I'll thus observe those fighting-men
 
Who in this place have come together,
 
And wish to please the evil-minded
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Son of uncle Dhritarastra." (23)
 

Sanjaya said:
 
Hrishikesa was thus addressed
 
By Gudakesa, 0 Bharata,
 
And Krishna placed that best of cars
 
In the midst of the armies twain. (24)
 

In front of Bheeshma and of Drona
 
And all the monarchs of the earth,
 
Lord Krishna said, "Just look at these
 
Assembled Kurus, if you please." (25)
 

And stationed there Arjuna saw,
 
Were fathers and grandfathers too,
 
Were preceptors and sons and uncles,
 
Brothers, grandsons, friends as well,
 
Were well-wishers and fathers-in-law:
 
In both the armies gathered there. (26)
 

When Kaunteya thus beheld them

All his kinsmen gathered there-

He straight became o'erwhelmed with pity,
 
And full of grief he spoke these words: (27)
 

Arjuna said:
 
"Having seen my kin, 0 Krishna,
 
Present here, desiring war,
 
All my limbs begin to quiver,
 
And a dryness fills my mouth. (28)
 

"Now my body's all atremble,
 
My body hair stands up, erect;
 
Gandeeva slips from out my hand,
 
My skin feels though it burns with fire. (29)
 

"I cannot stand here any longer, 
It seems as if my mind doth reel; 
I can only see misfortune 

And evil omens, Keshava! (30) 

"I see not any good at all
 
In slaying my relatives in battle.
 
I've no desire for victory,
 
For kingdom, nor for happiness. (31)
 

"What good's this realm, 0 Govinda,
 
What point in pleasure or in living
 
If those for whom we want this kingdom,
 
These pleasures and this happiness,
 
Are here arrayed, intent on war,
 
Prepared to lose their lives and wealth:
 
Our teachers, fathers, and our sons,
 
And, furthermore, our grandsires, our
 
Maternal uncles, fathers-in-law,
 
Grandsons, brothers, and our kinsmen?
 
I do not wish to slay them though
 
Myself am slain, Madhusoodan;
 
Not for the sake of all the worlds,
 
Not even for the whole wide earth!
 
If Dhritarashtra's sons are killed
 

We'll not be happy, Janardan. (32-35)
 

"Sin will doubtless overwhelm us
 
Ifwe slaughter these agressors;
 
We should thus refrain from killing
 
Dhritarashtra's sons and kinsmen.
 
Having murdered our own people,
 
Madhava, shall we be happy? (36)
 

"E'en though these people do not see,
 
Their hearts o'erpowered by lust and greed,
 
The sin of ruining families,
 
The fault of quarreling with friends,
 
How shall we who know all this,
 
Not check ourselves from doing wrong,
 
And seeing all, 0 Janardan,
 
Commit the crime of slaying kin? (37-38)
 

"When a dynasty is vanquished
 
The ancient houselhold rites are lost,
 
And with the loss of righteousness
 
Those who survive all take to sin. (39)
 

"When godlessness predominates
 
The womenfolk become polluted;
 
Corrupted women, Scion of Vrishni,
 
Produce unwanted progeny. (40)
 

"Such offspring make like hellish for
 
Their family and the slayers thereof.
 
The Manes of such persons fall
 
Because their offerings are stopped. (41)
 

"Because of kin-slayers' wicked deeds,
 
Which cause unwanted children's births,
 
The family's welfare work is spoiled

The ancient household rites as well. (42)
 

"I've heard in the disciplic line
 
That human beings whose family rites
 
Are put to ruin, 0 Janardan,
 
Shall ever dwell in hellish climes. (43)
 

"And Oh! Alas! What dreadful sin
 
Are we resolved to perpetrate,
 
Who, driven by lust for royal ease,
 
Are now prepared to slay our kin! (44)
 

"If I, unarmed, did not resist
 
And died, though Dhritarashtra's sons
 
Were bearing weapons in the fray,
 
Then that would be the best for me." (45)
 

Sanjaya said:
 
Thus speaking on the battlefield,
 
Arjuna sat down on the car,
 
And bow and arrows cast aside,
 
His mind o'erwhelmed with misery. (46)
 

Thus Ends the First Chapter of the Song of Godhead 



FDA Can't Substantiate Its Claims Milk
 
Dairy Dilemma 
.Milk Is Found rainted 
I 

With a Range ofDrugs 
Farmers Give Cattle 

Federal Tests Don't Catch 
All of the Potential Perils; 
How Far Can Testing Go? 

i Residues in 38% of Samples 

By BRUCE INGERSOLL 
Staff Reporter of THE 'wALL STREET JOURNAL 

For years, the dairy industry has touted 
milk as the nation's most thoroughly in
spected commOdity. Consumers every
where prize it for purity. Regulators and 
milk processors say that less than 1% of 
milk is contaminated, and that this occurs 
only at minuscule levels. 

The trouble is that regulators and proc
essors customarily test for only a narrow 
category of contaminants. They rarely 

I bother to check for a variety of drugs 
widely used to treat sick cattle-some po
tentially harmful to humans. 

Lately, a few scientists have begun to 
look more closely. And they're finding 
sample after sample of milk tainted with a 
veritable medicine chest of veterinary 
drugs. 

This week, two separate surveys of low
fat and skim milk, one by the Center for 
Science in the Public Interest and the other 
by The Wall Street Journal, detected some 
of the drugs that regulators and the indus
try routinely miss. Of 20 off·the-shelf sam
DIes purchased by the consumer group in 
metropolitan Washington. 20% were found 
to be tainted· with sulfa drugs. including 
sulfamethazine, a suspected carcinogen. 
Wider Sampling 

. In the Journal's tests, involving 50 retail 
samples collected in 10 major cities, 38% 
were found to be contaminated with sulfa
methazine, 0ther sulfa drugs or antibiotics. 
In both surveys, the screening for drug 
residues was conducted by scientists at 
Rutgers University. 

Despite such findings, neither the FDA 
nor the milk industry believes that con
sumers are in jeopardy. "I still think milk 
is the safest product we have," says Je
rome Kozak, a lobbyist for the Milk Indus
try Foundation and the International Ice 
Cream Association, milk-processor trade 
groups. 

Even consumer advocates see no reason 
for consumers to swear off milk, which is 
highly nutritious. "At this point. it doesn't 
:nake sense to stop drinking ,milk," says 
\rIchael Jacobson, the executlve director 
of the Center for Science in the P~lhlic In-

Is Drug-Free, Safe to Drink, GAO Says
 
By BRlTE INGER.,",OLL 

Staff Reporter of T,n: WALL Sn'F;ET JOURNAL 

WASHINGTON-The Food and Drug 
Administration can't substantiate its 
claims that the nation's milk supply is 
drug-free and safe to drink, the General 
Accounting Office said. 

The GAO, the investigative arm of Con
gress, said that the FDA's milk surveys in 
1988 and 1990 were too limited in scope to 
support its statements that retail milk isn't 
contaminated with unsafe levels of antibi
otic drugs that are given to dairy cattle. 
The GAO characterized the surveys as sta
tistically invalid, presenting, "at best, 
'snapshots in time' of a small number of 
milk samples tested for the presence of a 
small number of drug residues." 

The GAO said that even if the surveys 
had been more representative, the results 
still would be "of limited value" because 
the agency doesn't have the expertise to 
detect and confirm most of the drugs used 
on dairy farms. What's more, three of the 
six laboratory tests in the FDA's reper
toire aren't sensitive enough to detect drug 
residues at levels of public-health concern, 
the GAO said. 

The FDA didn't take issue with the 
GAO's conclusions. Instead, the agency 
disclosed plans for continuous monitoring 
of raw milk nationwide in early 1991. Sam
ples will be collected by state officials at 
250 locations and analyzed at FDA labora
tories. It will be a "representative sam

piing" of all major sources of U.S. milk, 
said FDA spokeswoman Bonnie Airman. 

Currently, the FDA relies on state agen
cies to monitor the purity of milk. But 
FDA officials told GAO investigators that 
they don't routinely receive test results 
from the states or the dairy industry. 

The FDA's 1990 survey was prompted 
by a Wall Street Journal survey of low-fat 
and skim milk in 10 cities in December 
1989. The Journal reported finding 38% of 
50 samples tainted with antibiotics or sulfa 
drugs. At the same time, the Center for 
Science in the Public Interest, a consumer 
group, found sulfa drugs in 20% of 20 retail 
samples in the Washington area. 

On Feb. 5, the FDA reported detecting 
antibiotics and sulfa drugs in 510/0 of 70 re
tail samples from 14 cities. But FDA offi
cials insisted the milk supply was safe be
cause its laboratories couldn't confirm any 
findings of contamination in subsequent 
testing. Two months later, they acknowl
edged that the survey actually found low 
levels of drugs in more than 80% of the 
samples. 

. To help dispel the confusion, Rep. Ted 
Weiss (D., N.Y.) asked the GAO to look 
into the agency's sampling and testing pro
cedures. "We cannot rely on FDA's assur
ances of safety because FDA has abso
lutely no idea of the incidence of harmful 
drug residues in milk," said Rep. Weiss, 
chairman of the House Government Opera· 
tions subcommittee on human resources. 
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New Jaipurites brave the Southern heat to distribute the Holy Name & Prabhupada's vani in Fayette 

Rishikumara at work New Jaipur bulls graze at their ease 



BILLED TO PAY WITHIN 15 DAYS. WE CAN ADVISE THE COST OF YOUR ORDER SO YOU CAN PAY IN ADVANCE.
 
WRITE, CALL OR FAX US. TEMPLE GIFT SHOPS, DISTRIBUTORS OR QUANTITY PURCHASERS:
 

DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS WE CARRY.
 

• VEDIC RIVER.
 
PO Box 127, Washington, MS 39190, USA 

CALL TOLL FREE TO PLACE AN ORDER, &
 
ARRANGE PAYMENT AND SHIPPING
 

CALL TO GET ON OUR MAILING LIST
 
1·800·274·2539
 

TOLL FREE FROM CANADA 1·800·553·8298
 
(ORDERS ONLY!)
 

FOREIGN CALLS/FAX NUMBER 601·445-2203 

• PILGRIMAGE BOOKS. 
IRINDAVANA DHAMA KI JAYAI by Dhruva Maharaja dasa 8.95
 

color photo guide to Land of Krishna, 150 pgs.,maps
 
-OURING THE LAND OF KRISHNA by Patita Pavana dasa 6.50
 

216 pg w/maps, 50 pix, walking guide for Vrindavan, Mathura, Jaipur:
 
THE HARE KRISHNAS IN INDIA C.Brooks. Great reading 12.95
 
"UMBHA MELA 1989 15.00
 

8 x 11 inch softcover pictoral wonder of
 
this major spiritual event 120 pgs
 

~AGANNATH PURl: PILGRIM'S GUIDE by Mahanidhi Swami ..... 3.95
 
Complete guide for devotees to this holy place
 

MAYAPUR DHAMA: THE MAGAZINE Vol 2 only full color, each .... 1.00
 

• BOOKS-VEGETARIAN AND PRASADAM. 
• EGETARIAN DISHES by Kurma das 19.95
 

Full color 220 pg coffee table size, super quality 8x11 inch
 
SHANKA'S VEDIC COOKBOOK (soft) new recipes 2.95
 
,-ORD KRISHNA'S CUISINE (hard) by Yamuna dasi 27.50
 

The Art of Indian Vegetarian Cooking Encyclopedia
 
of gourmet cuisine for novice/expert: 824 pg, 520 recipes.
 

JIET FOR THE 21 ST CENTURY spiralbound, by D Wright 7.50
 
Complete guide to egg free meatless cooking, this
 
one is by a topnotch devotee cook, rare &valuable
 

'""tARE KRISHNA BOOK OF VEGETARIAN COOKING (hard) 9.95 
by Adiraja das, 320 pg, 35 color plates, indexed 

=OUR ESSAYS ON VEGETARIANISM Biblical, Vedic views 1.00
 
Vegetarianism &errors in Bible, Christ was veggy!
 

10-25 pes - $0.75,26-100 pes - $0.60, over 100 pes - $0.50
 
=KADASI: THE DAY OF LORD HARI (hard) 7.50
 

Series of Puranic stories on Ekadasi aspects; 200 pg
 
HIGHER TASTE: small paperback cookbook 1.00
 
"IEALITIES 1990 1.00
 

powerful array of facts & figures to support the 
vegetarian case for a better world GREAT 

FOOD FOR THE SPIRIT by Satyaraj dasa; softcover 7.95 
Vegetarianism in the World's Major Religions now back in stock! 

• VEDIC STUDY AIDS. 
IERSES FLIPBOOK: Pocketbook of Selected Vaishnava 3.50 

Prayers and Verses. 250 Gita & 250 Bhagavatam 
verses, plus all standard prayers. Sturdy ring binding. 

BHAKTISASTRI STUDY GUIDE FULL GITA COURSE 12.95 
by Atmatattva das, 225 pg, expanded deluxe version 

BHAKTISASTRI STUDY GUIDE: BHAGAVAD-GITA AS IT IS 5.00 
by Jagadisa Goswami, 130 pg metal spiral bound 

BHAKTISASTRI EXAMINATIONS on BHAGAVAD-GITA AS IT IS .. 2.50 
STUDYING SRIMAD BHAGAVATAM Cantos 1 &2 GUIDE 6.95 

Vrindavan Institute of Higher Learning with Bhurijana
 
and Dhanurdhara Swami, great study guide, 100 pgs.
 

"lEADINGS IN VEDIC LITERATURE: softback 3.75
 
The Tradition Speaks for Itself, 240 pgs., basic guide to Vedas 

• BOOKS BY SATYARAJ DASA. 
JM SHALOM: JUDAISM & KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS 3.75 

On Judeo-Christian origins, compares Kabbalah to Kapila, 
Vegetarianism &reincarnation in Bible, female aspoect of God, 
a must for inter-religious enthusiasts 220 pgs. softback 

SIX GOSWAMIS OF VRINDAVAN 200 pgs 12.95 
=.AST-WEST DIALOGUES: An Interreligious Encounter 1.75 

Satyaraj dasa &RevAHart: comparative,cooperative
 
Connects Vaishnavism with Christianity; quantity discounts
 

.IFE & TIMES OF LORD CHAITANYA 5.95
 
Excellent summary study with lots of new nectar!
 

JID JESUS GO TO INDIA? pamphlet by Satyaraj dasa 1.25
 

• PRABHUPADA'S PAPERBACKS. 
A SECOND CHANCE soft 232 pg Ajamila story 1.25 
MESSAGE OF GODHEAD soft new paperback! 1.00 
CIVILIZATION & TRANSCENDENCE soft new 1.00 
SRI ISOPANISAD (soft) 1.00 
PRABHUPADA L1LAMRITA CONDENSED 1 VOLUME soft . .. 1.00 
JOURNEY OF SELF DISCOVERY NEW! soft 2.50 

The followup to Science of Self Realization 
PERFECTION OF YOGA Prabhupada paperback 1.00 
CHANT AND BE HAPPY: Prabhupada talks with Beatles . . . . . . . . .. 1.00 
EASY JOURNEY TO OTHER PLANETS 1.00 
RAJA VIDYA: King of Knowledge 1.00 
LIFE COMES FROM LIFE soft (limited quantity) 2.00 
ELEVATION TO KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS 1.00 
ON THE WAY TO KRISHNA 1.00 
TOPMOST YOGA SYSTEM 1.00 
RESERVOIR OF PLEASURE 1969 booklet by Srila Prabhupada 0.50 
CONSCIOUSNESS: THE MISSING LINK 2.50 
BEYOND BIRTH AND DEATH 1.00 
COMING BACK: Reincarnation paperback 1.00 

• SHORT TRACT PHOTOCOPIES. 
MUDRA VIDHANAM by Gaura Keshava das 4.00 

16 pgs illustrated descriptive guide to 43 mudras for puja 
PYRAMID HOUSE TALKS TKG confessions &more 4.00 
SRI NRSINGHA KAVACA PRAYERS by Prahlad Maharaj 1.00 

from the Brahmanda Purana 
MADHURYA KADAMBINI by Srila Viswanath Chakravarti Thakur ... 4.00 

Cloud Bank of Nectar 20 pgs 
PANCHA SAMSKARA The Process of Initiation-Bhaktivinoda Thakura 1.50 
THE PORIADE Bhaktivinoda Thakure. (1857) 1.50 
THE NEW VRNDAVAN MEETINGS Sept 1985 5.00 

Official transc;lpts of speakers, 42 pgs 
THE MARRIAGE SYSTEM OF BENGAL Bhaktivinoda Thakura 2.50 
ASSUMING RESPONSIBILITY OF BEING GURU 0.75 

by Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati, 3 pgs. 
PASTIMES OF LOtiD NITYANANDA8 pgs 1.50 

Foom leaving home to arrival in Navadwipa 
CHANGING HIE FACE OF THE EARTH by Madhudvisha dasa .... 4.00 

Va'nasrama program for making Earth Krsna conscious 

• NEW JAIPUR PRESS SELECTIONS. 
KALYANA KALPA TARU Songbook by Bhaktivinode Thakur 7.50
 

over 100 pgs, magazine size by Dasarath Suta das
 
BABA.Jl MAHARAJA: Two Beyond Duality(Karnamrita dasa) 8.95
 

Comprehensive biographies of Gaura-kisora and Jagannatha dasa
 
Ba'Jajis; 130 pgs, Lives of the Vaishnava Acharyas, Vol 3! 

~,F1It1AD RAMAYANA: Volume One by Karnamrita dasa 9.95 
. Full verse translation (265 pgs.), of the Bala Kanda (Book 1 of 7) 
I describing Lord Rama's Childhood &Youth 

. LfSSONS FROM THE AYURVEDA by Navayauvana dasa 5.95 
, The most practical guide for health & life based on the 
\ Ayurveda yet! 100 pgs, with charts. Relevant! 
rrHE SEVENTH GOSWAMI (Rupa-vilasa dasa) 12.95 

( Comprehensive biography (380 pgs.) of Bhaktivinoda Thakura 
. OHIGINAL SRIMAD BHAGWATAM-VOL. 1 REPRINT 6.00 
I Exact reproduction of Srila Prabhupada's nostalgic first book 

printed in India in 1962, with all the typos & "errors". 
A must for every nectar collector; 400 pgs. 

:=()UR ESSAYS ON VEGETARIANISM booklet 1.00 
'. vegetarianism &errors in Bible, Christ was veggy! 
.. 10-25 pcs-$O.75, 26-100 pcs-$O.60, over 100 pes 0.50 

KA'iHA & KENA UPANISHADS (Karnamrita dasa) 150 pg 4.95 
Essential Upanishads, Katha Upanishad often quoted by 

• Srila Prabhupada, with commentary after Srila Madhvacharya 
SCIEII:E OF ACCEPTING A SPIRITUAL MASTER (Vaishnava das) 6.00 

A handbook, 102 pgs, 8x11, excellent overview 
VEDIC'/ILLAGE REVIEW quarterly magazine: lively forum -discussions 

t -iews on diverse subjects of concern to devotees. 
FREE COMPLIMENTARY ISSUE ON REQUEST. 

SUBS~~tlIPTIONS 4 issues IUSAlbulkmail 10.00 
SUBSC~IPTIONS 4 issues USA firstclass 15.00 
SUBSCftPTIONS 4 issues, Canada &foreign 13.00 
FOREIG,~ & Canada AIR MAIL 4 issues 25.00 

RAY OF VISI_NU: Biography of Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati 
309 pgs.•~ pix; by Rupa-vilasa dasa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9.95 

SRILA PRAB~'IIPADA'S ANALOGIES 75 pg 8x11 reference 2.00 
LIVING STILL .1 I SOUND Anthology on Guru-tattva, 400 + pgs 

FREE UPON REQUEST
 
Serie!> of l.'lderground essays & philosophical articles
 

from 19&')-1~:'O. The most comprehensive review to date
 
of the c....m·raversial ritvik-acharya system.
 

MICROFICHE Complete se~ ')f Prabhupada's letters and tapes ... 200.00
 
1940's and on, wi:" H..~ris 3M viewer (13 inch screen)
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• Books by or about His Divine Grace. 
AC BHAKTIVEDANTA SWAMI PRABHlIPADA 
1991 BBT SUPER FINE CALENDER improved deluxe 5.00
 
DELUXE LARGE BHAGAVAD-GITA-BHAGAVATAM SIZE 18.95
 

Large deluxe edition from Australia, stunning!
 
BHAGAVAD GITA AS IT IS hard, unabrdgd, Sanskrit 5.75
 
BHAGAVAD GITA AS IT IS soft, unabrdgd, no Sanskrit 2.00
 
VINYL COVER BHAGAVAD GITA pocket size 6.75
 
NEW PRINTING BHAGAVATAM SETS: 18 maha big volumes 295.00
 

160 plates, Austra/ian- first time, the complete 12 cantos!! 
NEW PRINTING BHAGAVATAMS: 12 maha volumes 199.00 

Only up to Canto 10 Ch. 3, 
PRINTING BHAGAVATAMS CANTOS 10-11-12 (set) 99.00 

Bhag.10A-12.2. Finally: to complete 
your Srimad Bhagavatam! 

CHAITANYA CHARITAMRITA original 17 Vol Set (hard) 99.00 
ASSORTED NEW BHAGAVATAM VOLUMES to fill in your set 4.00 
TEACHINGS OF lORD KAPILA hard REDUCED 4.95 
TEACHINGS OF QUEEN KUNTI hard 7.50 
L1LAMRITA VOLUME SEVEN extra nectar! Hardcover 11.95 
SRIMAD BHAGAVATAM Black, Small Singapore sets (5x7) 95.00 

30 vol, 1.1-9.3 & Krishna Book, full color plates 
NECTAR OF DEVOTION: Science of Bhaktiyoga (hard) 7.95 

Srila Prabhupada's lawbook for Krishna consciousness 
GOLDEN AVATAR (Teachings of lord Chaitanya) hard 3.95 
FESTIVALS WITH SRILA PRABHUPADA (BBT Archives) 45.00 

15 C-90 tapes & book of Prabhupada's lectures on all the 
major festival days-a must for all devotees!! 

LIGHT OF THE BHAGAVATA: by Srila Prabhupada (soft) 5.95
 
Beautiful Chinese art with Bhagavatam verses
 

CHAITANYA CHARITAMRITA ONE VOLUME EDITION 39.95
 
All verses & purports, 2,200 pg, NO Bengali
 

SRIMAD BHAGAVATAM CANTOS 1-10 ONE VOL EDITION ..... 39.95
 
Complete with sanskrit, unabridged, 2,400 pg 

GREAT CLASSICS SET 5 Vol. hard Deluxe Gold edged 30.00 
Srimad Bhagavatam Canto One, Krishna Book, Nectar of Devotion, 

Bhagavad Gita As It Is, Teachings of lord Chaitanya. 
IF YOU WANT TO PLEASE ME (Prabhupada quotes)180 pg 7.95 
SRI NAMAMRITA: Nectar of the Holy Name (soft) 8.95 

Anthology from Prabhupada's books, 586 pages! 
DIALECTIC SPIRITUALISM !SOft) Prabhupada's last book 7.50 
DIALECTIC SPIRITUALISM hard)Socrates to Sartre 9.95 

Vedic View of Western Philosophy; He defeats them all! 
UNDERSTANDING GOD THROUGH BHAGAVAT DHARMA 110 pgs 3.75 
KRISHNA BOOK Complete in one deluxe hard volume 12.95 
CONVERSATIONS WITH SRILA PRABHUPADA PART 1 SPECIAL: .. 199.00 

Transcripts of all morning walks & room conversations, limited edition. 
20 volumes, up to July 1976. Twenty volumes printed & ready to ship! 

CONVERSATIONS WITH SRILA PRABHUPADA PART TWO 
For old or new subscribers 155.00 

The next 17 volumes, July '76 to Nov '77, the completion. 
Ten are in stock, the last seven will be sent in March '91. 

• PREVIOUS ACHARYAS. 
SEE LISTINGS UNDER NEW JAIPUR PRESS FOR ACHARYA BIOGRAPHIES 
SRI MANAH SIKSA by Srila Raghunath das Goswami 8.95 

Preaching To The Mind purports by Bhaktivinode Thakur 104 pgs 
SRI CHAITANYA MAHAPRABHU His Life & Precepts (hard) 4.95 

by Bhaktivinode Thakura (this bk came 1896 to Canada) 
BRAHMA SAMHITA: Hymn of the Universal Creator (soft) 1.75 

by Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Thakura & lord Brahma 
NECTAR OF INSTRUCTION by Rupa Goswami 1.25 
LIFE OF RAMANUJACHARYA by Naimisaranya dasa 11.95 

Excellent biography, hard, 200 pgs 
• NAMA HATTA: MARKETING OF THE HOLY NAME 80 pg 
• HARI-NAMA CHINTAMANI & NAMA BHAJANA 150 pg 
SPECIAL ON BOTH ABOVE BHAKTIVINODA THAKURA BOOKS .. 6.50 

• SCHOLARS & SCIENTISTS. 
MY SWEET lORD by Dr. Kim Knott, leeds University 10.95
 

A scholar examines favorably the Hare Krsna Movement
 
VEDIC COSMOGRAPHY & ASTRONOMY Sadaputa dasa 9.95
 

. Explains Fifth Canto, celestial geometry, mystic powers, 
Vedic math, space travel, UFO's, the moon flight, etc! 

MECHANISTIC & NON-MECHANISTIC SCIENCE (Sadaputa dasa) ... 9.95 
Exposes fallacies of modern scientific theories 

ORIGINS magazine: Vedic analysis of modern science 1.00 
THE DARK lORD by Larry Shinn soft, 204 pgs 14.95 

Scholarly, unbiased analysis on ISKCON's 22 yrs.
 
KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS IS AUTHORIZED booklet 1.50
 
SCIENCE OF YOGA transcendental fiction. 210 pgs. CLOSEOUT 1.75
 

Tamala Krishna Goswami: chinese scientist discovers Krishna.
 
BHARGAVA'S DICTIONARY-ENGLISH to HINDI 22.00
 

1432 pg, hardcover: Going to live in India?
 

PRACTICAL SANSKRIT to ENGLISH DICTIONARY 59.50 
large: 8 x 10 inch, 1,160 pgs, by Vamana Sivarama Apte. 

• OTHER PUBLICATIONS. 
THE SPIRITUAL MASTER & THE DISCIPLE 12.00 

compiled by Subhananda das from Prabhupada's books: out of 
print for 10 years, now back in stock in limited quantities 

PRABHUPADA AT RADHA DAMODAR Mahanidhi Swami 4.95 
History of this temple & Prabhupada's pastimes there 80 pgs. 

VRINDAVAN DAYS Hayagriva dasa relates 1972 12.95 
Pastimes with Prabhupada, 90 photos, nectar 

VAISHNAVA KANTHAHARA: transl. by Krishna Balarama Svami .. 12.95
 
-"A NECKLACE FOR THE SURRENDERED SOUL"
 
Comprehensive compilation on scope & nature of
 

devotional life. Hardcover, very nice.
 
WHO ARE THEY? Magazine: all about Hare Krishnas 0.25
 
FOUR ARGUMENTS FOR ELIMINATION OF TELEVISION 7.50
 

By J Mander, reveals insidious nature of TV
 
HARE KRISHNA EXPLOSION (soft) by Hayagriva dasa 5.75
 

The start of Prabhupada's movement 1966 to 1968
 
FOR GIRLS ONLY PLEASE facts of life by Visvadhika dasi 3.75 

Vaishnava outlook for modern world's boys & girls 
VAISHNAVA SONGBOOK spiralbound 7.50 

All temple songs and prayers plus much more 
TEMPLE BHAJAN BOOK 43 pg booklet 2.00 

main temple songs and mantras 
GLORIES OF CHAITANYA MAHAPRABHU by Kusakrata dasa ..... 2.50 

Compendium of Vaishnava texts, 62 pgs. of nectar 
VAISHNAVA BEHAVIOR-TWENTY SIX QUALITIES OF DEVOTEE .. 6.75 

Soft, 203 pgs,essential guidebook for devotee 
HE LIVES FOREVER: On Separation from Prabhupada 4.95 
ARCHANAM Prabhupada's statements on Deity worship by 

Vrindavan dasa, comprehensive & organized manual. Send $35 US 
cash registered mail to: Poneau Jean-Yves, 31 rue du Dr J Vaquier, 
93160 Noisy le Grand, FRANCE. Well worth the money! 

KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS AT HOME by Mahatma dasa 1.25 
Small practical guide for those who want KC at home 

PUZZLES & QUIZZES for devotees, crosswords too 4.50 
PRABHUPADA VYASAPUJA BOOKS Endless photos! 

1982,83 softcovers-each 5.00 
1979..hardcovers - each 6.50 
1990 softcover Vyasa Puja book each 16.00 

AYURVEDA, GEMS, ASTROLOGY & OTHER
 
ITEMS
 

DAilY HEALTH IN THE AYURVEDIC SYSTEM by Aja dasa 3.95 
Invaluable secrets from Vedas for good health 

lESSONS FROM THE AYURVEDA by Navayauvana das 5.95 
PRAKRUTI: YOUR AYURVEDIC CONSTITUTION by R. Svobhoda. 10.95 

Excellent text, makes sense of mysteries 
AYURVEDIC HEALING by Dr 0 Frawley 18.95 

A Comprehensive Guide, 375 pg, most complete book on 
Ayurveda for the West yet 

THE ASTROLOGY OF THE SEERS by Dr 0 Frawley 18.95 
A total presentation of Vedic astrology and remedial measures 

of gems, mantras, yantras, dieties, herbs, and 
medical/Ayurvedic astrology 346 pg 

AYURVEDIC CURES FOR COMMON DISEASES (Murthy Pandey) . 8.95 
Soft 200 pgs, useful, lists medicines to use 

HANDBOOK OF AYURVEDA by V.B. Dash (soft, 246 pg) 14.00 
Top Ayurvedic authority, indexed, scholarly text 

HOW TO READ YOUR HOROSCOPE Nalinikanta dasa 4.50 
Everything on Eastern astrology, casting charts 
Very easy to use: read anyone's chart with this 

JESUS LIVED IN INDIA: His unknown life before and after 
the Crucifixion 250 pg soft, by H.Kersten 12.95 

Massive evidence of Christ as yogi in India 
lOST YEARS OF JESUS (soft) similar content 3.95 
PLANETARY GEMOLOGY: by Hrishikesh dasa 4.95 

Based on Garuda Purana, authorized gem therapy 
SIMON & SCHUSTER'S GUIDE TO GEMS & PRECIOUS STONES 12.95 

450 pgs. color, comprehensive essential guide on gems 
HEALING POWER OF GEMSTONES by H.Johari, 240 pgs 12.95 

Information from Eastern astrology, ayurveda & tantra to 
benefit from gems in health, consciousness & fortune. 

YOGA OF HERBS Drs 0 Frawley & Vasant Lad 11.95 
Ayurvedic Guide to Herbal Medecine, 255 pgs 

BACK TO EDEN Jethro Kloss classic 1000+ pgs 6.95 
AYURVEDA: SCIENCE OF HEALING Dr Vasant Lad 9.95 

Practical for western Ayurvedic applications 
ANCIENT EGYPTIAN MEDICINE PLANT: ALOE VERA HANDBOOK .. 1.50 
GENUINE VEDIC ASTROLOGICAL READING & BOOK 25.00 

Computerized Vedic calculation with chart and planetary positions, 
includes Nalini's $9 astrology book "How to Read Your Horoscope" 

by which you can read fully about your personality, character 
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& future astro-periods thru life. We need exact time & place of birth 
QUALITY ASTROLOGICAL GEMS AVAILABLE: 

Strengthen planets and astrological periods to enhance 
life's potential 

HESSONITE 2.6 CT in gold pendant 400.00 
Excellent quality Rahu stone 

BLUE SAPPHIRE 17.6 CT .in 18K gold men's ring 12,500.00 
With 1 CT bagette diamonds, cornflower blue, transparent with 

star in daylight, excellent quality, no visible internal flaws 
COLUMBIAN EMERALD 20 CT pear-shaped. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10,000.00 

in gold pendant, some inclusions, medium color, very pretty 
NADA-CHAIR ingenious cure for sore backs 15.00 

Adjustable 8 oz strap contraption, supports lower back. 
Reduce fatigue, develop good posture. WORKS! 

"HORACALC"-ASTROLOGICAL SOFTWARE by Karnamrita dasa .. 95.00 
For PC and 100% compats. (state disk size). Hundreds sold in 

Europe already. Covers planets' longitudes, shadvargas, 
ashtakavargas, balas, major and sub-periods, transits, etc. 

Write for prospectus 

• CASSETTE TAPES. 
NARRATIONS OF AMALA BHAKTA DASA 

SRIMAD BHAGWATAM NARRATION: 10 pc 92 min tapes 
Volume One 29.95 
Volume Two , 29.95 
Volume Three 29.95 
Volume Four 29.95 
ALL 4 Volumes " 116.00 

HARI-NAMA-CHINTAMANI narration 4 tapes 16.00 
RAMAYANA NARRATION: SET of 10 pc 92 min tapes 32.00 
KRISHNA BOOK NARRATION: Vol.1 SET of 10, 92 min. @ 32.00 
KRISHNA BOOK NARRATION: Vol.2 SET of 10, 92 min. @ 32.00 
KRISHNA BOOK NARRATION: Vol.3 SET of 12, 92 min. @ 37.00 
KRISHNA BOOK NARRATION: All 3 Volumes, 32 tapes 89.00 
CHAITANYA CHARITAMRITA NARRATION complete work 95.00 

Three sets of 11 90 min tapes/Each set of 11 for 29.95 
TEACHINGS OF QUEEN KUNTI Narration, 10 tapes 29.95 
JAGAI AND MADHAI REDEEMED: 90 min 4.50 
TRIALS & TRIUMPHS OF HARIDAS THAKUR: 90 min 4.50 
BIRTH OF LORD JAGANNATH/ BIRTH OF LORD KRISHNA: 60 4.50 
CHILD SAINTS: DHRUVA AND PRAHLAD: 60 min 4.50 
AJAMILA SAVED/ AMBARISHA VS. DURVASA: 60 min 4.50 
LORD CHAITANYA DEFEATS THE KAZI New! 60 min, , .. 4.50 
GITAVALI OF BHAKTIVINODA THAKURA: 2 tapes - (set) 7.95 
BHAGAVAD-GITA NARRATION: SET of 3,4 hours total 11.95 

ASSORTED LECTURES BY HIS DIVINE GRACE 
A.C. BHAKTIVEDANTA SWAMI PRABHUPADA	 $1.75 
10 to 25$1.50 or 26 to 50$1.25 51 +$1.00 

PRABHUPADA BHAJANS SET of 35 C-90 tapes, wonderful 85.00 
Now this is the heavy nectar! First time release 

FOUR FAVORITE PRABHUPADA BHAJANS SKO,SK2,SK3,KT1 '" 16.95 
SINGLE PRABHUPADA BHAJANS: SKO, SK2, SK3, KT1 -each .... 4.50 
FULL SET 711 PRABHUPADA LECTURE TAPES •.•••.•••.• 1395.00 

A tape a day for 2 years, get your own archives 
Installment plan: send $99 + $5 postage; get 42 

consecutive tapes whenever you send a payment. 
SRILA PRABHUPADA JAPA TAPE	 4.50 

MISCELLANEOUS TAPES
 
KT-8 or KT-10 VISNUJANA SWAMI classic kirtans-ea 4.50
 
KT-5 LA and NY temple recordings, ecstatic kirtans 4.50
 
RADHA KRISHNA TEMPLE: Govindam, Geo Harrison 1970 4.50
 
MRIDUNGA TAPE: Prabhupada himself teaches lessons 4.50
 
MAYAPUR SHENAI: Vaikuntha music, AM & PM ragas 4.50
 
SONGS OF KRISHNA by J Wilder & Sivaram Swami 9.95
 

9x12 deluxe sheet music book for main songs, tunes.
 
Anyone can learn kirtan melodies for instruments 

CASSETTE TAPE to accompany the above book 4.50 
MAHABHARATA NARRATION 28 tapes 2 hrs each 95.00 

excellent account of the Pandavas' adventures including a blow
 
for blow telling of the Battle at Kurukshetra
 

• COMPACT DISCS. 
KRISHNA MEDITATIONS by Srila Prabhupada 66 min 15.00 

Contents same as famous 1973 Germany recordings 
TRANSCENDENCE by Srila Prabhupada 71 min 15.00 

Krishna kirtana, Chintamoni, Samsara, 
Jaya Radha Madhava and purports 

SONGS OF THE SPIRITUAL MASTER by Srila Prabhupada 72 min 15.00 
Yadavaya Madhavaya, Jiva Jago, Jaya Gaurachandra, 

Narada Muni Bhajay Vina, Purports & more 
ALL THREE COMPACT DISCS Special deal	 39.95 

PRE FORMATTED VHS lTV VIDEOS 
• NEW REVISED LISTING. 
• NTSC AMERICAN FORMAT ARE as shown, from $12 to $25 
• PAL FORMAT IN STOCK :#1,4,6,7,8,10,11,13,14,15,17 & 23 

PAL VIDEOS: $25 
# 1 PUPPET SHOWS: Aghasura, Ajamila, Bali Maharaj, Dhruva, Haridas 
Thakur, & Remembering Prabhupada: musical by Gurukula children! 
These pastimes of the Lord & His devotees are untiring! 120 min ..... $25 
# 2 PUPPET SHOWS color: Govardhan Hill, Jada Bharata, King 
Chitraketu, Madhavendra Puri, Prahlad, Vrkasura, King Nriga These are 
what our children should watch; not TV! 120 min $25 
# 3 PUPPET SHOWS & KRISHNA, color: 120 min, Rescuing Lord 
Chaitanya From Sea, Sanatana Goswami, Ramachandra Puri, Sudama. 
Also: 

VRINDAVAN, LAND OF KRISHNA and WORLD OF HARE KRISHNA, two of 
Yadubara Prabhu's classics. Visit Vrndaban (24 min) and tour the Hare 
Krishna movement at its peak in Prabhupada's presence (34 min). Total 120 
min.$25 
# 4 SRILA PRABHUPADA BEFORE 1969 Color & BW: Happiness On 
Second Ave, Gurudeva, Matchless Gifts, Paramahamsa, Swamiji, Chanting at 
Hippie Hill (S. Fran '67) Remarkable, quality footage of blissful early days of in
timacy with the pure devotee; initiations, walks & talks. 120 min. . .... $25 
# 5 PRABHUPADA NECTAR Color 2 hr, YOUR EVER WELL WISHER, 
authoritative biography of pure devotee (60 min)- years to complete, and 
ACHARYA ONE & ACHARYA TWO, the best footage of Srila Prabhupada
ecstatic, professional production. . $25 
# 6 PRABHUPADA NECTAR Color 2 HR, ACHARYA THREE, ACHARYA 
FOUR and ACHARYA FIVE. Prabhupada with professionials & disciples, 
conducts daily affairs and talks with his disciples on morning walks. 100% 
pure devotee nectar, highest nectar $25 
# 7 CHAITANYA NECTAR, NILACHALE MAHAPRABHU, Bengali film, sub
titled, edited & approved by devotees, drama on life of Lord Chaitanya (80 
min BW) A1so:color by Yadubara LORD CHAITANYA - THE GOLDEN 
AVATAR, the life and teachings of Krishna's Kali Yuga avatara- (30 mir$25 
# 8 CHAITANYA NECTAR, 119 min: NADER NIMAI, Bengali film, subtitled dev
otional classic:Chaitanya's birth to sannyass VERY NICE (80 min 
BW). SRI CHAITANYA'S PURl, narrated by Hayley Mills, tour Jag
ganath Puri (25 min Color).DEATH AND DYING IN VEDIC INDIA, 
a philosophical study of life, death afterlife (14 min Color) . $25 
# 9 VEDIC LIVING Color, 2 HR: Great series for friends: HEALTHY, WEAL
THY and WISE: Vegetarian way of life, very well researched & documented, 
entertaining introduction SACRED COW: reveals true economic, social, 
ethical values of cow protection as opposed to slaughter. Educational. 
COMING BACK: Reincarnation video; documents past life experiences 
scientifically, convincing, provocative! TEMPLE OF UNDERSTANDING: 
Evolution to completion of So. Africa's magnificent ISKCON temple/ 
documentary $25 
#10 RAMAYANA, Color, 105 min: Epic by ISKCON devotees; the emo
tions are pure & penetrating. Kids love this one! Great music, action and ex
citement! Years in the making Also: BENEDICTION MOON: tour Mayapur-
Navadwip dhama, see all important places of pilgrimage $25 
#11 MAHABHARATA, Historic Epic of the Pandavas, Color, 120 min: sub
titled Hindi classic, very nice, correct in devotional sentiments, watch over 
& over again $25 
#12 THIS IS LIFE Color 2 HR, subtitled Hindi film as good as Hollywood's. 
Juncture of Gita & life's traps as hero learns to surrender to Krishna... $20 
#13 PILGRIMAGE TO INDIA Color 2 HR: SOUTH INDIA with devotees to 
Tirupati, Madras, Sri Rangam, and more this is nectar though not up to 
fully professional standard $20 
#14 GOPAL KRISHNA: Color, 90 min: subtitled Hindi film, a very nice ren
dition of Krishna's chilhood pastimes with exquisite Vrindaban & Mathura 
scenes. Moving! $25 
#15 PRAHLAD: HARI DARSHAN, subtitled color Hindi film -very good; 
Story of Hiranyakasipu and his devotee son, Prahlad. (110 min color) . $25 
#16 DHRUVA MAHARAJ: Another Hindi classic-about the story of five 
year old Dhruva, who left his father's kingdom to find God and became a 
pure devotee. (110 min color) $15 
#17 SITA'S WEDDING: The appearance and youthful pastimes of Sita 
and Rama up to their wedding. English subtitles to this great film make it a 
must see! (99 min color) $25 
#18 HARMONIUM LESSONS; Vaiyasaki teaches in 9 lessons how to play 
expert harmonium (90 min color) Also a drama by Gurukula children about 
Prabhupada's life $25 
#19 MRDUNGA LESSONS: the genunine art of playing mridunga is very 
nicely demonstrated to a novice or expert, professional lessons make you 
a kirtan leader! Color 110 min. Also: Color short of Prabhupada on Second 
Ave, NYC, '67 $25 
#20 LOST YEARS OF JESUS: Jesus went to India. About Shroud of Turin, 
Jesus as mystic yogi etc $18 
#21 RTVIK DEBATES & DISCUSSION: WR Staff and GBC debate the 
guru issue in San Diego, Jan 1990: This is the video the GBC later recalled 
and ordered NOT advertised in ISKCON WORLD REVIEW! Four hours, 2 
videos, color, the set of two for $15 

To rent the two videos for 2 weeks, IT'S FREE: UPON REQUEST. 
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#22 ADVENTURES OF LORD RAMA The sequel to Sita's Wedding; sub
titled in English: how can you miss this??? $25 
#23 HARIDAS THAKUR Bengali film, color, wonderful story that will set 
your hairs on end in ecstasy. . $25 
#24 TIMELESS VILLAGE: Beautiful documentary on Vedic village in 
Himalayas on Ganges; award winner $15 
#25 SRILA PRABHUPADA LECTURE & KIRTAN IN NEW VRINDABAN: 
Vyasa Puja Festival 1972 (47 min B&W) SCIENCE OF GOD: 1972 lecture in 
Austr~lia 32 min color SRILA PRABHUPADA LECTURE Bhagwatam 1.8.34 
(33 min B&W) VEDIC MARTIAL ARTS ancient science (6 min color) ... $25 
#26 thru 40 PRABHUPADA NECTAR NO LONGER AVAILABLE 
#41 INDIAN CLASSICAL MUSIC, Color 94 min $15 
#42 INDIAN CLASSICAL DANCING, Color 90 min $15 
#43 TOUR OF INDIA: KUMBHA MELA, PADAYATRA INDIA, SOOth 
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION AT MAYAPUR 1986. 2 hrs color all nectar 
video tour of the holy lands .' $25 
#44 MORNING MEDITATIONS: Prabhupada greeting Deities around 
ISKCON, pure nectar for japa meditation. FATE: THE DIORAMA: preach
ing with spiritual diorama. DOES FORD HAVE A BETTER IDEA?: see 
Detroit project! SPARK OF LIFE: scientific analysis of Bhagavad Gita. A 
FISH IS JUST A FISH: expose of maya $20 
#45 ATTACK ON FREEDOM: documentary from coalition of religious 
groups showing threat to religion in the form of religious intolerance and 
gov't actions: directly effects Krishna consciousness movement! ..... $12 
#46 COMING BACK: reincarnation feature 30 min. CHALLENGE MY 
SERMON: Umapati at early preaching engagement 30 min. KIWI 
KRISHNAS: documentrary on New Zealand devotees (29 min color). 
PE':lS.PECTIVES: Rupan.uga deftly handles stiff questioning by 
Chnstlan TV panel; 30 min $18 
#47 DOCUMENTARY ON THE ANTI-CULT MOVEMENT: ANTI-HINDU 
SHOW ON 700 CLUB, PAT ROBERTSON'S TV SHOW, GODS OF A NEW 
AGE BY HAL LINDSEY: These shows lump ISKCON with Sai Baba, Raj
neesh, etc. See how bigotry is eroding religious freedoms $15 
#48 CATCH THEM AS THEY GO: Australian devotees 22 min. ABC 
KRISHNA CHILDREN: ideal Gurukula feature 20 min SPIRITUAL FRON
TI~R: feature on simple living, high thinking in early New Vrindaban (24 
min color). GOOD NEWS DOWN UNDER: Australian devotees 31 min. 
PADAYATRA: brief view of Mahafrabhu's tour (12 m col). HARE KRISHNA 
FAMILY, short feature (8 min col $18 
#49 NOSTRADAMUS his life, prophecies & mystique. 110 mins color $12 
#51 A VISIT TO NEW JAIPUR by Papaharini dasi FREE UPON REQUEST 

Tour New Jaipur: attend mangala arati and visit Vedic Village Gurukula, 
Gova~dhan's life estate, Govinda's health food store, Victorian Empire 

antique shop, New Jaipur Press, Vedic River devotional supplies, 
Gloucester mansion with Prabhupada memorabilia museum, and more. 

• FOR WORSHIP & MORE. 
JAPA BEADS neem good quality strong cord 3.50 
JAPA BEADS Tulasi nylon cord, last forever 7.95 
COMPLETE ARTIKE TRAY with 10 ARTICLES 35.00 
BRASS ARTIKE BELL with Garuda 7.00 
COUNTER BEADS on nylon, large, won't loosen 1.95 
SILVER STRUNG TULASI NECKLACE 12.50 
BLOWING CONCH MEDIUM SIZE from Vrindavan 18.00 
ARATI WATER CONCH & BRASS STAND 7.50 
PEACOCK FEATHER FAN 15" round heavy duty 10.00 
CAMARA FANS Wood handle, grhasta size 14.00 
SINGLE WICK GHEE LAMP small size 5.00 
ACHAMAN PURIFYING WATER CUP & BRASS SPOON 7.50 
FIRST CLASS TULASI NECK BEADS small & long 3.95 
CHILDREN'S TULASI NECK BEADS small & short 2.95 
TILAK CHUNKS several ounces with tilak mantra sheet 2.50 
BEST QUALITY KARTALS medium to large, sweet 18.00 
JAPA CLICKERS while driving etc best quality. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.50 
TULASI SEEDS: Grow yOur devotion to Krishna:free with order FREE 
TULASI CARE MANUAL: photocopy 4.00 
FIBERGLASS ADULT OR CHILD'S MRIDUNGA DRUM 225.00 

Unbreakable 2 headed Vaishnava kirtan/bhajan drum 
MRDUNGA PARTS heads, bumpers, straps etc available! 
FOLDING SHEESHAM-WOOD CARVED BOOK-STAND/LECTURN 6.50 
MYSTIC TEMPLE INCENSE 12 scents, try the best! /pkg 2.00 

The best Indian incense: Raj Laxmi, Golden Mogra, 
Sandalwood, Temples of the Wind, Rose, all great! 

FINEST QUALITY INCENSE from India by the kilo 48.00 
" .." 1/2 kilo 25.00 

.VEDIC ART. 
VISHNU PRABHU's RADHA KRSNA PRINT as advertised in 

ISKCON WORLD REVIEW, "The All Attractive Couple" 25"x30"
 
limited edition, signed, museum quality paper: the most '
 
amazing Vrindavan scene available yet! Help in the legal
 

battle to keep the temples from the anti-cultists! 
Regular price 108.00 
Special to WR readers only 79.00 

COLOR GLOSSY PHOTOS SRILA PRABHUPADA 8 x 10 inch 8.00
 
Beautiful nectarean images, assortment
 

BBT ART POSTERS Prabhupada, large size 2.50
 

COLOR GREETING CARDS Krishna, Gopis, Gopas, Yasoda: 
12 cards & envelopes3.75 

PRABHUPADA Your Ever Well Wisher bumper sticker 1.00 
ITALIAN SILK PRINT Radha Krsna 8 x 10 5.00 

Above print framed in heavy gold molding 25.00 

• DEITIES. 
PRABHUPADA 6 inch brass from Vrindavan 30.00 
RADHA KRISHNA Brass, from Vrindavan, 5-6 inch 30.00 

7-8 inch 40.00 
GAURA NITAI Brass, from Vrndaban, 7-8 inch 40.00 
COMPLETE CLOTHES & JEWELRY SET Small Radha Krsna 20.00 
CLOTHES ONLY Large Radha Krsna/Gaura Nitai 8.00 
LORD JAGANNATHA, BALARAMA, SUBHADRA 4-5 inch 25.00 

6-7 inch 35.00 

.CLOTHING. 
QUALITY SAREES cotton, Orissan, Bengali, Hyderabad etc 16.00 to 40.00 

state your color, style preferences; they are exchangeable or returnable 
LORD JAGANNATH OR GOUR NITAI TEE SHIRTS SO/SO 8.00 
JAPA BEAD BAGS men's khadi 2.95 
JAPA BEAD BAGS women's chikan eyelet 3.50 
MEN'S FINEST SILK BEAD BAGS nice tones 10.00 
MEN'S HEAVY KHADI DELUXE DHOTI top quality 11.00 
MEN'S DHOTI Even finer quality with border 15.00 
BOY'S HEAVY DELUXE KHADI DHOn top quality 7.00 
BOY'S KURTAS inquire for sizes 8.00 
BRAHMIN'S THREAD standard cotton quality 1.50 
HARINAM CHADDAR silky cotton, yellow 5.00 
WOMEN'S RUFFLED PETTICOAT SLIPS white S-M-L 6.00 
CONCH BRACELETS thick, quality, carved, white 7.50 
WOMEN'S CHOLIS S-M-L, returnable & exchangeable 

eyelette fancy style 8.00 
poplin plain style 6.00 

WRAP AROUND SKIRTS & CHADDARS, matching set 20.00 
SILVER ANKLE BELLS each set 18.00 to 35.00 
KAJAL eye makeup from India 1.00 
PENDANTS: Krsna, Chaitanya, Prabhupada, Nrsingha 2.00 

Crystal glass dome front, beautiful color photo on gold back 
Wholesale prices for 10 or more: 1.25 

• PRACTICAL VARNASHRAM BOOKS. 
RODALE'S ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HERBS 24.95 

521 pg Complete growing, using, identifying 
Color pix, 140 herbs 

COUNTRY LIVING Introductory guide 8.95 
JOY OF GARDENING HANDBOOK spiral bound 128 pg 8.95 
GROWING & USING HERBS SUCCESSFULLY 240 pg 8.95 
LET IT ROT! Home Gardener's Composting Guide 3.95 

For homesteaders, covers all animals, easy to read 
KEEPING THE HARVEST Home Storage Fruits, Vegetables 8.95 

Canning/ freezing/ pickling/ drying/ root cellars/ jams 
Total info on food preservation, 216 pg. up to date 

COUNTRY WISDOM 32 pg BOOKLETS ON SPECIFIC TOPICS ..... 1.50 
POTATOES, SWEET and IRISH; STARTING RIGHT WITH BEES; 
RASPBERRIES & BLACKBERRIES; HOW SAFE IS YOUR WATER?; 
MAKING CHEESE, BUTTER & YOGURT; STARTING SEEDS INDOORS; 
GROW 15 HERBS FOR THE KITCHEN; GROW THE BEST TOMATOES; 
GROW THE BEST BLUEBERRIES; IMPROVING YOUR SOIL; 
BUYING & INSTALLING A WOOD STOVE; BUYING COUNTRY LAND; 

• HOME SCHOOLING PROGRAM. 
&GURUKULA SUPPLIES 

For learning to read and write, the best method we have found is A Beka. 
It has a Phonics Manual, Blueback Speller, flash cards and 12 readers which 
reinforce the phonics method. This program is fun for the kids and very easy 
forthe teacher/parent, being designed for home-schooling and small schools, 
and it has been widely used by devotees. The method progresses thru various 
readers of your choice, using our own Vaishnava literatures, supplemented 
by such classics as McGuffey's Readers, Aesops Fables and Panchatantra. 

For grammar and writing/ composition we have the ISKCON series of 
Language Arts books by Bhurijana das. Start with the A Beka Method, and 
after the basic phonogram skills are mastered (in 6-12 months), the Readers 
and Language Arts series are used. For grade 6 grammar we use Harcourt. 

Mathematics: For Kindergarten, we use Alarka dasi's Krsna's Math A & B. 
For grades 1-6 we use MacMillan '82 Mathematics books, with teacher 
editions optional. 
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MISCELLANEOUS GllRUKULA & CHILDREN'S ITEMS: 

SRILA PRABHUPADA ON GURUKULA: Reference Guide 4.50 
ASSERTIVE DISCIPLINE FOR PARENTS (125 pgs) 4.50 

Highly recommended: deal with child discipline 
HOMEWORK FOR ALL AGES (all ages, 157 pgs) 4.50 

Inspire students to do homework, an essential. 
GOLOKA ACTIVITY BOOK-large, for ages 4-12, puzzles, games, 
cut-outs, fully Krishna conscious 4.75 
HARE KRISHNA PUZZLES QUIZZES & RIDDLES BOOK 4.50 

by Krsnanandini dasi/transcendental crosswords etc. 
BIG BOOK OF HOME LEARNING by Mary Pride 15.00 

Ultimate sourcebook for children's home education 
LORD RAMA COLORING BOOK (giant size) 2.50 
INCARNATIONS COLORING BOOK giant size 2.50 
HONOR THY MOTHER & HONOR THY FATHER big coloring book 2.50 
PRABHUPADA'S LIFE STORY COMIC-COLORING BOOK 1.00 

COMIC BOOKS In English from India by AMAR CHITRA KATHA 
'NEW REGULAR COMIC BOOKS, 32 pg full color , 1.50 

Tales of Arjuna : Draupadi : Ravana Humbled: Tales from the 
Vedas 1-5: Ganga: Prahlada : Buddha: Ravana Humbled: Krishna 
& Sisupala : Yudhishthira : Savitri : Rama: Mahabharata : Gita : 
Vali : Indra : Jayadratha : Krsna : Drona: Duryodhana's Conspiracy: 
Pandavas in Ekachakra : Ghatotkacha: Pandavas Escape: 
Draupadi's Swayamvara : Yudhisthira's Palace: Arjuna's Exile: 
Pandavas Return to Hastinapur 

• AN ASSORTMENT OF 20 OF THE ABOVE for only 27.50 
• COMPLETE SET OF 31 COMICBOOKS 39.95 
• A SAMPLER SELECTION OF TEN POPULAR COMICS 14.00 

~
 
~
 

• GOVINDA'S KITCHEN AND CUPBOARD. 
3ASMATI RICE Laksmi from India lllb 13.00 
:HAPATTI FLOUR Laxmi very fine 221b 11.00 .. Sib .. 4.00 
PLAIN URAD POPPERS large pkg each. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 1.25 
SEMOLINA fine farina " Sib 3.00 21b .. 1.50 
SPLIT WASH YELLOW MUNG DAHL 41b .. 4.50 
BESAN/ CHICKPEA FLOUR (Lakshmi) 4.4lb . 4.50 
=10SEWATER bottled concentrated. each. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.95 
PICKLES, Patak Hot Lime, Chili or Mild Mango jar each 2.50 
ALMONDS Whole 80z .. 2.25 
:ASHEWS Whole 80z .. 2.75 
°URITY FARMS GHEE slow process, very pure 13 oz 6.00 .. 280z 10.00 
"GG AWAY: Egg substitute (milk protein) 1/4 lb 4.95 

Wonderful in all baking, cooking: equals 48 eggs, all vegetarian 
~OCK CANDY (SUGAR) DIRECT FROM INDIA 4 oz . 0.50 
OLYMPIC JUICER for fruits & vegetables . 189.00 

10 yr guarantee; made in USA; best we have seen very clean simple
 
operation: lifetime tool for better health; ask for our brochure.
 

SPICES: EASTERN &WESTERN 
ASAPHOETIDA HING best quality tin 20z 1.50 
BLACK PEPPER, Ground 40z 1.25 
OREGANO, Whole 40z 1.25 
CORIANDER, Ground 40z 1.25 
:ORIANDER, Ground 40z 1.25 
CUMIN SEEDS, Whole 40z 1.25 
:UMIN SEEDS, Ground 40z 1.25 
TUMERIC, Ground 40z 1.25 
TAPIOCA PEARLS, Small Soz . 1.25 
'v1USTARD SEEDS, Black 40z 1.25 
\JATURAL SESAME SEEDS 40z 1.25 
=ENUGREEK, Whole 40z 1.25 
CINNAMON STICKS 40z 1.95 
CLOVES, Whole 40z 1.95 
=10SEMARY, Whole 40z 1.00 
:ARDAMON, Whole 10z 1.25 
3INGER, Ground 40z 1.25 
::>OPPY SEEDS 40z 1.25 
3ROUND NUTMEG 40z 2.95 
SAFFRON in sealed vial 19m 4.50 

• VEDIC SUNDRIES • 
',1USTARD OIL 16 ounces pure from India 3.50 
Jr.Bronners PURE CASTILLE SOAP 32 oz 7.00 160z 3.95 

MIRACLE ALOE PRODUCTS: these really work! 

MIRACLE RUB 4 oz for skin repair of all types 3.50 
MIRACLE FOOT REPAIR 4 oz cures all fungus quick 3.50 
MIRACLE CHAFE GUARD 1 OZ Anti friction stick 3.50 
MIRACLE ITCH GUARD 1 oz stick, cures ALL itches 3.50 
TONGUE CLEANER! SCRAPER stainless tool . . . . . . . . 4.00 

Ayurvedic secret to health,oral hygiene 
VICCO TOOTHPASTE ayurvedic,herbal . 3.50z . 2.00 
VICCO TUMERIC COMPLEXION CREAM the best for your skin 3.00 
CHANDRIKA SOAP ayurvedic,pure veg oils 30z 1.50 
MYSORE JASMINE or SANDALWOOD SOAP from India 1.75 
THAI DEODORANT MINERAL STONES They work! 4.95 
SRILA PRABHUPADA'S Original Formula TOOTHPASTE 4.00 

Save your teeth and gums, all natural powder 

MEDICINES & MISCELLANEOUS: 

AMRITA CHYAVANPRASH Ancient Herbal Tonic of India 
100% Nat'l Jam, ideal food supplement, lots Vit.C 

half pound size8.50 pound size 16.00 
STARCH PAPERS avoid gelatin caps 200pc . 3.95 
VEGICAPS: Vegetarian capsules (you fill) l00caps/ 5.00 
NATURES WAY GOLDEN SEAL ROOT .100cap . .. 16.95 
NATURES WAY GINSENG ROOT 100cap 16.00 
NATURES WAY CASCARA SAGRADA .. 100cap 6.50 
AYURVEDIC MASSAGE OIL 15 potent herbs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.95 

Therapeutic, penetrating, relaxing, healthy 
EUCALYPTUS OINTMENT Ayurvedic, non-oily formula 8.95 

For aches, arthritis, swelling, bruises, pain & cramps 
BAG BALM Ointment: 10 oz; medicated skin healer 2.75 
OLD WORLD BEE BALM: Beeswax!honey cream all natural lotion 40z .. 2.50 
RICOLA Natural Herb Cough Drops (21 pes) , 1.50 
TIFFIN, Stainless 3 tier large, sturdy. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 14.00 
FRUIT & VEGETABLE WASH concentrate; lasts & lastsMbottle 3.75 

Removes pesticides, chemicals, waxes, dirt, 
oil, fungicides, herbicides: 

KM HERBAL TONIC Krishna's Mercy! 320z. SALE: NOW ONLY .•• 18.00 
All natural: herbs, minerals: TBLSP/day purifies blood, increases 
stamina, mental clarity; helps 95% of those who try it. 

KM DISTRIBUTOR KITS now 25.00 
MEGA FOOD Vitamins, one daily 45 tabs 6.85 
ALL ONE 30 day supply 16 oz tastes great 25.00 

Multiple vitamin, mineral, protein supplement 
No sugar, yeast, sweeteners, all nat! & veget 

SCHIFF'S Natl Veget VITAMIN C 1000 mg time release 
60 tabs 6.95 120 tabs 9.75 
FLORADIX IRON & HERBS Liquid Extract Formula: Natl & veget, 

organic iron, yeast, herbs, fruit & honey, provides nutritional iron 
& vitamins: 8.5 oz 11.95 84 tabs 9.35 

TWINLABS B-l00 CAPS (VIT B COMPLEX) 50 caps 8.50 
ACEROLA NATURAL VITAMIN C chewables 100 mg 675 18.99 

500 mg 50 5.79 
L1PO PLUS (FAT BURNER) 60 tabs 7.95 
CALMS FORTE for nerves & insomnia 100 tabs 4.95 
BREWERS YEAST POWDER good taste 16 oz 7.89 
HIGH DESERT HONEYBEE POLLEN TABLETS 30 chews 3.55 

with natural vanilla & honey 
PLUS MUNCHABLES CHILDRENS MULTIPLE VITAMINS 7.95 

with iron, chewable, 3 natl flavors, 90 tabs 
SONG OF LIFE COMFREY-GOLDENSEAL HERBAL SALVE 3.95 
LANOLIN 100% PURE COSMETIC OINTMENT 50z 2.95 
SILICA (Silicic Oxide) 6X Homeopasthic potency 4.50 

Biochemic Tissue Salt 500 tabs 
YERBA PRIMA INTERNAL CLEANSING PROGRAM 17.95 

Complete 2 part program & Kit, herbal de-tox 
formula and colon care formula 

ORIGINAL PAPAYA ENZYME Natural digestive aid 100 tabs 3.79 

WANTED: Retail distributors of Vedic River items-sell to 
devotees in your area and make 20-30% profit. Items available. 
on credit, no capital required! Call 1-800-274-2539 

WANTED: Complete copy of Professor Sannyal's CHAITANYA 
BHAGAWAT 

WANT TO BORROW books, manuscripts, etc. to copy and 
return for New Jaipur Vedic Library 

WANTED: Strict devotees to join New Jaipur community. 
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LIST OF DELINQUENTS OWING VEDIC RIVER
 
FOR MERCHANDISE RECEIVED: WE HOPE
 
THIS LIST WILL ENCOURAGE PAYMENTS
 

Ksamabuddhi, Badger Ca 180.39
 
Maganbhai Patel, Montreal .50.30
 
Joe Dempsey, Chicago 71.47
 
Gargamuni, ISKCON St Louis .48.36
 
Gargamuni das, Lutz Florida 277.85
 
Jaya Gopal dasi .51.95
 
Divyalila das,?? .56.77
 
Shaligram dasi, Berkeley 155.19
 
Balaram das, San Francisco 120.59
 
Vidyagati das, ?? 46.50
 
Saunaka Rsi, Ireland .141.10
 
Nama Sankirtana, Brooklyn 96.80
 
Rohininandana das, Gainesville .50.51
 
Bhagawatamrita das, Alachua 31.30
 
Mena dasi, New Zealand 23.29
 
Murari dasi, Puero Rico 63.25
 
Manuhara dasi, Puerto Rico 27.95
 
Jaya das, Tallahassee 34.27
 
Mahabuddhi das, Florida 20.00
 
Suksmarupini dasi, Lorain OH 20.45
 
Gita Govinda das, Nigeria 81.00
 
Jayadeva das, Spain .42.00
 
Bhaktivasya dasi, Canada 110.34
 
Giridhari Swami, Hong Kong .49.77
 
Gopikanta das, Sweden 121.50
 
Vijnana das, Greece .35.87
 
Swarup das, Sweden .47.50
 
Nanda Gopal das, Greece 51.00
 
Anandini das, Nigeria .45.35
 
R. Bipat, The Hague, Holland .300.15 
J. Dass, Auckland .108.00 
Aravinda das, Alachua FL 67.11 

WILL THE ABOVE PLEASE RECIPROCATE
 
OUR TRUST BY PAYING THEIR BILLS??
 

GREATER ISKCON CONVENTION
 
New Jaipur May 1992* 

New Jaipur will host a GREATER ISKCON CONVENTION, comprising lectures, discussions, and workshops in May 1992, the exact 
dates to be published later. Four days, Thursday thru Sunday, will feature 10 sessions in which the following subjects will be discussed: 

1. Lives of the Vaishnava Acharyas; 2. Guru and disciple in Greater ISKCON; 3. Implementing Varnashram; 4. Astrology & its use in 
Krishna consciousness; S. Vedic Museum and Diorama Preaching; 6. Srila Prabhupada's Gurukula; 7. Home Schooling Gurukula; 
8. The ISKCON reform movement; 9. Diety worship; 10. Future direction of ISKCON. 

Those interested in J?articipating, by attending or speaking, or by helping to organize, please contact VVR. We hope to conduct this 
convention in a positIve, enlightening and constructive manner with a view that ISKCON is evolving in a way that these kinds of subjects 
now deserve to be discussed in depth. We will invite such esteemed guests as Yasodanananda, Nrisimha, Niscintya, Dristadyumna, 
Guru-kril?a, Jagajjivan, Puranjana, Brahmarata, Gaura-kesava, Yasomatinananda, Syamasundara, Pradyumna and others. The sessions 
will be strIctly moderated and guided. The aim is to discuss, debate and provoke thou~ht in an amiable atmosphere devoid of fault finding 
or offensive behavior...the quest for siddllolllO, and the reinvigoration of preaching IS all ! 

*We have postponed the convention for one year to allow more time for preparation. Several devotees advised that this extension would 
generate more interest and participation. Also, New Jaipur will by then have betler accommodations for a larger numer of devotees. 



Challenge Horse to 
the GBC! 
VVR's Challenge Horse remains on our page! The GBC has 
not yet replied to the following challenges, and until they do, 
the Challenge Horse remains on the loose in their territory: 

1. Substantiate the present ISKCON Guru System with 
reference to Srila Prabhupada's teachings - especially in 
regards to the appointment and qualification issues. 

2. If unable to do so conclusively, abandon the present 
system as unauthorized and institute the Ritvik Acharya 
System authorized by Srila Prabhupada in 1977. This 
would notpreclude the appearance or recognition ofnew 
Diksha Gurus who are qualified as described in sastra. 
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WR 11 
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Gopala Krishna Goswami Gave Ritvik?
 
Ramesvara Swami Gave Ritvik
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